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1 Overview 

This thesis collects four papers in as many chapters on the verification of dis
tributed systems: 

1. R. Gerth, W.P. de Roever, A Proof System for Concurrent Ada Programs, 
Science of Computer Programming 4, pp. 159-204, 1984. 

2. R. Gerth, W.P. de Roever, Proving Monitors Revisited: a first step towards 
verifying object oriented systems, Fundamenta Informaticae, IX, pp. 371-
400, 1986. 

3. R. Gerth, On The Ezistence of Sound and Complete Aziomatizations of the 
Monitor Concept. 

4. R. Gerth, Transition Logic: how to prove temporal properties in a composi
tional way, Proceedings 16th ACM Symposium on the Theory of Computing 
(STOC), pp. 39-51, 1984. 

This research is grounded in the verification approach advocated by R. W. 
Floyd [Flo67). His inductive assertion method is an "engineer's approach" to ver
ification and operates by characterizing the effect on the program variables of all 
the basic actions (e.g., the assignments) of a program. This contrasts with the 
aziomatic method of C. A. R. Hoare [Hoa69] in which the use of the syntactic 
structure of programs in the verification process is stressed and in which programs 
are treated as black boxes that admit some behavior hut whose internal struc
ture is unknown. Typically, the axiomatic method-as opposed to the inductive 
assertion method-was initially conceived as a way to define the semantica of pro
gramming languages rather than as a verification method. These methods, in their 
basic form, verify so-called partial correctness specifications of programs. Such a 
specification, {p}S{q}, states some property, q, of any terminal state that S might 
arrive in if S starts executing in a state that has the property p. 

In her thesis (see [OG76]), S. Owicki applied Floyd's ideas to the verification of 
concurrent programs that interact through the sharing of variables, and formulated 
the important paradigm of interference freedom of proofs as the characteristic fea
ture of shared variable concurrency. The paradigm-like its cousin the cooperation 
test as described below-separates verifying, and hence, thinking about programs 
into a first stage in which components are treated in isolation, and a second stage 
in which it is shown that none of the reasonings and claims about one components 
are invalidated by the actions of any other component, i.e., that such actions do 
not interfere with the validity of the claims. 

The principle is expressed in terms of interfering adversaries because a com
ponent typically has no control over when and how the variables it shares are 
changed by other components. 
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C.A. R. Hoare's language CSP [Hoa78] exemplifies a different interaction strat
egy for concurrent programs. In a CSP program, each component process com
pletely controls its interactions with the other processes. Interactions take the 
form of communicating a value from one process to another one and occur only 
if both the sending and the receiving process agree. Obviously, no variables are 
shared. 

CSP was furnished with a verification paradigm by K. R. Apt, N. Francez and 
W. P. de Roever [AFdeRSO]. In their adaptation of the inductive assertion method 
they formulated the principle of cooperation. Here, the first local stage allows 
reasoning about component processes relative to claims about the interactions 
these components engage in. The second stage attempts to validate such claims 
by showing that the other components cooperate and offer communications in 
accordance with these claims. 

These paradigms do not express an immutable separation of methods to ver
ify shared variable programs from those that cater to communicating programs. 
In fact, M. Levin applied the interference freedom method to the verification of 
CSP-programs [LG81] and shared variable programs can also be interpreted as 
cooperating so as not to invalidate each other's claims. The principles rather sug
gest different hut analogous ways to look at different interaction regimes. As such, 
they greatly influence the form in which the resulting formal verifications are cast 
and hence the way one reasons about concurrent programs. 

Such is the cultural background of the four papers comprising this thesis. 

The first paper-A Proof System /or Concurrent Ada Programs--applies the 
cooperation paradigm to the verification of Ada programs. In CSP, simple values 
are communicated. The Ada rendezvous mechanism combines the procedure con
cept with the synchronized communication of the procedure's parameters. The 
Ada-subset that we use is defined in section 2 of this paper. We show that the 
proof method, too, allows separation of a rendezvous into a stage in which it 
is treated as an ordinary procedure call, ignoring the communications involved, 
and a second stage-part of the cooperation test-where the communication and 
synchronization is treated. After reviewing the original partial correctness proof 
system for CSP, we extend, in section 3, the method to deal with Ada programs. 
Then, in section 5, 6 and 7, the method is extended to deal with safety properties, 
deadlock freedom, termination and absence of failure. Safety properties general
ize partial correctness properties in that they also describe a program's behavior 
during execution before it terminates. Section 8 illustrates the use of the method 
by verifying the correctness of a distributed implementation of a priority queue. 

The second paper-Proving Monitors Revisited-generalizes the first paper in 
two ways. First, whereas in our Ada dialect (and in CSP) the communicating tasks 
are simple sequentia! programs, a single monitor (or our generalization, called 
module) is more profitably interpreted as a concurrent shared variable program on 
its own. Interactions between different modules are of the Ada type. The proof 
method indeed combines the cooperation paradigm, to describe the rendezvous' 
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between the modules, with the interference freedom paradigm, to describe the 
internal behavior of each module. 

The second generalization over the first paper concerns the way the paradigms 
are applied. In the customary verification methods based on them, the individual 
component programs are shown correct using Hilbert style proof rules. The prin
ciples are then invoked as additional, global analyses of the proofs or proof trees. 
As such, the resulting proof methods for concurrency are not proof systems in the 
formal sense of the word and, hence, are not acceptable as axiomatic methods in 
Hoare's sense. In addition, it is not possible to treat programs as black boxes, 
ignoring their internal structure. In this second paper we do develop a formal 
proof system. This is done by generalizing the notion of specification of a program 
from partial correctness triples to formulae that make explicit the environment 
assumptions on which the correctness of each component depends. 

Section 5.1 of the paper introduces the language. Monitors interact by calling 
each other's entry procedures. Modules differ from monitors only in that they are 
not passive, reactive objects hut that they can also initiate activity themselves. 
The effect of such a (remote) call is an Ada-like rendezvous where the modules 
remain synchronized until the called procedure terminates. The important feature 
of modules is that during a rendezvous the called module can decide to suspend 
this rendezvous and either to initiate a new rendezvous by accepting another call 
or to resume the execution of an existing rendezvous that was suspended earlier 
on. 

This mode of execution resembles the interleaved execution of a shared vari
able parallel program: the module's internal variables are the shared variables, the 
procedure instances, instantiated to serve the remote calls, form the component 
programs and the statements executed between a point at which the monitor starts 
(or resumes) executing an instantiation and the next point at which the monitor 
decides to suspend or at which the instance terminates are the "atomically" ex
ecuted actions. This analogy serves as a guide in designing the proof system in 
section 5.3. 

The preceding section 5.2, develops the correct notion of specification. In order 
not to have to resort to proof analyses, the environment assumptions upon which 
the specified behavior of a module depends, must be made explicit in the spec
ification of that module. The resulting specifications, basically, are of the form 
{AS, CO 1 {p}S{q}). Here, AS collects the assumptions about the environment 
and CO collects the commitments of the module throughout its computations. 
The latter are needed to discharge the assumptions that other modules make. 
Such a specification expresses that during any computation of S, starting in a 
state satisfying p, S will honor its commitments, CO, for as long as the environ
ment behaves according to S's assumptions, AS, and in that case will guarantee 
q whenever it terminates. Sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4 show that interference freedom 
and cooperation can now be expressed without reference to the proofs. 

The third paper-On the Ezistence of Sound and Complete Aziomatizations of 
the Monitor Concept-can be described very succinctly. It contains the detailed 
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soundness and completeness proofs for the proof system developed in the previous 
paper and relies on it for the intuitions. 

Although the individual steps are much more complicated, the structure of 
the proof is similar to that for Hoare-style proof systems for sequential languages, 
see e.g., [deB80]. In section 6, I show that the individual rules are sound with 
respect to the program semantics defined in section 3. In section 7, I show via 
an induction on the complexity of the programs that every valid specification is 
indeed provable. Of course there is the usual restriction on the models-I assume 
the standard Peano model-and completeness is relative to the theory of that 
model. 

The most interesting parts of the completeness proof are contained in sections 
7.3 and 7.4, since in both the module and the program rule environment assump
tions have to be discharged. For the module rule these are the assumptions that 
the individual entry procedures make about the effect of actions from the other 
procedures that can be interleaved. The program rule discharges the assumptions 
of the individual modules about the communication behavior of the other modules. 

The key lemma's upon which the proof for these two cases is based, are the 
merging lemma's of section 4. These lemma's state the conditions under which 
computations of individual sub-statements yield a computation of the statement 
composed of these sub-statements. The local merging lemma deals with the en try 
procedures (and the initial statement) that make up a module. The global merging 
lemma with the modules comprising a program. 

Finally, the fourth and last paper-Transition Logic. The Owicki interfer
ence freedom method allows programs to be instrumented with auxiliary variables. 
These are essentially needed to relate the progress in different components. There 
is a suggestion here, of amore abstract formulation of the method in which control
properties become directly expressible by introducing control-propositions in the 
assertion language. This was first proposed and worked out to some extend by 
L. Lamport [Lam79]. The transition logic paper both formalizes and extends his 
ideas. The resulting proof system also fills a gap left by the temporal logic work of 
Z. Manna and A. Pnueli [MP83], in which the verification of temporal properties 
is reduced to showing a set of semantic conditions. Transition logic shows how 
these conditions can be formally proved. 

The rest of this chapter intends to give a high-level introduction to program 
verification based on Floyd's techniques. It is cursory in nature and concentrates 
on deriving the various methods. Few proofs are given and completeness of the 
methods will only be mentioned in passing. 

2 A verification primer 

The field of program verification capitalizes on the dictum that, ideally, a piece 
of software, S, that implements some task should be certified by formally prov
ing that it does so indeed. In the simplest case, when the tasks to be solved are 
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transformational in nature, such certificates take the form of so-called partial cor
rectness specifications, M I= {p}S{q}, stating, roughly, that if program S starts 
executing in a state in which its variables have values, taken from M, that satisfy 
some description p, then in any terminal state that S may produce, the variable 
values will satisfy description q. Such descriptions or assertions, pand q, are usu
ally taken to be formulae in some (lst order) predicate calculus. The question is 
how to validate such specifications. 

The fundamental idea on which much of the work in this field is based, is 
associated with the name of R. W. Floyd [Flo67]. It is as brilliant as it is simple 
and can be summed up as proposing a shift from the analysis of a usually infinite set 
of executions to the analysis of the finite generator of this set, i.e., of the program 
S. S is thus viewed as an abstract machine, churning out sequences of state 
transformations (the computations) as determined by the programming constructs 
of S. Obviously, there is a correspondence (usually many-to-one) between the 
transformed states and the syntactic positions "reached" in the text of S; i.e., the 
syntactic configurations of the abstract machine. This correspondence imposes a 
skeleton structure on each of the computations of S, which allows for a uniform 
analysis of them. 

Concretely, in a specification M I= {p}S{q}, the pre and post assertions pand 
q intend to describe the possible variable values (i.e., the state) at the initial and 
terminal configuration of S. To validate such a specification, associate in analogy 
to the above, with every intermediate configuration, ei, too, an assertion Pi· These 
formulae have the same intensional meaning as p and q: Pi characterizes the state 
whenever machine s is at configuration ei. 

Such an interpretation is consistent, if every step of the abstract machine, say 
from configuration ei to ei+li transforms any state satisfying Pi into a state sat
isfying Pi+l· If the transition from ei to ei+l involves executing the construct Si, 
then consistency amounts to proving M I= {Pi}Si{pi+1}. The Si are, however, 
simpler programs than S is. An easy induction argument on the number of tran
sitions shows that proving local correctness of S, i.e., showing M I= {Pi}S{Pi+l} 
for all programming constructs Si of S, establishes M I= {p}S{q}. 

This verification scheme is called the inductive assertion method and will be 
developed in a more precise way. 

2.1 The inductive assertion method 

2.1.1 Sequentia! programs 

As preliminaries, the precise form of programs and the meaning of programs and 
specifications need to be stated. 

Removing all syntactic sugaring, programs can be represented as transition 
systems, i.e., as edge-labelled, directed graphs. The vertices of such graphs rep
resent the configurations, the edgès represent the possible transitions and their 
labels determine the actions that cause the associated state changes. 
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So, let E be some lst order signature, giving the basic relation, function and 
constant symbols of the programming language. Var= {z, y, z, .. . } is some set of 
variables. L(E) denotes the usual lst order logic over this signature, Lq/ (E) the 
quantifier free part of L(E) and Tm(E) the terms or expressions over E. FV(·) 
returns the set of variables that appear free in its arguments. 

2-1 DEFINITION (Conditions and actions). 

• C(E) = Lq/ (E) 

• A{E} = { zi, ... ' Zn :=ei, ... ' en 1 :&i E Va~ff' e~ E !;n(Eall), . . 1 } 
Zi := Xj 1 i = J ior i, J = , .. n 

So, actions are simultaneous assignments to different variables. Their intended 
meaning is that the variables on the left-hand-side are assigned simultaneously the 
values of the right-hand-side expressions. 

2-2 DEFINITION (Programs over signature E, Prog(E)). A program 7r E Prog(E) 
is a septuple (V, E, I, T, C, A, :ë), where 

• (V, E, I, T) is a finite directed graph with vertex and edge sets V and E and 
a designated initial (I) and terminal (T) vertex. Il e E E, then • e E V, 
respectively, e• E V denote the start, respectively, end vertex of e1 

• there is no edge e E E such that either e• = I or •e = T 

• C: E 1--+ C(E) 

• A: E 1--+ A(E) 

• z Ç Var and all variables appearing in the edge-labels are contained in x. 

Here, I denotes the vertex where execution starts and T denotes the termi
nation point. C(e) is the condition under which edge e may be taken and A(e) 
denotes the action that will be executed as a result of this. 

Programs (in Prog(E)) acquire meaning relative to models, structures or al
gebra 's over E, Mod(E). A model M E Mod(E) supplies a data-domain, IMI, 
and interpretations for the symbols in E; i.e., it assigns relations, functions and 
constant-values over, respectively, in IMI to the corresponding symbols in E. Given 
such a model, states O' , r, ... , are functions Var 1--+ IMI. The value of a term e 
and satisfaction of a formula pin some state O', O'(e) and M, O' I= p, is defined as 
usual; as is validity in M, M I= p. 

Since actions transform states, they are interpreted as relations in the obvious 
way: 

1 Strictly speaking, the (total) functions •.and ·":E 1-+ Vare part of the definition of the 
graph. In most cases they will be left implicit. 
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2-3 DEFINITION (Interpretation of actions). 

• (:z:1, ... ,:i:n := ei, •.. ,en)M = {(u,u{v1/:z:1, ... ,vn/:i:n}) 1 Vi = <T(ei)1 i = 
1 .. . n }, where u{v/:z:} is that state Ö' lor which ä'(:z:) = v and ä'(y) = <T(Y) 
lor y ~ :z: 

Defining the meaning of programs takes two steps. First, single transitions are 
defined; the computations of a program,..., Comp(11', M), are sequences composed 
of such transitions. 

2-4 DEFINITION (Interpretation of programs). Let 11' = (V, E, I, T, c, A, z), 11' E 
Prog(E) be given. 

• (v,u)-+ (w,r) iff 3e E E v = •e, w = e•, M,u I= C(e) & (u,r) E A(e)M 

{ 
1 

n ~ w, vo = I, Vi < n Si = (Vi, <Ti), } 
• Comp(11',M) = (Si)i<n VO < i < n(Vi-1,<Ti-Ü-+ (Vi,<Ti) 

Partial correctness is now straightforward to define: 

2-5 DEFINITION (Partial correctness). Given some 11' E Prog(E), p, q E L(E), 
ME Mod(E), 

• M I= {p}11'{q} iff lor every (si)i<n E Comp(11', M) such that Si = (v1, <71): 
M,<To I= P & Vn-1 = T:::::} M,<Tn-1 I= q 

The inductive assertion method associates formulae with configurations and de
mands local correctness. This translates in to the concept of labellings of transition 
systems and in correctness of such labellings. 

2-6 DEFINITION (Labelings). Let 11' = (V, E, I, T, C, A, z) E Prog(E) and M E 
Mod(E). 

• A labelling of 11' is a total function L: V 1-+ L(E) 

• A labelling L is correct in M for 11' iff lor all e E E and lor all ( u, r) E A( e) M, 
M, u I= L(•e) A C(e) :::::> M, r I= L(e•) 

Note that correctness of a labelling can be rewritten as 

for alle E E MI= {L(•e) A C(e)}A(e){L(e•)}, 

where the interpretation of A(e) as a program is the obvious one. As an abbrevia
tion, use M I= {L(•e)}e{L(e•)} for such formulae. Truth of them has to be shown 
directly, which is easily done. In fact, the following lemma applies: 

2-7 LEMMA (Correctness of basic actions). If A(e) = :z: 1, ... , :Z:n 
then 

• M I= {p}e{q} iff M I= p A C(e)-+ q[ei/:z:1, ... , en/xn]· 

This lemma generalizes the standard observation that 

M, u{u/x} I= p iff M, u I= p[e/x] for any term e for which u(e) = u 

See, e.g., [deB80]. 
These preliminaries set the stage for 
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2-8 THEOREM (Inductive assertion method [Flo67]). MI= {p}ir{q} ifthere is a 
labelling L of 11" such that 

• L is correct in M lor 11", 

• M I= p-+ L(I) 
• M I= L(T) -+ q 

A few remarks are in place here. 

(a) The inductive assertion method indeed reduces showing partial correctness 
to showing a finite number of local correctness properties. Specifically, one 
such property for every edge in the program. 

(b) Technically, theorem 2-8 only claims soundness of the method. One would 
like the assurance of completeness, too; i.e., the assurance that the method 
is always applicable. Given the nature of this introduction, this is not the 
place to discuss such issues in detail hut the method is complete for asser
tion languages that are strong enough. Specifically, completeness holds for 
assertion languages and associated models in which it is possible to define 
the set of finite execution sequences of a program. 

( c) Partial correctness specifications ignore the problem of non-termination or 
divergence of programs: as can be seen from the definitions, if 11" has no 
terminating computations in M, then M I= {p}1r{q} holds for any pand q. 
A quick indication of how to show termination must suffice here. 

The basic observation is that a program 11" E Prog(:E) can diverge only by 
traversing a cycle in its graph an infinite number of times. Showing that 
this is impossible means, mathematically speaking, associating a quantity in 
some well-founded set with any cycle and showing that any traversal of a 
cycle leads to decrease of this quantity. Since the ordering is well-founded, 
this can only happen finitely many times. To implement this, find a cut of 
the graph, i.e., a set of vertices such that every cycle in the graph contains 
at least one such vertex. For example, take those vertices that are the target 
of some edge that is not in a (fixed) spanning tree of the graph. Define a 
function that maps such a vertex together with the state into a well-founded 
set and show that the function is well-defined whenever execution arrives in 
a cut vertex. Finally, show that every path between two vertices of the cut 
(and not containing any other cut vertex) leads toa decrease in the value of 
this function. 

2.1.2 Concurrent programs 

There is a distinction between concurrent programs that interact through the 
sharing of variables and those that use explicit communication actions. To deal 
with the latter type of programs, the set of legal actions is extended by allowing 
the exchange of values between two programs. 
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2-9 DEFINITION (Actions). 

A(l:) = { '" ... ' '• '= t,". "t,, 
:Ci E Var, :Ci = :Cj iff i = j, there is } 
at most one j such that tj rt. Tm(E) and 
ti =: k.ej, ei E Tm(E), k E w 

The intended meaning of an assignment :c := j.e, occurring in, say, 11"i, is that 
executing it requires cooperation of program 11"j which should be willing to execute 
an assignment ... y . .. := ... i.e' .... In that case, both assignments are executed 
at the same time, :c receives the value of e' and y receives the value of e. 

Edges whose associated actions refer to other programs, are called global, as 
opposed to local edges. The expression edge e needs 11"i has the expected meaning: 
the global edge e references 11"i· 

Define two (global) edges, ei in 11"i and ej in 11"j, to be matching precisely if e, 
needs ?rj and ej needs 11"i· 

2-10 DEFINITION (Parallel programs, llProg(E)). The set of parallel programs, 
llProg(E), is the smallest set such that 11"1 Il · · · Il ?rn E llProg(E) provided 
11"1, ••• , 11"n E Prog(E) and 

1. for every ?ri and 11"j and for any two matching edges ei in 11"i and ei in 11"j, 
Ai ( e,) and Aj ( ej) do not both assign to the same variable and 

2. every global edge needs some ?ri with 1 ~ i ~ n 

These are obvious syntactical restrictions: since matching edges are (poten
tially) traversed simultaneously, variables should be assigned to at most once by 
the combined actions. Also, component programs should only attempt to commu
nicate with other components of the current program. 

Now, what should a program 11"1 Il · · · Il 11"n signify? A sensible choice is to 
assume a uni-processor implementation while abstracting from specific scheduling 
disciplines. The result is that computations are obtained by arbitrarily executing 
(single) local transitions from any of the components or pairs of matching global 
transitions. It is easy to associate transition systems with parallel programs that 
capture the intended meaning. 

2-11 DEFINITION (Parallel transition systems). 11"1 11 • • • Il 11"n E IJProg(E) de-
notes the program 11" E Prog(E) defined as (V, E, I, T, C, A, ä:), where 

• V=V1 x"·xV ... 

• I = (li ".I ... ) 
• T= (T1 ... T ... ) 

• E, C and A are defined as the smallest set, respectively, functions such that 

- for any local edge e, E E1 and for all v,, w, E V., i = 1 ... n such that 
Vk = Wk if k =/= i, •e, = Vi and e,• = Wi there is an edge e E E 
with •e = (V1,".,Vn) and •e = (W1,".,w ... ); also, C(e) = c,(ei) and 
A(e) = A1(e1) 
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- lor any two matching edges e, E E1 and e; E E; and lor all v,, Wi E l/i, 
i = 1 ... n such that Vk = Wk if k :j. i, j, • ek = Vk and ek • = Wk if k = i, j 
there is an edge e E E with •e = (vi, ••• , Vn) and e• = (w1, ••• , Wn); 
also C(e) = C1(e1) /\. C;(e;) and 

A(e) = ... :z: •••••• y •.. := ... f ...... e .. . , 

where A1(e1) = ... :z: ••• := ... j.e ... and 
A;(e;) = ... y ••• := ... i.f .. . 

Notation: e =ei Il e2 and A(e) = A1(e1) Il A;(e;) 

Observe that ?r above is constructed as the product automaton of ?ri, ••• , ?rn· 
Formally speaking, this solves the problem of verifying concurrent programs, 

since theorem 2-8 can be applied to the above transition system. 

2.2 Interference freedom 

The solution of the previous section leaves something to be desired, indeed! If 
each ?ri has r vertices and s local edges and if there are t pairs of matching edges, 
then ?r1 Il · · · 11 ?rn will have O((ns + t)rn) edges. So, anyone wanting to apply 
theorem 2-8 to ?r1 Il · · · 11 ?rn will face the ordeal of having to prove a number of 
partial conectness specifications that is exponential in the size of the component 
programs. 

Is it possible to do better than this? 
First note that, by construction, 11"1 Il · · · 11 ?rn has at most ns + t different actions. 
Unfortunately, as long as labellings can be chosen arbitrarily, there is no way to 
exploit this fact. Like the actions, labellings need to be derived, too, from the 
components. This is straightforward to do. 

2-12 DEFINITION (Induced labellings). Let 11"1 Il · · · 11 ?rn E llProg(E) and let ?ri 
have a labelling L,. The L, induce a labelling Li ® · · · ® Ln of ?r1 Il · · · 11 ?rn as 
lollows: 

• lor any vertex v = (v1, ... ,vn) of ?r1 Il · · · 11 ?rn: Li ® · · · ® Ln(v) = 
Li(v1) /\. ... /\. Ln(vn) 

Now, according to definition 2-6, proving local conectness of a labelling L for 
?r1 Il · · · 11 ?rn amounts to showing: 

• for every i = 1 .. . n and every local edge e, E E, with Vi =•ei and Wi =ei• 

{L(v1 .. . Vi ... vn)}ei{L(v1 ... w, ... vn)} 

for all Vk E Vk, k :j. i 

• for every i, j = 1 ... n, i :j. j and every pair of matching edges ei E Ei, 
e; E E; with Vk = •ek and Wk = ek•, k = i,j 

{L(v1 •• • Vi ... v; ... vn)}e, Il e;{L(v1 ... Wi ... w; ... vn)} 

for all Vk E Vk, k :j. i, j 
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Next, assume that L has the form Li ® · · · ® Ln and take some local edge 
ei E Ei from 7ri (vi =•ei, wi =ei•). Using the definition of L, the conditions to 
be shown for this edge can be written as 

1. {Li(vi) /\ L2(v2) /\ · · · /\ Ln(vn)}ei{Li(wi)} 

2. {Li(vi) /\ L2(v2) /\ · · · /\ Ln(vn)}ei{L2(v2)} 

for every v2 E V2 , ... , Vn E Vn. 

This follows from the equivalence 

Likewise, using the equivalence 

(1) , ... , (n) rewrite to 

1'. {Li(vi) /\ V"2EV2 L2(v2) /\ ... /\ v" ... ev ... Ln(vn)}ei{Li(wi)} 

2'. {Li(vi) /\ L2(v2) /\ V".ev. La(v3) /\ · · · /\ V".,.ev ... Ln(vn)}ei{L2(v2)} for all 
V2 E V2 

n'. {L1(v1)/\ V"2EV2 L2(v2)/\·. •/\ v" ... -1EVn.-1 Ln-1(vn_i)/\Ln(vn)}e1{Ln(vn)} 
for all Vn E Vn 

There is nothing mysterious about the above two equivalences. They follow 
immediately from the definitions and the propositional tautologies (p--+ qi /\q2) ~ 
(p--+ qi /\ p--+ q2) and (P1 V P2 --+ q) ~ (P1 --+ q /\ P2 --+ q). 

Now, consider one of the disjunctions V",ev. Li(vi)· It describes some proper
ties of the state that are left untouched by the actions of 11"i· Stated differently, 
whether or not these properties hold, depends on the actions of the other sub
programs. Hence, for as far as they hold, such properties should and can be ex
pressed through assertions associated with these other programs. This is a heuris
tic argument for removing the disjunctions from the pre-assertions in (1'), ... , (n'), 
since semantically speaking they are not needed to describe the state. Another 
rewriting then becomes possible: 

1". {Li(vi)}ei{Li(wi)} 

2". {L1(v1) /\ L2(v2)}ei {L2(v2)} for all v2 E Vi 
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Note that clause (1") is one of the specifications that must be shown in a 
local correctness proof for 7ri. Truth of the other clauses shows what is called the 
interference freedom of action Ai(ei) w.r.t. the local correctness of the labellings 
L2, ... , L,,. of 7r2, ... , 7r,,.. That is, the action Ai(ei) does not interfere with the 
validity of the state-descriptions used in the other programs. 

Now, a completely analogous argument applies to non-local edges; say to the 
pair of matching edges ei E Ei and e2 E E2 (i = 1, 2). The result is a set of 
clauses 

1'". {Li(•ei) /\ L2(•e2)}ei Il e2{Li(ei •) /\ L2(e2•)} 

2"'. {Li(•ei) /\ L2(•e2) /\ L3(v3)}ei Il e2{L3(v3)} for all V3 E V3 

As above, clauses (2"'), ... , (n"') show interference freedom, too. This time of 
the communication actions w.r.t. the labellings of the sub-programs that do not 
participate in the respective communications. Clause (1"') expresses correctness 
of the labellings w.r.t. the global edges. 

The above generates a proof method for concurrent programs. First, the notion 
of correctness of labellings needs changing: 

2-13 DEFINITION (Correctness of a labelling). 
Let 7r E Prog(~) and M E Mod(~). 

• A labelling L is correct in M f or 7r iff lor all loc al edges e E E: 
MI= {L(•e)}e{L(e•)} holds. 

This notion of correctness is a sensible choice, since without a communication 
partner, not much can be said about a global edge; it is not even clear whether 
the edge will be traversed at all. 

2-14 THEOREM (Interference freedom method). Given 7ri Il ···Il 7rn E llProg(~) 
and ME Mod(~). Tben MI= {p}7ri 11···Il7rn{q} ifthere are labellings Li of?ri, 
i = 1 .. . n, such that 

1. M I= p-+ Li(li) /\ · · · /\ L,,.(I,,.) and M I= Li(Ti) /\ · · · /\ L,,.(T,,.)-+ q 

2. Li is correct in M lor 1ri, i = 1 .. . n 

3. lor any two matching edges ei E Ei and e; E E; 
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4. interference freedom 

( a) lor any local edge e, E E, and any Vk E Vk, k =/= i: 

(b) lor any pair of matching edges e, E E, and e; E E; and any Vk E Vk, 

k =/= i, j: 

Like for theorem 2-8, the proof of this theorem is based on a simple induction 
argument. 

Historically, the interference freedom method was developed first for a pure 
shared variable language, i.e., for programs without global edges, by S. Owicki 
[OG76]. M. Levin [LG81] extended the method to l!Prog(:E), although both authors 
used program representations different from the ones used here. 

How does the method compare to the original one? Given an n-component 
program that has t pairs of matching edges, each component having r vertices and 
s local edges, the original formulation results in upto (ns + t)rn conditions to be 
checked. If 1r has t pairs of matching global edges, clauses 1 through 3 of theorem 2 
generates ns + t + 2 conditions. Clause 4 adds upto n2rs + ntr conditions, making 
a grand total of O(n2rs + ntr) conditions. Quite good. 

In fact, good enough to arouse suspicion. It seems strange that labellings of 
the form L 1 ® · · · ® Ln can always be used, since, e.g., the assertion describing 
?r1 's state in vertex v1 will be L1 ( vi) for every vertex of ?r1 Il · · · Il ?rn in the 
set { v1} x V2 x · · · x Vn. The original type of labellings allow more refined state 
descriptions. 

There is an actual problem here, as exemplified by the following program ?r1 Il 
11"2. 

true - s := :z: true - s := s + 1 true - :z: := s 
11"1 : • • • • 

11 V1 W1 T1 

true - t := :z: true - t := t + 1 true - :z: := t 
11"2 : • • • • 

12 V2 W2 T2 

Both ?r1 and ?r2 add 1 to the value of :z: by copying this value to a another 
(local) variable, doing the addition there and then copying the value back to :z:. 
Since, the components do this interleaved, starting with :z: = 0 nothing stronger 
than the followingspecification holds: N 1= {:z: = O}?r1 Il ?r2{:z: = 1V:z:=2}, where 
N is a (standard) model of arithmetic. 

Claim: There is no L 1 ® L 2-type labelling Erom which this lormula 
can be proved. 
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Why? In the following argument, assume, w.l.o.g., that the (free) variables 
of the assertions are contained in {a:, s, t}. Now, suppose L1 ® L 2 is a labelling 
satisfying the clauses oftheorem 2-14. First observe that MI= L1(T1)AL2(T2 )--+ 
a: = 1 V a: = 2. Because 11"1 and 11"2 are symmetrical, this means that one may 
assume that M I= Li(T;) --+ a: = 1 Va: = 2 for i = 1, 2. Hence, by local correctness 
of Ll, MI= Ll(l1)--+ a: = 0 Va:= 1. 

One of the interference freedom clauses is 

(1) 

This means that at least M I= L1(11) t\ L 2 (w2 ) --+ t = 0 V t = 1 should 
hold. Local correctness of L2 gives M I= L2(v2)[t - 1/t] --+ L2(w2) and M I= 
L2(l2)[t/ a:] --+ L2( v2). Hence, M I= Ll(l1) t\ L2(l2)[t- l/a:] --+ t = 0 Vt = 1 should 
hold. Now, the strongest assertion that can be made about the values of a:, s and 
t in configurations "containing" 11 is ( a: = 0 Va: = 1) t\ ( a: = 1 --+ t = 1). So, this is 
also the strongest assertion usable as L1(11). By symmetry, the strongest L 2 (I2 ) 

is (a: = 0 Va:= 1) t\ (a: = 1--+ s = 1). Observe that with these choices 

M I= Ll(li) t\ L2(I2)[t - 1/a:] +-+ (a: = 0 Va:= 1) t\ (t = 1 v t = 2)/\ 
(a: = 1--+ t = 1) t\ (t = 2--+ s = 1) ' 

and this does not imply M I= t = 0 V t = 1. 
Consequently, the assumption that (1) can be satisfied by some L1 ® L 2-

labelling is false, which establishes the claim. 
Still, the specification is valid. The reason is that at w 2 , t = 2 only holds if 

11"1 has already terminated. in other words, ?r2 's last transition does not interfere 
with Ll(li) because t can have value 2 only in configurations of 11"1 1111"2 that do 
not include 11 (hut that do include T1). 

A solution is implicit in this argument: assertions should also express con
trol properties. Although researchers have used this idea (see, e.g., [Lam79, 
Ger84]), the solution that was proposed initially-and almost universally adopted 
subsequently-is that of instrumenting programs with so-called auziliary variables. 

2-15 DEFINITION (Auxiliary variables). Let 11" E llProg(I:) use variables in x. 
• A set A V Ç :il is a set of auziliary variables for 11" provided in any condition or 

action of 11" expressions in vol ving a variable in A V only occur as assignmen ts 
to some variable in A V 

• Il A Vis a set of auxiliary variables lor 11", then 11" \ A V denotes the program 
in which all assignments to the auxiliary variables are removed. 

The key property of auxiliary variables (for 7r) is that they do not influence 
the control in 11" nor the range of possible values of the non-auxiliary variables of 
11". In fact, the following lemma holds: 
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2-16 LEMMA. Let A V be a set of auxiliary variables lor 7r E llProg(E). Then lor 
any p, q E L(E) such that FV(q) n AV = 0 

Ml={p}7r{q} iff Ml={p}7r\AV{q} 

This results in the following extension of the interference freedom method 

2-17 THEOREM. M I= {p}7r{q} holds if there is a program 'Tr
1

, a set of auxiliary 
variables, A V, lor 7r1 and assertions p' and q' such that 

• MI= p-+ 3AV p', MI= q'-+ q 

• M I= {p'}7r' { q'} 

•7r=7r'\AV, 
where FV(p, q) n A V = 0 and 3AV denotes existential quantification over 
the variables in A V. 

Using this technique, the troublesome program 7r1 Il 7r2 would be attacked via 
the following instrumented version: 

'Tr' • 
true -+ s := :c true -+ s := s + 1 true -+ :c, l := s, 1 

1 • • • • • 
Ii V1 W1 Ti 

'Tr' • 
true -+ t := :c true-+ t := t + 1 true -+ :c, k := t, 1 

2 • • • • • 
12 V2 W2 T2 

The auxiliary variables l and k are used to mark in the state the configurations 
including T1 and T2. The specification that would be proved is 

M F {:c = 0 Al= 0 A k = 0}7r~ Il 7r~{(:c = 1 V :c = 2) Al= 1 A k = l} 

For example, Li(Ii) would take the form l = 0 A (k = 0-+ :c = 0) A (k = 1-+ 
:c = 1). The reader is urged to complete the proof. 

So, now the trade-off is clear: on the one hand there is theorem 2-8 requiring 
large labellings, on the other hand there is theorem 2-14 needing smaller labellings 
hut needing auxiliary variables (or "control predicates"). Also, in genera!, the 
assertions will be more complicated. In practice, these added complications pay 
off. 

Although interference freedom has been introduced here in a purely technica! 
way, this is not how the idea was conceived and is interpreted. Interference freedom 
is seen as a paradigm for thinking about shared variable programs. The component 
programs are seen as adversaries that may alter the values of every shared variable 
in an uncontrolled way. Interference freedom shows that these adversaries behave 
correctly. 

Interpreted as a paradigm, it is not clear that this is the proper way to reason 
about programs that communicate hut that do not share variables. Interactions 
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in such programs occur in a very controlled way, only when both communication 
partners agree to it. In the next section, the verification method will be optimized 
for such programs, in the sense of generating less verification conditions, ultimately 
resulting in the notion of cooperation, as conceived by K. R. Apt et al in [AFdeR80]. 
In fact, for shared variable programs the verification methods can be optimized, 
too, in a way similar to that of the next section. Since such optimizations are not 
used in any of the other chapters of this thesis, they will not be worked out here. 

2.3 To optimize verifying non-shared variable programs 

2-18 DEFINITION (Communicating programs, Il Prof (E)). 

11"1 Il · · · 11 ?rn E Il Prof (E) iff 
• 11"1 Il · · · 11 ?rn E llProg(E) and 

• :ei n z; = 0 lor all i "t j 

The constrained interaction regime of these programs can be expected to lead 
to a correspondingly constrained interference freedom test: only the global actions 
might interfere. More specifically, a labelling, say, Li of ?ri, should not need to 
state properties about different components, other then whether certain global 
edges of such components already have been passed or not; i.e., whether certain 
communication options and hence interference possibilities are still open or not. 

Accepting this implies (1) that the use of auxiliary variables can be restricted 
and (2) that component labellings need to refer to variables in other components 
only if they are auxiliary variables. This translates into the notions of restricted 
auziliary variable sets { A VJ , and of A V-safe labellings . 

2-19 DEFINITION (Restricted auxiliary variables). Let 11" E llProf (E). A set, 
A V, of variables is a set of restricted auziliary variables for 11" provided 

- A Visa set of auxiliary variables lor 11" and 

- any va.riable in A V only occurs on globa.1 edges of 11" 

Note that this implies that any restricted auxiliary variable is read and written 
in at most one component, since there are no shared variables. 

2-20 DEFINITION (AV-safe labellings). Let 11" = 11"1 Il "· 11 ?rn E llProf (E) a.nd 
let A V be a set of restricted auxiliary va.riables lor 11". 

• A la.belling Li lor 11"i is A V-safe iff lor every v E V., FV(Li(v)) Ç :ëi U A V 

• A la.belling L lor 11" is A V-safe iff L is A V-sa.fe lor every 11"i· 

The following verification method ensues as an immediate consequence: 
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2-21 THEOREM. Let 1r = 1r1 Il · · · Il 1rn E Il Prof (:E), M E Mod(E). 
M f= {p}1r{q} holds ifthere is a program 11"1 =11"~ Il··· 1111"~ E llProf(E), a set, 
AV, of restricted auxiliary variables lor 11"1 such that FV(p, q) n A V = 0 and an 
A V-safe labelling Ll ® · · · ® Ln lor 11"

1 such that 
1. M F= p-+ 3AV Ll(Ii) /\ ... /\ Ln(In), M F= Ll(T1) /\ ... /\ Ln(Tn)-+ q 

2. 1r = 11"
1 

\ A V 

3. L, is correct in M lor 1rL i = 1 ... n 

4. lor every pair of matching edges ei E E! and e; E Ej 
(a) M f= {Li(•ei) /\ L;(•e;)}ei Il e; {Li(ei•) /\ L;(e/)} 

(b) M f= {Li(•ei) /\ L;(•e;) /\ Lk(vk)}ei Il e;{Lk(vk)} lor every Vk E v,:, 
k "# i, j 

It is one more step to the cooperation method of K. R. Apt, N. Francez and W. 
P. de Roever [AFdeR80]. In that method, restricting the use of auxiliary variables 
in the labellings is followed through to its logical conclusion: a component labelling 
may only use that component 's variables. Since, in general, reference to other 
component's (auxiliary) variables is necessary-a counter example similar to the 
one of Section 2.2 applies here-this restriction is compensated for by having an 
additional, invariant, formula I that relates the auxiliary variables of different 
components. The intension is, that at a vertex Vi E Vi the state is described by 
Li(vi) /\ I rather than by L,(v,). 

The reason for doing this, is a methodological one: the verifi.cation methods 
of the previous theorems all have two logically separate stages. The first stage 
concentrates on the correctness of each of the component labellings independently. 
The second stage-the interference freedom test being part of it-checks "com
patibility" of the component labellings. The cooperation method enforces this 
distinction on a syntactical level by constraining the labellings to be 0-safe. The 
consequences for the proof method of Theorem 2-21 are straightforward. The use 
of 0-safe labellings obviates the need for clauses 4a and 4b. Instead, the additional 
formula, I, must be shown invariant. 

This leads to the following 

2-22 THEOREM (The cooperation method [AFdeR80]). Let 1r = 11"1 Il · · · Il 1rn E 
llProgc (E), M E Mod(E) and p, q E L(E). 
M f= {p}1r{q} holds il there is a program 11"

1 = 11"~ Il ... Il 71'~ E Il Prof (E), a 
set, A V, of restricted auxiliary variables lor 11'1 with FV(p, q) n A V = 0, a 0-safe 
labelling Ll ®· · · ®Ln lor 11'1 and a lormula I with FV(I) Ç AV such that 

1. M f=p-+ 3AV Ll(Ii)/\···/\Ln(In)/\I, M F= Ll(T1)/\···/\Ln(Tn)/\I-+ q 

2. 11'
1

=11'\ AV 

3. each L, is correct in M lor 11'~, i = 1 ... n 

4. cooperation 
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(a) lor every pair of matching edges ei E E~ and e; E Ej 

M 1= { L,(• e,) /\ L; (• e;) /\ J} e, Il e; { L,( e,•) /\ L;(e/) /\ J} 

Clause 4a merges the corresponding clause from theorem 2-22, showing that 
the global actions behave as expected, with the invariance proof of I. 

Again, if each component has s local edges and if there are t pairs of matching 
edges, then the cooperation method generates ns + t proof obligations. Stated dif
ferently, like the original inductive assertion method does for sequentia! programs, 
the cooperation method generates for any communicating program as many veri
fication conditions as there are edges in the program. 

Although the method is, at least heuristically, derived from the interference 
freedom method here, it is both in form and in spirit quite different. Whereas the 
former method is a "no holds barred" method, in which auxiliary variables can be 
added to any edge and assertions may refer to every variable, the latter method 
is quite the opposite in that both the addition and the use of auxiliary variables 
are constrained so as to reflect the reason why they were introduced. The result 
is clause 4 that replaces the corresponding clause in Theorem 2-21. This clause is 
interpreted as showing as proving that every pair of matching edges cooperates in 
establishing eachother's post assertions and the invariance of I. 
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Abstract. A subset of ADA is introduced, ADA-CF, to study the basic synchronization and communi
cation primitive of ADA, the rendezvous. Basing ourselves on the techniques introduced by Apt, 
Francez and de Roever for their CSP proof system, we develop a Hoare-style proof system for 
proving partial correctness properties which is sound and relatively complete. The proof system 
is then extended to deal with safety, deadlock, termination and failure. No prior exposure of the 
reader to parallel program proving techniq~es is presupposed. Two non-trivia! example proofs 
are given of ADA-CF programs; the first one concerns a buffered producer-consumer algorithm, 
the second one a parallel sorting algorithm due to Brinch Hansen. Features of ADA expressing 
dynamic process creation and realtime constraints are not covered by our proof methods. Con
sequently, we do not claim that the methods described can be extended to full ADA without 
serious additional further research. 

1. Introduction 

In this paper, we study the prooftheory of the basic ADA synchronization primitive, 
the rendezvous. A subset of ADA, the ADA concurrency fragment with acronym 
ADA-CF, is defined for which a Hoare-style proof system is developed to prove 
partial correctness properties, which is sound and relatively complete as proven in 
[15]. Thus, we take Hoare's recommendation [18] to work out simple consistent 
subsets of ADA seriously. The proof system is based on the esp proof system in [5] 
which has as key-notion, the notion of cooperation between proofs. For languages 
for distributed computing, this notion expresses on the level of proofs that a process 
functions correctly, provided the assumptions which the environment ofthat process 
meets, allow it to honor the commitment the environment needs. 

The ADA rendezvous mechanism simply combines the procedure concept with 
synchronized communication of its parameters. Now, one may wonder whether this 
simple combination allows for an equally simple combination of proofs. Our proof 

* These investigations were supported (in part) by the Foundation for Computer Science Research 
in the Netherlands (SION) with financial aid from the Netherlands Organization for the Advancement 
of Pure Research (ZWO). 

0167-6423/84/$3.00 © 1984, Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) 
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system demonstrates that this is the case, indeed. It shows that proofs for this 
combination simply split into separate proofs for 

(!) the procedure-body (assuming no communication) and 
(2) the synchronization and communication involved. 
We take the absence of additional proof theoretica! complexity as an indication 

that, seen in the broader perspective of developing programming concepts in genera!, 
the rendezvous mechanism provides us with an elegant communication primitive. 
This situation is a particularly lucky one, since the given characterization of the 
rendezvous extends to so-called remote procedure calls in genera! (see [2]). Con
sequently, our proof techniques apply in principle to a whole family of languages 
for distributed communication, including e.g. Concurrent Pascal [8], Distributed 
Processes (oP) [9], *Mao [11] and Mesa [22]; this thesis receives additional support 
from the fact that our prooftechniques were initially developed for another language, 
DP [26, 14). 

Technically, the main contribution of this paper is the generalization of the idea 
of cooperation, as developed for csP-type communication of transmitting simple 
values, to ADA-type communication. A second contribution of this paper is that it 
describes a method for proving invariance (or safety) properties in genera!. Notably, 
this method does not require further strengthening of our proof techniques. It 
describes how to derive more information from the same proofs, instead. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the subset 
ADA-CF and its informal semantics; for a more forma! semantics, the reader is 
referred to [25] or [15]. In ADA-CF, only the bare essentials of ADA-tasking have 
been retained. Notably, the subset does not admit shared variables, access-variables 
to tasks (or any other object), task-creation and en try queues. This last restriction 
is not as serious as one might think it to be; see Section 9 of this paper and [25]. 
Section 3 is the heart of the paper in which the partial correctness proof system is 
developed. Section 4 contains the first large(r) example proof of a program 
implementing a buffered producer-consumer system. In Section 5 the proof system 
is extended to deal with safety-properties which generalize partial correctness 
properties. Notably, no new proof rules have to be introduced. This section also 
introduces the necessary terminology and techniques which are used in Section 6 
to deal with deadlock freedom and in Section 7 to deal with termination and absence 
of failure (i.e., clean termination). For these three properties, new proof rules and 
tests are needed. All this culminates in Section 8 which contains the second large 
example proof. We consider a version of a linear time parallel sorting algorithm of 
Brinch Hansen [9] and prove it correct and deadlock and failure free. In fact, we 
prove that the algorithm can be used as a priority queue. Section 9 discusses some 
ADA constructs which can be added to our subset without much trouble. Notably, 
we show how to incorporate the terminate-statement of ADA, which introduces a 
distributed termination convention not unlike that of esp [ 17]. Also, the absence of 
entry queues and some syntactic restrictions on the variables in ADA-CF are discussed. 
Finally, Section 10 formulates a conclusion and discusses some related work. 
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2. The subset ADA-CF 

The syntax of ADA-CF is described, using a BNF-grammar augmented with the 

following embellishments (see also [ 1, § 1.5]): 

(a) Script prefixes in the nonterminals are irrelevant. I.e., vaLid and entiy_id 

are both equivalent to the nonterminal id; 

(b) Square brackets en close optional items. 1 .e., the production deel::= [en
try_deel] [var _deel] also produces the empty string; 

(c) Braces enclose a repeated item, which can be repeated zero or more times. 
I.e., the production id_list ::=id {,id} produces lists of one or more id's. 

The reader who is familiar with ADA will notice that some liberties have been taken 
with the ADA syntax which is verbose at times. 

program 

task 

label 
deel_ part 

entry_deel 

var_deel 
id_ list 

stats 

stat 
ass_st 
if_st 

while_st 

acc_st 

forma!_ part 
call_st 

actual_part 

seLst 

seLbranch 

expr 
bool_expr 

id 

::= begin task {Il task} end 
::=task ta,;Lid decl_part [label] begin stats end [label] 

::=fa6ef_id: 

::= [entry_deel] [var_deel] 

::=entry entiy_id_list; 

::=int vaLid_list; 

::=id {,id} 
::= [label] stat {;[label] stat} 

::= null I ass_st 1 if_st 1 while_st 1 acc_st 1 calLst 1 sef_st 

::= vaLid := expr 

::= if bool_expr then stats else stats endif 

::= while bool_expr do stats endwhile 
::=accept entiy_id (formal_part) do stats endaccept 
::= [in_id_list] [ # in_out _id_ list] 
::=call taaLid.entiy_id (actual_part) 

::=[expr{, expr}] [#in_out_id_list] 

::= select se/_ branch {or sel_ branch} endselect 
::= bool_expr: acc_st [;stats] 

::= "expression" 
::= "boolean expression" 

::= "identifier" 

There are some syntactical restrictions on the variables appearing in an ADA-CF 
program (if S denotes an ADA-CF statement, then Fv(S) denotes the set of its 

variables): 
Rl. For any two tasks Tand T' in an ADA-CF program, Fv(T)nFv(T')=0; 
R2. Within a task no name-clashes may occur either between the forma) para

meters, in the formal_parts of the task, themselves or between the forma! variables 

and the variables in the deel_part of the task; 
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R3. No variable in the in_id_list of any accept-statement (acc_st) may appear 
on the left-hand side of any assignment or in the in_oaLid_list of any call; 

R4. For any call-statement, call Ta(ei, ... , en# x 1, ••• , Xm) 

(i) x 1, ••• , Xm must be all distinct, 
(ÏÏ) FY(e1, ... , en) (î {Xi, ... , Xm} = 0. 

These restrictions will be discussed later on in Sections 3 and 9. 
Next, we give an informal description of the semantics. An ADA-CF program 

consists of a fixed set of tasks. These tasks are all activated simultaneously and 
executed in parallel. When execution reaches the end of a task-body, that task 
terminates. Each task can have declarations of variables (all of type integer) and of 
entries, which may be 'called' by other tasks. The actions to be performed, when 
such an entry is called, are specified by matching accept-statements for this entry. 
Execution of an accept is synchronized with the execution of a matching entry call. 
Consequently, a task executing an accept or entry call, will be suspended until 
another task reaches a matching entry call or accept, after which the statements of 
the accept-body are executed by the called task, while the calling task remains 
suspended. This action is called a rendezvous and is the only means of communication 
between and synchronization oftasks; in particular, there are no global (i.e., shared) 
variables. After a rendezvous, the two tasks engaged in this rendezvous continue 
their execution in parallel again. A program aborts (or fails) if 

( 1) an en try is called of a task that has al ready terminated or 
(2) a task terminates, while other tasks are still waiting for a rendezvous with one 

of the entries of this terminated task. 1 

Apart from the synchronization involved, the rendezvous-action is similar to an 
ordinary call for a procedure, having as body the body of the accept participating 
in the rendezvous. A task may only contain accepts for one of its own entries, but 
it may contain more than one accept for the same entry. Each accept specifies a 
forma!_ part for its en try; all accepts for the same en try should specify the same 
formal_part. The first set of parameters in such a formal_part, closed-off by the 
'# '-sign, consists of value parameters (i.e., are of mode in, using ADA-parlance); 
the second set consists of initialized result parameters (i.e., are of mode in out). 
Hence, in the actual_part of a matching call, the first set of actual parameters may 
be (integer) expressions, the second set must be variables. The parameters specified 
by an accept are local in scope w.r.t. the accept-body. Execution of a rendezvous 
between an entry call and a (matching) accept starts by assigning the values of all 
actuals to all formals. Then, the accept-body is executed after which the computed 
values of the forma! result parameters are assigned to the actual result parameters. 
More, precisely, if C = call T e(f # x) and A = accept e( u # v) do S endaccept, then 
executing a rendezvous between C and A can be seen as executing the statement 
"u := f; v := x; S; x := v"; this statement will in the sequel be denoted by "Cll A". 
Note that the association of the actual with the forma! parameters (call-by-value
result) is in full agreement with the ADA reference manual [!, § 6.2]. 

1 In full ADA, an exception would have been raised in the calling task only, in these cases, possibly 
causing it to fail but otherwise not inftuencing execution of the other tasks [I, § 9.5]. 
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The select-statement allows a task to wait for synchronization with one of a set 
of alternatives. First, all boolean expressions, 'guarding' the branches of the select, 
are evaluated to determine which branches of the select are open (i.e., which 
expressions evaluate to true). If all are closed, the program aborts. Otherwise, the 
task, if necessary, waits until a rendezvous corresponding with one of the open 
branches is possible. Notice that each branch starts with an accept. In many cases, 
more than one rendezvous may be possible because several entries of a task may 
have been called or several tasks may have called the same entry. Similarly, several 
open branches may start with an accept for the same entry. In such cases, one of 
these alternatives is selected arbitrarily. In particular, this means that there are no 
entry or calling queues associated with entries as in ADA.

2 

Executions (or computations) of ADA-CF programs are modelled as arbitrary 
interleavings of the indivisible or atomie actions of the component tasks. I.e., we 
assume an interleaving semantics (INT) and, in this respect, do not distinguish 
ourselves among other researchers in the proof theory of concurrent programs. 
However, this is not the only possibility and one could also assume maxima/ 
parallelism semantics (MAX). In such a semantics, component tasks execute truly in 
parallel whenever this is possible; in particular, execution of a task is never un
necessarily suspended. Both types of semantics are reasonable: MAX corresponds 
to a situation in which the component tasks execute on identical dedicated pro
cessors; INT corresponds toa situation in which such an assumption is not warranted 
or in which time-sharing occurs. In fact, it is the intended execution model of the 
ADA reference manual [1, § 9]. The reader is referred to [27] fora more complete 
exposition. While our proof system is sound under both INT and MAX, it is complete 
under INT only (see [27] for a counter-example). 

Finally, in the sequel we will at times refer to 'program-states' or 'states' reached 
by a computation of a program. This notion is defined as usual. In this context, the 
state of a task is the program-state restricted to the variables of and the location in 
this task. 

Example 2.0. This example illustrates the ADA-CF subset and the liberal way in 
which ADA-CF is augmented with extra data types when this is deemed necessary 
to code non-trivia! example programs. 

The program is a straightforward solution of a producer-consumer problem with 
a buffer in between to smooth out speed-variations and is a slightly adapted version 
of the program in [1, § 9.12] (n denotes an arbitrary positive integer constant): 

begin 
task producer 

array ( !.. n) of int veel ; int i; 

2 That the presence or absence of entry queues has no influence on the partial correctness semantics 
of the subset is proved in [25]; see also Section 9. 
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begin i := !-and initialize vee 1 to some arbitrary values 
while i :s:: n do 

call buffer.put( veel ( i)); i := i + 1 
endwhile; 

call buffer. term( 

end 

task consumer 

array ( !.. n) of int vec2; int j; 
begin j:= 1; 

white j :s:: n do 
call buffer.gel ( # vec2(j)); j := j + 1 

endwhile; 
call buffer. term( 

end 

task buffer 
entry put, get, term; 

array (0 .. 99) of int pool; int in, out, count, terms; 

begin in:= O; out:= 0; count := O; terms:= O; 

white terms ;te- 2 do 

select 
count < 100: 

accept put(x) do pool (in mod 100):= x endaccept; 
in := in + 1 ; count := count + 1 

or count > 0: 

accept get( # y) do y := pool (out mod 100) endaccept; 
out:= out+ 1 ; count := count - 1 

or true: 

accept term ( ) do null endaccept; 
terms := terms + 1 

endselect 

endwhite 
end 

end 

The extra entry term and variable terms in the buffer-task, are needed to determine 
when buffer may terminate (terms= 2). Remember that ADA-CF does not have the 

ADA terminate-statement. 

In Section 4 we will show that this program satisfies 

{ true} 

begin task producer Il task consumer Il task buffer end 
{\7' i = !.. n veel ( i) = vec2(i)}. 
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Here, { p} S { q} expresses, as usu al, that any computation of S starting in a state that 
satisfies the assertion p, terminates in a state that satisfies q or does not terminate 
at all. I.e., it expresses partial correctness. 

The assertion-language in which p and q are expressed is an ordinary first-order 
one, with the usual logica) connectives and quantifiers. The non-logica) symbols of 
the assertion-language, are the functions and predicates that are used in the program 
in question. The proof system will be formally developed for ADA-CF programs 
though. Hence, it will deal with the integer data type only (and so must the 
corresponding assertion language). 

3. The proof system 

The proof system is similarly structured as the one of Owicki in [24] or the 
csP-system of Apt et al. [5]: In order to prove a property about a program, one first 
constructs separate proofs for the component tasks in isolation and then combines 
these component proofs to obtain a proof ofthis property. In general the component 
tasks will influence each other. Consequently, within a component proof one has 
to make assumptions about the behaviour of the environment of the task. Therefore, 
if these component proofs are to be combined, these assumptions should be con
sistent and must be checked. This explains the need for tests such as the interference 
freedom test of [24] and the cooperation test of [5]. Because of the close relationship 
between ADA-CF and csP communication, the consistency test on component proofs 
of the ADA-CF system will be based on the esp cooperation test. Such tests introduce 
a meta-element in Hoare-style proof systems, because they refer to properties of 
proofs. The natura) notion of proof for which such tests can (formally) be defined 
is that of proof outlines; first introduced by Ashcroft in [6] and subsequently used 
for Owicki's 'genera) programming language', GPL, in [24] and for esp in [5]. In the 
case of GPL and csP, it is a rather trivia) problem what consistency test has to be 
imposed upon the proof outlines (of course, the specific form such a test takes may 
be less trivia) to find). In the case of ADA-CF, the reader will see that there is a subtle 
problem involved in this choice. 

To 'separate' the component proofs from each other, the following axiom and 
proof rule are adopted: 

Al. call: 

{p}call T.e(t#x){q}, 

provided Fv(p)n{x}=0. 
The arguments tand x denote respectively the value expression list and the value 

result variable list; the domain of FV has been extended so as to yield the set of 
free variables of its argument assertion(s). This axiom expresses that in a component 
proof, anything may be assumed about the result of executing an entry call. Of 
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course such an assumption must be checked later on. The restriction on the free 
variables of the pre-assertion will be discussed in the sequel. 

RI. accept: 

{p'} s {q'} 

{ p} accept e( û # v) do S endaccept { q} 

provided { û, ii} n FY( p, q) = 0. 
First of all, the rule forces a proof of the accept-body to be given. However, it 

does not enforce relationships between the pre- and post-assertion of the body and 
the pre- and post-assertion of the accept. This is reasonable as p' and q' must say 
something about the values of the forma! parameters, which are (partly) determined 
by the environment. Consequently, these assertions have to be checked too, later 
on. The forma! parameters are local w.r.t. the accept-body, whence the restriction 
on the variables free in p and q. 

These are augmented by the following rules and axioms: 

A2. null: 

{p} null {p}. 

A3. assignment: 

{p[t/x]}x:= t{p}, 

where [ t / x] denotes the usual (syntactical) substitution of the expression t for each 
(free) occurrence of x in p. 

R2. select: 

{p} select b1 : S1 or · · · or bn: Sn endselect {q} 

Remember that waiting (until a rendezvous is possible) does not influence the 
truth-value of partial correctness properties. 

R3. if: 

{p 11 b} S {q}, {p 111b} S' {q} 

{p} if b then S else S' endif {q} 

R4. while: 

{p11b}S{p} 

{p} while b do S endwhile {p 11 --,b} 

R5. composition: 

{p} S {q}, {q} S' {r} 

{p} S;S' {r} 
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R6. consequence: 

p ~ p', {p'} s {q'}, q' ~ q 

{p}S{q} 

R7. body: 

{p}S{q} 

{p} begin S end {q} 

33 

In the sequel, a task will often be 1áentified with its body, in the sense that 
{p} task T {q} or {p} T {q} will be written where {p} begin S end {q} (being the 
body of task T) is meant. 

Using these rules, properties about tasks (or task-bodies) in isolation can be 
proved. Such proofs can be given an alternative form by annotating the task-body 
with the assertions generated by its proof; i.e., each sub-statement Sof the task-body 
can be annotated with the assertions used in the application of one of the above 
rules or axioms to S. lt is straightforward to make this precise: 

Definition 3.0. A proof out line for an ADA-CF task (-body) S, associates with each 
sub-statement R of S (and with S itself) a unique pre-assertion, pre(R), and a 
unique post-assertion, post(R), and defines a bracketing for the task.3 Such a proof 
outline is called valid for a formula { p} S { q} precisely if for each sub-statement R 

of S, the following verification conditions hold: 
(1) p~pre(S) and post(S)~q, 
(2) pre(S)~ pre(R) and post(R)~ post(S) if S= begin R end, 
(3) pre(R)~ post(R) if R = null, 
(4) pre(R)~ post(R)[t/x] if R = x:= t, 
(5) pre(R) Ab~ pre(R'), pre(R) A 1b ~ pre(R"), post(R') ~ post(R) 

and post(R")~ post(R) if R = if b then R' else R" endif, 
(6) pre(R) Ab~ pre(R'), post(R')~ pre(R) and pre(R) A 1b ~ post(R) 

if R = while b do R' endwhile, 
(7) pre(R) Ab;~ pre(R;) and post(R;) ~ post(R) for i = 1..n 

if R =select b1 : R 1 or· · ·or bn: Rn endselect, 
(8) Fv(pre(R), post(R)) n {ü, ii} = 0 if R =accept e(ü # v) do R' endaccept, 
(9) FY(pre(R)) n {.X} = 0 if R =call T.e.(Ï # x), 

(10) pre(R)~ pre(R'), post(R')~ pre(R") and post(R'')~ post(R) if R = R'; R". 

Such proof outlines correspond with the purely sequentia) part of an ordinary 
proof. lt is easy to see that a proof outline is valid for a formula {p} S { q}, precisely 
when its pre- and post-assertions can be used in an ordinary proof for {p} S {q}. 
The conditions (1)-(10) restrict the assertions to those that can be obtained by using 
one of the proof mies or axioms given. 

3 The notion of bracketing will be explained later on. Until then, the reader may safely ignore this 
equirement. 
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Apparently, with pro of outlines a special kind of proof corresponds; namely 
proofs in which no two applications of a proof rule or axiom refer to the same 
statement; otherwise the pre- and post-assertions of this statement would not be 
unique. We will return to this fact later on. 

Subsequent discussions will always refer to proofs in this form; an example will 
shortly follow. 

In the proof outline of a component task T, assumptions are made about the 
behaviour of the tasks that T communicates with. To be more specific, T makes 
assumptions about the values it receives, both for the value-result parameters on 
termination of an entry call and for the forma! parameters, when T enters an accept. 
Using these assumptions the proof outline for T specifies in a sense the behaviour 
to which T commits itself; i.e., the appropriate pre-assertions specify the values 
sent off to a task which becomes engaged in a rendezvous with T. In essence, the 
consistency test must show that the behaviour of each task satisfies the assumptions 
concerning its behaviour, made by the task communicating with it. This discussion 
makes the following more precise statement of the cooperation test plausible: 

First formulation of cooperation of ADA-CF proofs. 

The proof outlines of {pi} task T, {q1}, ••• , {pn} task Tn {qn} cooperate if 
(!) for any 'matching communication pair' 

c =call 7J.e(; # x) 

and 

A =accept e(ü # v) do S endaccept (A within Ij), 

the formula {pre( C) /\ pre(A)}C Il A{post( C) /\ post(A)} holds, whenever C and A 

become engaged in a rendezvous; 
(2) the assertions of the pro of outlines of {p;} T; { q;} ( i = 1 .. n) have no free varia bles 

subject to change in any Ij (j ~ i). I.e., have no free variables which appear on the 
left-hand side of any assignment in Ij or as value-result parameter of any entry call 
in Ij. 

The first clause is clear enough, asking to derive the post-assertions of the entry 
call and accept, if a rendezvous between these two occurs, (necessarily) in a state 
obeying the two pre-assertions. The discussion of how formulae like {p} C Il A { q} 
are proved, is deferred for a while. 

The second clause farces independence of the proof outlines: No proof outline 
may refer to variables of other tasks; hence, a proof outline cannot be invalidated 
by actions elsewhere and, consequently, no 'interference freedom' need be estab
lished [24]. However, this restriction does not apply"to variables that are not changed 
in the program. Such so-calledfreeze variables are needed to prove relations between 
variables of different tasks. As a consequence, only post-assertions of entry calls 
and the pre-assertions of accept-bodies make assumptions about the behaviour of 
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other tasks (so that only these assertions have to be checked). This is reasonable 
because at these places only, outside information is injected into a task. 

Example 3.1. Consider the following ADA-CF program: 

begin task T int x; begin call T'.a(x) end Il 

Clearly, 

task T' entry a ; int y; begin accept a ( u) do y := u endaccept end 

end 

{true} begin task Tlltask T' end {x=y}. 

To prove this, introduce a freeze variable z and proof outlines 

task Tint x; 

{x = z} begin 
{x = z} call T'.a(x){x = z} 

end {x = z} 

task T' entry a ; int y; 

{ true} begin 
{true} accept a(u) do 

{ u = z} y := u {y = z} 
endaccept {y = z} 

end {y = z} 

(3.2) 

It is easy to see that the proof outlines are valid. Do they cooperate too? Well, 
clause 2 clearly ho Ids; a little thought makes satisfaction of the first clause plausible 
too. As the proof mie for such formulae has not yet been given, the actual 'proof' 
can only be rendered in the following form: Clause 1 asks for the proof of {x = z 11 

true} C Il A { x = z 11 y = z} ( C denotes the en try call in T and A the accept in T'). 

According to the semantics of a rendezvous (cf. Section 2), C Il A is equivalent with 

u := x; y:= u 

( u := x is the assignment of the actual to the forma! parameters). Consequently, one 

has to show that the formula 

{x = z} u := x {u = z} y := u {x = z 11 y = z} 

can be 'completed' so as to yield a valid proof outline. In particular, the intermediate 
assertion, u = z, should be retained, as this assertion embodies the assumption of 
T' about T's behaviour. To show this, is rather trivia!; the following proof outline 
is the required completion: 4 

{x = z}{x = z 11 x = x} u := x {x = z 11 u = x} 

{ x = z " u = z " u = u} y := u { x = z " u = z " y = u }{ x = z " y = z}. 

So the outlines may be combined: 

{x = z 11 true} begin task T Il task T' end {x = z 11 y = z}. 

4 Juxtaposition of two assertions in a proof outline denotes implication of the rightmost assertion by 
the leftmost. 
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Application of the consequence rule yields 

{x = z} begin task T Il task T' end {x = y }. 

As the value of z and hence of x has not been specified, (3.2) holds too. 
The last deduction in the example was not formalized and indicates another 

missing proof rule: 

R8. substitution: 

{p}S{q} 

{ p [ t / z ]} s { q} 

provided ze Fv(S, q). 

Using this rule, the last step in the example proof can be formalized using the 
substitution [x/ z] (and then applying the consequence rule). 

The above simple-minded approach to cooperation is too weak in genera!: The 
first clause of its definition requires one to prove a formula involving an entry call 
C and an accept A, but only if C and A can actually become engaged in a rendezvous. 

This cannot be inferred from the program text alone but has to be semantically 
characterized. Consequently, it raises the dual problem of characterizing the absence 
of a rendezvous. 

A rendezvous between A and C can only occur if there is an execution of the 
program that reaches a state in which control resides both at A and C. Now, in a 
(valid) proof outline, the pre-assertion of some statement, by definition, characterizes 
all computations reaching this statement. Consequently, a rendezvous beh~reen A 
and C cannot occur, whenever pre( C) 11 pre(A) ~fa/se. 

The following example and subsequent discussion addresses the question whether 
assertions can be made strong enough to express the impossibility of a particular 
rendezvous. 

Example 3.3. 
begin 

task T begin call T'.a(l); call T".b( ) end Il 
task T' entry a ; int x; 

begin 
accept a(u) do x := u endaccept; 
accept a ( v) do x := v endaccept; 

end Il 
task T" entry b ; 

begin accept b( ) do null endaccept; call T'.a(2) end 
end 

The formula 

{ true} begin task T 11 task T' Il task T" end {x = 2} 
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clearly holds. In order to prove it, the post-assertion of the second accept in a proof 
outline of T' necessarily must imply x = 2. lf this post-assertion is to pass the 
cooperation test, the conjunction of the pre-assertion, p, of the first entry call in T 

with the pre-assertion, q, of the second accept in T' must somehow yield false, 
ex pressing that this rendezvous will not take place during execution, thus trivializing 
the cooperation test for this pair. Consequently, q must express something like "if 
T' is at the second accept then T must be after its first entry call". But precisely 
this type of assertion is ruled out by the second clause of the cooperation test! 
Besides, there is the moot point of how to express such conditions at all. 

In other words, this example suggests the proof system to be (still) incomplete in 
the sense that not every operationally true property can be proved. lt illustrates the 
difference between a syntactically matching pair-such as the call in T" and the 
first accept in T'-, and a semantically matching pair-such as the call in T" and 
the second accept in T'. 

To determine which of the syntactic matches also match semantically, the example 
suggests that it needs relating states of different tasks to each other. For this purpose, 
the proof system is augmented with a global invariant, GI, which may also carry 
other global information needed fora proof. GI expresses in genera! which rendez
vous' occurred and which values were sent and received during these rendezvous'; 
in short, it expresses (or encodes) the communication-history. As is well-known, to 
express relations between the states of different tasks in genera!, either the state of 
each task bas to be explicitly extended with a location counter or the tasks have to 
be extended by statements involving fresh, so-called auxiliary variables. For this 
proof system the Jatter option is chosen, as in [5] and [24]. 

For example, if the tasks T and T' in Example 3.3 are augmented with auxiliary 
variables i and j respectively (both initialized to 0), the fact that T bas executed its 
first call can be encoded in i by inserting the assignment i := 1 between the two 
calls. Likewise, to encode that T' bas executed its first accept, an assignment j := 1 
can be inserted between the two accepts in task T'. Then the pre-assertion, p, of 
the first call in T can be chosen so as to imply j = 0 (j is initialized to 0); The 
pre-assertion, q, of the second accept in T', can be chosen so as to imply j = 1. A 
global invariant, I = j = 1 ~ i = 1, would express the property "if T' is after its first 
accept (j = 1) then T must be after its first call (i = l)". Consequently, if control 
could be at the first call in T and simultaneously at the second accept in T', the 
program-state would satisfy p" q" 1 (/ is assumed to be globally invariant), which 
implies i = 0 Aj = 1"(j=1 ~ i = !), which is equivalent to false. This shows that this 
situation can in fact not occur during execution and it trivializes the cooperation 
test for this matching pair. 

U nfortunately, 1 is not a global invariant for the program because of the problem 
of updating its free variables. Since the assignments to i and j need not (and in 
genera! will not) be executed simultaneously, 1 can be invalidated. To resolve this 
problem, the range over which a genera! invariant, GI, must hold is restricted as in 
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[5] by introducing a bracketing for each program; the updatings of G1-variables are 
then confined to bracketed sections (in which GI consequently need not hold) which 
are associated with entry calls and accepts as these are the only statements at which 
the execution of different tasks synchronize: 

First definition of bracketing 
A task is called bracketed if the brackets '(' and ')' are interspersed in its text, so 

that 
( 1) for each bracketed section (S), S is of the form 

S'; call T.a( e # x); S" or accept b( ü # v) do S' endaccept 

(where S' and S" update the variables of the global invariant and may be null
statements); 

(2) each call and accept is contained in a bracketed section. 

Introduction of a global invariant (and associated bracketing) enables a reformula
tion of the cooperation test in order to refine the notion of matching: 

Second formulation of cooperating ADA-CF proofs. 

The proof outlines of {p;} task T;{ q;} (i = l..n) cooperate w.r.t. GI if 
(1) for any syntactically matching pair (C) and (A), where 

C = S 1 ; call 0· e( f # x); S2 and A = accept e( ü # v) do S endaccept 

(A within T;), the formula 

{pre( C) "pre(A)" GI} C Il A {post( C) "post(A)" GI} 

holds; 
(2) the assertions of the proof outlines of {p;} T; {q;} (i = l .. n) have no free variables 

subject to change in any 0 (j oé i). 

Notice that confining the updating of G1-variables to bracketed sections only, 
implies that to ensure invariance of GI, only bracketed sections have to be checked 
and that GJ may be assumed to hold when entering such a section (provided GI 
holds initially). This suggests the following parallel composition meta rule: 

R9. parcom: 

proofs of {p;} task T; {q;} (i = l..n) cooperate w.r.t. GI 

{P1 /\ · · · /\ Pn /\ GI} begin task T1 Il· · · lltask Tn end {q1 /\ · · · /\ q" /\ GI} 

provided no variable free in GI is updated outside a bracketed section and GI does 
not contain forma! or actual parameters as free variables. 

The reason not to allow forma) or actual parameters to appear free in GI, is to 
prevent some additional complications to occur: Allowing actual parameters, would 
introduce an aliasing problem, as a variable of GI then could be updated under a 
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different name. Allowing forma! parameters, would complicate the rendezvous rule, 

Rl 1, to be developed below.5 In genera!, problems will arise if proofs are combined 
(using this rule) of tasks which share variable-names, because of possible name
clashes in the consequent of the rule. This motivates restriction Rl of Section 2, 
which restricts the subset to programs in which no name-sharing occurs. 

In the sequel we will refer to proofs for a program begin task T1 Il · · · Il Tn end, 
which start in an assertion p, meaning that there exist a set of valid proof outlines 
T;, ... , T~, which cooperate w.r.t. some GI and such that 

p ~pre( TD" · · · "pre( T~)" GI. 

Finally, a rule is needed to remove auxiliary variables from a program again (this 
rule is similar to the ones in [5] and in [24]): 

RIO. Av: Let AVAR denote a set of variables, elements of which appear in S' only 
in assignments of the form x := t with x E AVAR and t any expression. Theo 

{p}S'{q} 

{p}S{q} 

provided Fv( q) n A v AR= 0 and S is obtained from S' by deleting assignments to 
and declarations of variables in AVAR. 

Example 3.4. Now, the formula 

{ true} begin task T Il task T' Il task T" end {x = 2} (3.5) 

of Example 3.3 can be verified, indeed. To express the necessary assertions, three 
auxiliary variables, i, j and k, are introduced into the proof outlines of T, T' and 
T", respectively. The proof outlines will be less detailed than in the previous example, 
but the reader will have no difficulty in providing the missing details. 

task Tint i; 
{i = O} begin 

{i = O} (call T'.a(l); i := 1); 
{ i = 1} (call T".b( )) 

end {i = 1} 

task T" entry b; int k; 
{k = O} begin 

{ k = O} (accept b( ) do k := 1; null endaccept); 
{k = l} (call T'.a(2)) 

end {k = 1} 

5 These two restrictions do not impair completeness of the system, because such actual and forma! 
parameters may always be assigned to auxiliary variables. 
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task T' entry a; int x, j; 
{j = O} begin 

{j = O} (accept a(u) do {j = 011 u = l}x := u; j := 1 endaccept); 
{j = 111 x = l} (accept a(v) do {j = 111x=111v=2}x := v endaccept) 

end {j = 1 11 x = 2} 

In this proof, the following global invariant, GI, is used: 

(j = 1 ~ i = !) /\ (k = 1 ~ j = !). 

Now clearly, the individual proof outlines are correct and the second clause of the 
cooperation test holds too. As for clause 1, first consider the not semantically 
matching pairs: The first call in T with the second accept in T', and the call in T" 
with the first accept in T'. lt is easy to see that the conjunction of the pre-assertions 
with GI, i=011j=l11x=l11(j=l~i=l)11(k=l~j=l) and k=l11j=011 

(j = 1~i=1) 11 (k = 1~j=1) respectively, both yield false. Next the semantic 
matches: 

(!) The first call in T with the first accept in T'. The formula 

{ i = 0 Il j = 0 Il G 1} U := J {j = 0 Il U = J} X := U ; j := J ; i := J 
{i= J 11j= J /IX= J /\GI} 

should be completed. This is trivia!: 

{i=011j=011G1} u:= 1 {j=011 u = I}x:= u {x= l 11j=O} 

j := 1 {x = l 11j = 1} i := 1 {x = l 11 i = I 11j = 1} 
{x=) 11i=J11j=) /\GI}. 

(2) The second call in T with the accept in T". To complete {i = I 11k=011 GI} 
k := 1; null {i = l 11 k = 111 GI}, is even more trivia!: 

{i= l 11 k=011G1} k:= 1{i=l11k=I11}= !} null {i= I 11k= l 11G1}. 

Notice that here, the implication i = 1 ~ j = 1, part of GI, is needed; otherwise the 
second part of GI, k = 1 ~ j = 1, cannot be derived. 

(3) The call in T" with the second accept in T'. This is left to the reader. 
Application of R9, the parallel composition rule, yields 

{ i = 0 11 j = 0 11 k = 0 11 GI} begin task T Il task T' Il task T" end 
{i= J 11}= J 11x=211 k=) llGI}. 

Using the consequence rule to get the post-assertion x = 2 and the Av-rule, which 
may be applied now, to remove the auxiliary variables, the formula reduces to 

{i = 0 11} = 0 11k=011 GI} begin task T Il task T' Il task T" end {x = 2}. 

Now, the substitution rule can be used to substitute 0 for i,j and kin the pre-assertion. 
Formula (3.5) is obtained by reducing the pre-assertion to true with a final application 
of the consequence rule. It should be remarked here that, although in this example, 
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GI only relates locations in different tasks with each other, in genera! GI also carries 
other state information; see for instance the example proof in Section 4. 

The above development mirrors the development of the CSP-system in [5]. In fact, 
all of the above examples and problems have their counterpart in that proof system. 
However, the construction of a proof system for ADA-CF also introduces problems 
which are particular for that language, and it is to these problems that the rest of 
this section addresses itself. They result from the possibility of having occurrences 
of calls or accepts within the body of another accept; such a nesting of communica
tion statements is not possible in csP. This will enforce a refinement of the notion 
of bracketing. lt has also consequences for the formulation of the final-still 
missing-proof rule to derive the { p} C Il A{ q }-type formulae of the cooperation test. 

First an example will show that, although introducing bracketings (and global 
invariants and auxilia;y variables) has made the proof system (seemingly) complete, 
at the same time it has made it unsound ! 

Example 3.6. Consider the following proof outlines (h is an auxiliary variable): 

task T 
{ true} begin 

(call T'.a( )); 
end {true} 

task T" entry b ; int y ; 

{ true} begin 
(accept b(x) do 

{x = O} y := x endaccept) 
end {y = O} 

task T' entry a ; int h ; 
{h = O} begin 

{h =0} (accept a( ) do h:= 1; {h = !} 

(call T".b( 1 )) ; h := 0 
endaccept) {h = O} 

end {true} 

GI= h =0 

The individual proof outlines are correct and if they are combined, they 'prove' 

{ true} begin task T Il task T' Il task T" end {y = 0}. 

However, the reader easily sees that after termination, y = 1 holds. The problem is 
of course the assumption of T", x = 0, (which follows from rule RI) about the value 
it receives from T'. This assertion should not pass the cooperation test for the accept 
in T" with the entry call in T'. Unfortunately it does, and vacuously so, as the 
conjunction of the respective pre-assertions with GI yields false: h = l 11 true 11 h = 0. 
The test for the other matching pair holds too (this time rightly so). Hence, the 
outlines can be combined and the proof system allows 'proofs' of invalid formulae 
and is consequently not sound. 

Analyzing the.example shows this disparity to be caused by the nested occurrence 
of the entry call within the body of the accept in T', because GI should also hold 
when such inner calls or accepts are reached. As these appear within the bracketed 
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section of the outer accept in which GI need not hold, indeed cannot hold as its 

variables are being updated, this means that the range of the bracketed sections is 

too large and must somehow be restricted so as to contain precisely one call or 
accept each. 

GI encodes, in genera!, the communication-history of the computation. This 
suggests that updating its free variables is only necessary when communication 
actually takes place. During a rendezvous, communication only occurs at the start 

and at the end of such a period. This suggests the following refined definition of 
bracketing: 

Definition 3.7. A task is called bracketed if the brackets '(' and ')' are interspersed 
in its text, so that 

( 1) for each bracketed section, (S), S is of the form 
(a) S'; call T.a(ë#i); S", 

(b) accept b( û # ü) do S' or 
( c) S" endaccept; 

where S' and S" do not contain any entry calls or accepts and may be null statements; 
(2) each call and accept is bracketed as above. 

Clause l(a) of this definition has remained the same; the other clauses have 
changed. Clearly, the intention of this change is that GI must be shown to hold 
again, whenever S' (in clause 1 (b )) has been executed and hence before another call 
or accept can be encountered. (This implies of course a new interpretation of the 

validity of a {p} C Il A {q }-type formula.) 

Now consider Example 3.6 again and the accept in task T'. There is only one 
possibility to bracket this accept properly according to the new defintion, namely: 

{h = O} (accept a( ) do h := 1) {h = I} 
(call T".b(I);) (h := 0 endaccept) {h = O}. 

But now it becomes immediately clear that GI == h = 0 is no longer a global invariant, 

because for this accept ( A) and the call ( C) in T the cooperation test (or rather the 

proof of {true 11h=011 GI} C Il A {true 11h=011 GI}) would also require one to show 
that { true 11 h = O} h := 1 {h = 1 11 h = O} which is evidently false. Hence, this-at least
suggests that the proof system is once more sound. 

Third, and final, formulation of cooperation of ADA-CF proofs 

Definition 3.8. The proof outlines of {p;} task T; {q;} (i = l..n) cooperate w.r.t. GI if 
( 1) for any syntactically matching pair, ( C) and (A), where 

C=S1;call 7j.a(ë#x);S2 and 

A ==accept a(û # v) do S~ ;) S; (S; endaccept (A within 7j), 
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the formula 

{pre( C) "pre(A)" GI} C Il A {post( C) "post(A)" GI} 

as defined below, holds; 
(2) the assertions of the proof outline of { p;} T { q;} contain no free variables 

subject to change in any T; (j >" i), for i = 1 .. n. 

Having obtained the correct notion of bracketing and cooperation, the last task 
is to define formally how to prove the formulae of the cooperation test. During the 
remainder of this section, the following en try call and matching accept will be fixed, 
with pre and post-assertions as indicated: 

{p1}(S1; {fi1} call T'.a(ë # i) {q1}; S2){q1}, 
(3.9) 

{ P2Haccept a( ü # v) do { p~} s; ;){ ft2} S { t72}; (S~ { qn endaccept) { q2}. 

These bracketed sections are denoted by ( C) and (A) respectively (the call is part 
of a task T). 

The question is, how to prove 

(3.10) 

According to the semantics of a rendezvous and the intention of the bracketing and 
the cooperation test (and as suggested in the various examples), proof ofthis formula 
requires that the following partial proof outline can be completed: 

{P1 "P2" GI} 

S 1 ; Ü, v := ê, x; S; ; { p " GI} S { q " G 1}; S'2 ; x := v; S2 

{q1 /\ q2 /\ GI} 

(3.11) 

(x := v denotes the simultaneous assignment of the variables in the list v to the 
corresponding variables in x; likewise for the assignment ü, v := ê, x). In this partial 
outline only pi, p2, qi, q2 and GI are known assertions; p, q and the other assertions 
which are not shown, have to be found. 

Completion of (3.11) in this form turns out to be not that satisfactory a solution. 
The problem is, that the cooperation test would force for each accept A, a set of 
d(fferent proof outlines to be completed, one for each call matching with A, because 
the to-be-guessed assertions in (3.11) have to relate the states of the task containing 
the call, T, and the task containing the accept, T', to each other. Hence, it is not 
possible just to substitute the assertions from the 'regular' proof outline of the 
accept-body in (3.9) for the missing on es in (3.11 ). A second reason for not adopting 
this solution, is that the whole format of the cooperation test would break down: 

Operationally, the cooperation test must show that whenever execution reaches 
a state in which control is simultaneously at some matching call-accept pair, the 
assumptions about the resulting rendezvous in the proof outlines of the respective 
tasks are correct (and that GI holds again after updating its variables). Formulation 
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ofthis test essentially hinges on the assumption that such task-states are characterized 
by the appropriate unique pre-assertions of the corresponding proof outlines and 
GI: The set of cooperating conditions is determined purely by the syntactic structure 
of the program and in no way depends on a particular program proof. Now suppose 
the accept A to contain an inner call C'. As more than one proof outline has to be 
constructed for the outermost accept, more than one pre-assertion is obtained for 
the inner call. In other words, a particular pre-assertion does not fully characterize 
anymore, the task-states in which control is at C'. Consequently, the cooperation 
test-using the approach of (3.11) for proving (3.10)-breaks down, because for 
each matching pair as many tests must be generated as there are different pre
assertions. The effect is self-propagating: Each of these tests results in a new proof 
outline to be completed for an accept A' matching with the call C'. In its turn, A' 

may contain an inner call too and still more checks have to be generated (although 
the total number of tests remains finite ). 6 

These phenomena show that in order to obtain a usable proof system for ADA-CF, 

another approach to the proof of (3.10) has to be found. An approach that retains 
the notion of proof outline in the sense that for an accept too, only one proof outline 
need be constructed; the cooperation test should not require additional on es. This 
means that the proof outline of the body of such an accept must be canonical in 
the sense that its constituent assertions must be strong enough to justify the assump
tions of each matching call and, symmetrically, must be weak enough to remain 
valid under the 'value-injection' of each matching call. 

Disregarding synchronization, a rendezvous is equivalent to an ordinary 
procedure-call. A similar quest for canonical proofs can be found in the literature 
dealing with proof rules for procedure-calls. There, the simplest approach is the 
simulation of parameter transfer by syntactical substitution of actual for forma! 
parameters. To achieve this, restrictions must be imposed on the actual parameters 
allowed; see also [3]. The same approach is adopted in the current case, and hinges 
on the following 

Theorem 3.12. Let S be some ADA-CF statement, p and q two assertions; û, v and x 
denote sequences of distinct variables and ë denotes a sequence of expressions. 

IJ 
(a) FV(e) n {x} = 0, {u} n {i!} = 0, (Fv(S) U {Ü, v}) n (Fv(ë) U {x}) = 0, 
(b) the variables in û do not appear on the left-hand side of any assignment in S or 

as in out parameter of any call in S, 

then 
(1) {p}S{q} ~ {p[·]}S[·]{q[·]}, 

provided FV( q) n { x} = 0 (( ·) denotes the variab[e substitution [ ë, X / U, v)), 
(2) { p} S[ · ]{ q} ~ { p} ü, v := ë, x; S; x := v { q} 

provided FV( p, q) n { Û, V} = 0. 

6 Note that these problems originate only in the way in which the cooperating conditions are defined 
and are, for instance, not inftuenced by our refinement of bracketing. 
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We do not prove this theorem here, but instead refer the reader to [15); it is not 
a striking result and an analogous one is, e.g., embodied in E.R. Olderog's rule 26 
in [3). 

The restrictions 3.12(a) and (b) correspond precisely to the restrictions Rl, ... , R4 
in Section 2 (the third one in 3.12(a) is subsumed by Rl). Under these restrictions, 
3.12(2) shows actual parameter assignment and substitution to be equivalent; 3.12(1) 
shows that a canonical proof (outline) for S can be used to obtain information 
about any 'acceptable' call (acceptable, meaning that assigniog the actual parameters 
to the forma! one leaves the pre-assertion, p, valid). 

We proceed with an informal deduction of the rendezvous-rule, to be used in 
proving the formulae in the cooperation test. 

Theo rem 3.12(2) suggests that instead of completing (3.11) one might try and 
complete 

{P1 /\ P2 /\ GI} 
s1; s;[ · J; {p[ · J 11 G1} s[ · ]{q[ · J 11 G1}; s~[ · J; s2 

{q111q211GI} 
(3.13) 

(remember that Fv(p1,qi,p2,q2,GI,Si.S2)n{ü,i!}=0; pand q, still have to be 
determined). 

Now consider the proof outline in (3.9) for {p2} S {q2}. Theorem 3.12(1) implies 
the existence of a proof (outline) for {p2[ ·]} S[ ·] {11i[ · ]}, too. This proof outline is 
not yet strong enough to be used in (3.13) because p and q have to contain 
state-information of both T' (containing the accept of (3.9)) and T (containing the 
call). 

During execution of S, the state of T remains fixed and (hence) is characterized 
by the pre-assertion of the call, jj1. Consequently, p1 is invariant over S; jj1 is even 
invariant over S[ · ], because Fv(p1) n {x} = 0 (this explains the role of the restriction 
in the call-axiom Al). GI, too, may be assumed to be invariant over S and hence 
over S[ ·] (remember, GI does not contain format parameters as free variables) 
because inner calls or accepts are dealt with separately. Now, it is a fact that, using 
auxiliary variables and GI, an assertion such as p, 'talking' about the state of two 
different tasks, T' and T, can always be split into two assertions, jj1 and jj2 , each 
talking about the state of only one task (i.e., p1 about T and p2 about T'); see e.g., 
the completeness proof in [15). Consequently, formula (3.13) can be written as 

{P1llP2llGI} 
s1; s;[ · J; {ft1 11ft2E·J11 G1} s[ · H ft1 11'72[·J11 G1}s;[ · J ;. s2 

{q1 Il q2 Il GI}. 

And, as far as the accept-body is concerned, there only remams the proof of 
{p2[ • ]} S[ ·] {q2[ ·]} for which it suffices to prove {p2} S {ë12} which is already part of 
the proof outline of T'. 

These arguments lead up to the last rule of the ADA-CF proof system, the 
rendezvous-rule: 
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Rl 1. rendezvous: 

where 

{pre( C) 11 pre( A) 11 G 1} S 1 ; S'1 [ • ] {pre(' call') 11 pre( S)[ · ] 11 G 1} 

{pre('call') /\ post(S)[.] /\ GI} s;[. ]; S2 {post(C) /\ post(A) /\ GI} 

{pre( C) 11pre(A)11 GI} C Il A {post( C) 11post(A)11 GI} 

C = S 1 ; call T'.a(ê# x); S2 (within a task T), 
A =accept a(ii # v) do s; ;) S (S; endaccept (A within T'),7 

[. J = [ ë, .x; u, v], 
'call' denotes the entry call within C. 

Recapitulating, the premises in this rule embody the cooperation test over the 
two bracketed sections. Assigning the actual to the forma! parameters has been 
modelled by syntactic substitution ( due to Theorem 3.12 and the restrictions on the 
actual parameters of Section 2). The same theorem implies that a new proof for the 
accept-body, S, need not be constructed for every matching call and instead we may 
just substitute the actual for the forma! parameters in the proof outline for S in 
task T'. In other words, it is always possible to give a canonical proof for an 
accept-body which suffices for the cooperation test for all matching entry calls. In 
the first premiss, we must, among other things, show that the actual parameters obey 
the assumptions of the accept, i.e" we must derive pre(S)[ ·]. If they do, post(S)[ ·] 

specifies the result of executing the accept-body. The intermediate assertion, 
pre('call'), retains information about the variables in task T, other than the actual 
parameters; i.e" it retains· information about those variables of T that cannot be 
changed by executing S. 

Canonicity of the proof of an accept-body is essential. We already indicated that 
while discussing the cooperation test. When constructing a proof outline, one 
constructs unique pre- and post-assertions for every statement. Consequently, the 
assumption, permeating Section 3, that the proof of a component-task can always 
be rendered in the form of a proof outline, only now has been substantiated by the 
particular form of the rendezvous-rule. 

The bodies of accept-statements can be proved canonically, but we did have to 
compromize: The rendezvous-rule clearly shows that for the bracketed sections 
associated with an accept, we do have to construct multiple proofs (similarly for 
entry calls). However, the completeness proof of the proof system [15] shows that 
bracketed sections need only contain one assignment each, so this seems a small 
price to pay. 

4. Proof of the bounded buffer program 

In this section the example program m Section 2 1s proved correct w.r.t. the 
specification 

7 Rernernber that S obeys the clauses R 1, ... , R4 of Section 2. 
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{ true} 

begin task producer Il task consumer Il task buffer end 
{Vi = l..n vecl(i) = vec2(i)}. 

For the proof, auxiliary variables are introduced: 
- in the producer task, h1 ; recording the sequence of values sent off, 
- in the consumer task, h2 ; recording the sequence of values received, 
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- in the buffer task h1 and h2 ; recording the sequence of values received, respectively, 
sent off. 

These auxiliary variables denote sequences. In the proof outline, 'a Ab' denotes 
the concatenation of sequences 'a' and 'b', or of the sequence 'a' and the element 
'b'. In the assertions, arrays or array-slices will also be used as sequences. Finally, 
the expression 'pool(x 0 y)' is defined as follows (pool is a variable of type array 
(0 .. 99) of int): 

{

pool(xmod 100 .. (y-l)mod 100), ifxmod IOO~ymod 100, 
pool(x 0 y) = A 

pool(x mod 100 .. 99) pool(O .. (y - 1) mod 100), otherwise. 

Here follow the proof outlines (the labels are used in the next sections; the invariant 
of the while-loop in task buffer' is denoted by /): 

task producer' 

array ( !.. n) of int veel ; int i; sequence of int h 1 ; 

{h 1 = A} begin i:= 1; -and initialize veel to some arbitrary values 
{ h 1 = veel ( !.. i - 1 ) i\ i ~ n + 1 } 

while i ~ n do { h 1 = vee 1 ( 1.. i - l) " i ~ n} 
( h 1 := h 1 A veel ( i) ; { h 1 = vee 1 ( 1.. i) " i ~ n} 

/ 1: call buffer'.put(veel(i));) {h 1 = veel(l..i)i\ i~ n} 

i := i + 1 { h 1 = veel ( !.. i - 1) " i ~ n + 1} 
endwhile; { h 1 = veel ( !.. n)} 

12: (call buffer'.term( )) 
end {h 1 = veel(l..n)} /3 : 

task consumer' 

array ( !.. n) of int vec2; int j; sequence of int h2 ; 

{h2 =A} begin}:= l; 
{h 2 = vec2(1..j- l)i\j~ n + !)} 
while j~ n do 

/4: (call buffer'.get( # vec2(j)); h2 := h2 Avec2(j) ;) 

j:= J+l 
endwhile {h2 = vec2(1..n)} 

/5: (call buffer'. term( )) 
end{h2 =vec2(1..n)} 16 : 
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task buffer' 

entry put, get, term; 

array (0 .. 99) of int pool; int in, out, count, terms; 

sequence of int ïi1, ïi2 ; 

{Ïi1 = A 11 h2 = A} 
begin in:= O; out:= O; count := 0; terms:= O; 

{ count = in-out 11 0 ~ count ~ 100 11 h1 = h2 "pool( out 0 in)}-{!} 
while terms ,.t 2 do 

/ 7 : select count < 100: {J 11 count < 100} 
(accept put(x) do ïi1 := ïi1 "x ;) 

{ count = in-out 11 0 ~ count < 100 11 h1 = h2 "pool( out 0 in)\} 

18 : pool(in mod 100) := x 
{ count = in-out 11 0 ~ count < 100 11 h1 = h2 "pool( out 0 (in + 1))} 

(endaccept); in:= in+ 1; count := count + 1 {J} 
or count > 0: {I 11 count > O} 

(accept get( # y) do) 
y :=pool( out mod 100); 

(Ïi2 := ïi2 y endaccept); 
{count =in-out 110< count~ 10011 h1 = h2 "pool(( out+ l) 0 in)} 
out := out + 1 ; count := count - 1 {J} 

or true: {J} 
(accept term( ) do) null (endaccept); 

terms := terms + 1 {J} 
endselect { I} 

endwhile { I} 
end {Ïi1 = ïi2 pool(out 0 in)} 

The genera! invariant is the obvious one, stating that each value that is sent is 
also received: 

We show that the proof outlines cooperate w.r.t. this GI: 

Consider the entry put. There is only one matching pair to consider, and for this 

pair the rendezvous-rule requires the proofs of 

(1) { h 1 = vee 1 ( !.. i - 1) 11 i ~ n 11 I 11 coun t < 100 11 G 1} 
h 1 := h 1 "vee 1 (i); ïi1 := ïi1 "veel ( i) 

{h 1 =veel ( l..i) 11i~n11 eount =in-out 11 
0 ~ eount < 100 11 h1 = Ïi2 "pool( out 0 in) "veel ( i) 11 GI} 

(2) {h 1 = vee 1 ( l..i) 11 i ~ n 11 eount = in-out 11 

null 
{idem}. 

0 ~ count < 100 11 h1 = h2 "pool( outo (in + 1)) 11 GI} 
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Clause ( 1) follows by applying the assignment-axiom twice; clause (2) by applying 
the null-axiom. Consequently, cooperation is established for this matching pair. The 
cooperation test for the entry get is an analogon of the above test and the test for 
the entry term is trivia!. So, the parallel composition rule can be applied: 

{h1 = A "iï1 = A t1 h2 = A "iï2 = A "h1 = iï1 "h2 = iï2} 
begin task producer' Il task consumer' Il task buffer' end 

{h1 = vecl(l..n)" h2 = vec2(1..n)" fï1 = fï2 Apool(out 0 in)" h1 = fï1 "h2 = fï2}. 

The post-assertion can be reduced to "Vi = l..n vecl(i) = vec2(i)" by applying the 
consequence-rule. Next, the auxiliary variables can be removed. Finally, substituting 
A, the empty sequence, for hi. ÏÏi. h2 and ii2 and using the consequence-rule again, 
reduces the pre-assertion to true, thus completing the proof. 

Although the buffer-task has an entry term for the sole purpose of letting the task 
terminate, the proof does not refer to it. This is because we have only shown partial 
correctness of the program. In fact, in Section 7 where, as an example, termination 
of the program is proved, the current proof outlines have to be strengthened. 

In this proof, 4 auxiliary variables _have been used which seems excessive. The 
two auxiliary variables in the buffer-task would be rendered unnecessary ifthe array 
pool could be used in GJ. The problem is, that then the variables in, out and count 

would be needed too. Unfortunately, the bracketed sections cannot be extended so 
as to encompass all updatings of these variables; at least, not with the current 
definition of bracketing. On the other hand, it is not difficult to envisage an 
appropriate generalization of bracketing which would allow one to do just that. As 
for the other two auxiliary variables, these can obviously be removed (provided the 
initializations of i and j are 'moved' to the respective pre-assertions). For an actual 
proof along these lines, without the use of auxiliary variables, the reader is referred 
to [7]. We stipulate however, that the format of the above proof reflects the way in 
which proofs have to be structured in genera!. 

5. Safety properties 

Section 3 presented a proof system for proving partial correctness properties of 
ADA-CF programs; i.e., properties ex pressing that if a program terminates, a certain 
assertion will hold afterwards. However, nonterminating concurrent programs are 
perfectly respectable (see Section 8 for one such program); also, even if a program 
terminates, intermediate states such as those in which control is at some select, 
waiting for a rendezvous, may still be interesting. 

Therefore, partial correctness properties are generalized by introducing safety 
properties. Such a property expresses that, in Lamport's parlance [19], "during the 

computation of some program nothing bad happens". Partial correctness is a safety 
property because it expresses that a program does not terminate in an incorrect 
state. In genera!, a safety property, or safety assertion, is an invariant over the 
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computation of a program, asserting what the program-state should obey when 
contra! arrives at some (or all) intermediate points in the program. For such 
state-descriptions, we wil! need GI to be valid. White updating auxiliary variables 
that appear free in GI, GI need not hold. Consequently, we wil! not be able to derive 
state-descriptions at every intermediate point in a program. This is an inevitable 
consequence of the way our proofsystem works. On the other hand, the completeness 
pro of [ 15] shows that bracketed sections need only contain assignments to auxiliary 
variables. 

The principal question is whether the proof system has to be extended to prove 
such properties. The answer is, perhaps at first somewhat surprising: No; proof 
outlines as they are, are 'strong' enough to derive safety properties from. On the 
other hand, it is not that surprising because, as indicated before, the pre-assertion 
of some statement (in some valid proof outline of a task T), characterizes the state 
of T whenever contra! arrives at this statement. The only moot point concerns the 
proof outlines of the accept-bodies in T. These, by definition, cannot specify the 
values of the forma! parameters during a particular rendezvous and, consequently, 
cannot fully characterize the state of T at such a time. 

The rest of this section shows how to derive descriptions about the state at 
intermediate points, from a proof outline. Then, showing that some safety assertion, 
SA, holds for a program, means constructing a proof outline and showing that the 
state-descriptions derived from this outline imply the corresponding state-assertions 
of SA. 

First some notation has to be introduced in order to (syntactically) specify such 
intermediate points, called frontiers of computation. This is not altogether trivia!, 
as tasks communicate: Specifying that a task T is within some accept implies that 
some other task is at an en try call engaged in a rendezvous with this accept. Likewise, 
if this entry call is within another accept there must be a third task engaged in a 
rendezvous with that accept. So, in genera! there can be a chain of tasks, waiting 
for T to finish (executing the accept); a so-called calling chain for T. Evidently, not 
every set of 'points' within a program is a frontier of computation which can 
(potentially) be reached during the execution of this program. 

Frontiers of computation are built up as follows: 
First, contra/ points are introduced to specify points in isolated tasks. Next, contra! 

points are combined into multi-control points; these specify a point in some task T 
which is 'active', in genera! together with a specific calling chain for T.8 Finally, a 
frontier of computation consists of a maxima! set of 'non-conflicting' multi
control points. Such contra! points, muhi-control points and frontiers of compu
tation do not appear, however, in the assertions of a proof outline. This contrasts 
with [19], in which Lamport introduces location predicates (these correspond to 
our location points) into his assertion-language so as to obtain a safety proof 
system. 

8 For the connaisseur of CSP it may be interesting to know that for csP, multi control points degenerate 
to control points as CSP does not admit calling chains. 
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To refer to a particular statement S, a unique name, 'S', is introduced; e.g., to 
distinguish between two occurrences of an assignment x := 1. If 'C' denotes an en try 
call, the bracketed section surrounding 'C' is denoted by '( C)'. Such nam es will 
not be further specified and the reader may think of some form of labeling. 

Definition 5.0. Let 'S' denote a statement, 'C' an en try call and let T be the name 
of some task. A control point (e.p.) is one of the following: 

(1) at('S'), (2) at(T), (3) after(T), (4) in('C'). 

A e.p. belongs to a task T, if the statement it refers to is part of the task T. 

The interpretation of these c.p.'s is suggested by their form: at(' S') denotes the 
point just before 'S'; likewise, at( T) and after( T) denote the points just before and 
after the body of T; in('C') is somewhat special and denotes the 'point' which is 
reached when 'C' becomes engaged in a rendezvous (until this happens, the task 
would be at('C')). Such points are used to specify calling chains. Notice, that in('C') 

does not correspond to an actual point in the program text, although it is clearly a 
well-defined point which is reached during execution of a rendezvous when the 
actual parameters have been sent to the callee but the rendezvous has not yet 
terminated; see also [25] in which similar observations are made. 

Next, dependencies between c.p.'s of different tasks are described. 

Definition 5.1. Let 'C 1','C2', ••• , 'C n' be a list of calls; each call within a different 
task. A calling chain (e.c.) is a list in('C 1'), ••• , in('Cn') such that 

( 1) 'C 1' does not appear within an accept, 
(2) 'C;+ 1' appears within an accept that (syntactically) matches with 'C;' 

(i=l..n-1). 

Notice that the 'rendezvous' specified in a e.c., are syntactically possible ones 
and nothing is implied about their actual occurrence. 

Definition 5.2. Let Xi. x 2 , ••• , Xn be a list of c.p.'s, each X; belonging to a different 
task. A multi-control point (m.c.p.) is a tuple (xi. ... , xn) such that 

(1) Xi. ... , Xn-I is a e.c., 
(2) n = 1: Xn does not reference a statement appearing within an accept, 

n > 1 : Xn is of the form at(' S'), and 'S' appears within an accept matching 
with the entry call in xn-I· 

The task to which Xn belongs, is called the frontier task of the m.c.p. 

Definition 5.3. Let X(ll, ... , x<n) all be m.c.p.'s. A frontier of computation (f.o.c.) 
fora program P, is a set {x< 1

l, ... ' x<nJ}, such that 
(1) for each task in P there is a e.p. belonging to it, and 
(2) no two c.p.'s belong to the same task. 
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See Example 5.5 below, for an example of a f.o.c. Also notice that the set of 
f.o.c. 's of some ADA-CF program is always finite. 

Having obtained enough notation to specify f.o.c.'s, the next assignment is to 
generate from a (valid) proof outline a description of the state at some f.o.c. 

At first, disregard control points of the form at('C') ('C' an entry call) and the 
fact that a state description should also include the values of the forma! parameters 
(when applicable). Then, it is clear what assertions to associate with any of the other 
c.p.'s: With a e.p. of the form at('S') associate pre('S'), and associate post(T) with 
a e.p. of the form after(T). The discussion in the last part of Section 3 indicates 
that pre('C') characterizes the state of the task containing the call 'C', when a 
rendezvous ('through' 'C') is in progress. Consequently, the assertion to associate 
with in('C') is pre('C'). A Iittle thought makes it clear that with a f.o.c" we should 
associate the conjunction of GI and the assertions associated with its constituent 
c.p.'s. The presence of GI is quite essential and is needed 

( l) to relate the states of the different tasks, referenced in the f.o.c" with each 
other, and 

(2) to express that the syntactic matches, as specified in the m.c.p.'s, match 
semantically. 

If some of them in a m.c.p. do not semantically match, the conjunction can be 
made to yieldfalse (by strengthening GI ifnecessary), which-as usual-is interpreted 
as stating that the m.c.p. cannot be reached in any computation of the program. 

Finally, what assertions should be associated with c.p.'s of the form at('C') ('C' 
an en try call)? Certainly not pre(' C') for the re as on stated above, si nee no rendezvous 
involving 'C' is in progress as yet. Conceptually, at('( C)') is the point at which a 
task waits for a rendezvous with 'C' to take place: The updating of (auxiliary) 
variables in the first part of '( C)', indicates just that. This suggests that the pre
assertion of the bracketed section surrounding 'C', pre('( C)'), be associated with 
at('C'). Of course, bracketed sections may contain assignmènts to 'normal' task
variables, too, and so one may be less than happy with this suggestion. However, 
it is the only feasible choice as validity of 01 is needed. Hence, 

Definition 5.4. Let some program be given, together with a proof outline for it, valid 
w.r.t. some GI. 

(l) With each e.p. x, an assertion, A(x), is associated as follows: 
if x = at(' S'), 'S' not an entry call, then A(x) =pre(' S') 

in('C'), 'C' an entry call, pre('C') 
at('C'), pre('(C)') 

at( T), T the name of a task (-body), pre( T) 
aft er( T), post( T). 

(2) Let x be some f.o.c. of the program, such that the only c.p.'s owned by a 
frontier task that specify points within bracketed sections, are of the form at('C').9 

9 As an alternative, c.p.'s referencing statements other then calls within bracketed sections might have 
been prohibited. This is consistent because at('C') and at('(C)') are apparently identified anyhow. Apart 
from the fact that the definition of a e.p. would then come to depend on a proof theoretica! notion, 
various definitions in the sequel would become more cumbersome to state, too. 
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Let x,, x2, ••• , x" be a list of all c.p.'s which are part of the m.c.p.'s in X· Then, the 
assertion R(x), characterizing the program state if control arrives at x (i.e., if x is 
reachable), is defined by 

R(x) = A(x,) 11 • • • 11A(xn)11 GJ. 

Often when specifying f.o.c.'s, we will not bother to define c.p.'s for every task. 
In such cases, it is tacitly assumed that in each of such tasks, control resides at 
some arbitrary but specific e.p., obeying the restriction in 5.4(2) if necessary. 

One question remains unanswered. Namely, how to include the value of forma) 
parameters in the state descriptions. In fact, we already have provided the answer, 
because one of the functions of rn is to encode which values are communicated 
during a particular rendezvous; hence, GI can always be strengthened so as to encode 
these values (given completeness of the proof system). This is illustrated in 

Example 5.5. Consider the example proof of Section 4. We show that whenever 
contra! is at the f.o.c.'{(in(l 1), at(l 8)), (at(l 4))}, x = veel(i) holds. This is in fact quite 
trivia!: According to Definition 5.4., 

R({(in(l 1), at(l 8 )), (at(l 4))})~ 

(h, = veel(l..i) 11 ÎÏ, = ÎÏ2 pool(out 0 in) "x 11 h, = ÎÏ1). 

This implies that veel ( 1.. i) = ÎÏ2 Apool( out 0 in) "x and hence that x = veel ( i). 

The contents of this section will be extensively used in the remainder of the paper. 

6. Deadlock freedom 

As in [5], the concept of blocking is introduced. It originated with Owicki in [24]. 
In our context, a blocking of a program is a f.o.c. in which no component task can 
proceed (but in which the program has not terminated yet). Consequently, a program 
is deadlock free (w.r.t. some pre-assertion, p, characterizing the initia! state in which 
execution starts), precisely when no blocking is semantically possible. 

To simplify the definitions in the sequel somewhat, a restriction on ADA-CF 

programs is in.troduced: accepts may only appear in a program as the initia[ statement 
of a branch of a select. Notice that an accept, A, is trivially equivalent to 

select true: A endselect. 

Consider a f.o.c. x for some program P. Intuitively (and roughly), P cannot 
proceed in x when the frontier tasks of the m.c.p.'s cannot proceed. I.e., when each 
frontier task is either terminated or at some entry call or select, but there are no 
syntactic matches between the entry calls and any accept in an open branch of one 
of the selects in these frontier tasks. This characterization is partly syntactic and 
partly semantic in nature. The syntactic part is the subject of: 
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Definition 6.0. Let x be a f.o.c. for a program begin task T 1 Il · · · Il task Tn end. Let 
x 1, ••• , Xn be the sequence of c.p.'s in x; e.p. X; belonging to task T;. Furthermore, 
let T~, ... , T; be the sequence of frontier tasks of x. 

Then, x is a blocking frontier of computation (b.f.o.c.) iff 

(!) X =P {(after(T1)), ••• , (after(Tn))}, 

(2) each x~ (in frontier task TD is either of the form after( TD or of the form 
at('S'), where 'S' is an entry call or aselect, k = 1..t, 

(3) if x~ is of the form at('call T1.a(· · ·)') then x; =P after(T1) (k = l..t). 

Clause (!) implies that the program should not have terminated yet and clause 
(2) indicates that a task can always proceed if it is not at an accept or entry call. 
Clause (3) is necessary because calling an entry of an already terminated task results 

in failure. 
In order to formulate that execution cannot proceed in some b.f.o.c., an auxiliary 

predicate is introduced: 
Let 'S' denote a statement select b1 : S1 or· · ·or bn: Sn endselect and let I <::::: {l..n}. 

Then 

es( at(' S'), I) = /\ {ib;: i E J} /\ V{ b;: i E { 1..n }}. 

The predicate expresses that the branches whose indices appear in I are closed and 
that at least one of the ( other) branches is open. 

Definition 6.1. Let x be a b.f.o.c. The sequence consisting of c.p.'s in x of the form 

at('C'), respectively at('S'), ('C' an entry call, 'S' aselect) are denoted by Xi. ... , x1, 

respectively y 1, ••• , Ym· For each y;, define a set /(y;) by 

k E /(y;) iff the kth branch of the select y; is for an entry called by one 
of the x;'s. 

The b/ocking assertion for x is defined as 

Note that for a b.f.o.c. x in which no task is at a select, B(x) is vacuously true. 
Now, a program is deadlock free, simply if each b.f.o.c. either cannot be reached 
or is not blocked. 

Definition 6.2. A program P is deadlock free w.r.t. an assertion p, iff proof outlines 
can be constructed starting in p, such that for each b.f.o.c. x for P, 10 

R(x) A B(x)-'> fa/se. 

Example 6.3. Consider the buffer-example in Section 4 again. We show deadlock 
freedom. 

10 By definition, x satisfies the additional assumption of Definition 5.4(2). 
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lt is a simple exercise to show that the b.f.o.c.'s are the f.o.c.'s of the form {(at(!;)), 
(at(I i)), (at( 17))} for i = 1, 2, 3 and j = 4, 5, 6 (1 3 and 16 denote the points after the 
task bodies, i.e. at(l 3) = after(producer') and at(l 6 ) = after(consumer')). Only the first 
b.f.o.c. (i= l,j=4) and the last one (i=3,j=6) will be considered; the others are 
left to the reader. 

(1) x = {(at(l i)), (at(l 4)), ((at(l 7))}: 

B(x) = count ~ l 00 11 count ~ 0 11 true, 

which is false, independent of the truth-value of R(x) (which is true incidently). 

So, although x can be reached, x will not be blocked and no deadlock occurs. 
(2) x = {(at(l 3)), (at(l 6)), (at(l 7))}: 

B(x) = count < 100 v count > 0 v true, 

R (x) = h 1 = veel ( 1 .. n) 11 h2 = vec2( 1 .. n) 11 count = in-out 11 0 ~ count ~ 100 11 

terms~ 2 11 iï1 = ÏÏ2 pool( out 0 in) 11 h 1 = iï1 11 h2 = iï2• 

So, B(x) 11 R(x), does not evaluate tofalse! 
Does this mean that the program deadlocks? No of course, but the proof outlines 

are too weak to prove otherwise ! The problem is, that the exit condition of the 
while statement in the buffer task has not been taken into account: The statement 
necessarily terminates if both other tasks have executed their call for the term entry. 

This is remedied as follows. The producer and consumer tasks are both extended 
with a new auxiliary variable; k 1 and k2 respectively. The proof outlines are changed 
as follows ( only the parts that change are shown; the changes to consumer' are 
analogous to the changes to producer'): 

task producer' 
---------;int k 1 ; 

{h 1 = A 11 k 1 = O} 
begin 

endwhile {h 1 =veel (l .. n) 11 k 1 = O} 
(call buffer'.term( ); k 1 := !) 

end {h 1 =vecl(l..n)11 k 1 = l} 

task buffer' 

{J 11 terms ~ 2} 

select 

or true: {I 11 terms~ 2} 
(accept term ( ) do)null; 
(terms := terms + 1 endaccept) { /} 

end {J 11 terms = 2} 

The reader will have no difficulties checking that these changes leave the proof 
outlines valid and that they cooperate w.r.t. the new genera! invariant 

GI' = GI 11 terms= k 1 + kz. 

Now consider the above b.f.o.c. x again. B(x) remains the same, but now 

R(x) = R'(x) 11 k 1 = 1 11 k2 = l 11terms~211 terms= k 1 + k2 
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(where R'(x) denotes the f.o.c. assertion as determined by the older proof outlines). 
lt is easy to show that now B(x) /\ R(x) ~fa/se. 

This example clearly shows that to prove deadlock freedom, in genera), the proof 
outlines have to be stronger than the ones needed for proving partial correctness 
properties. 

7. Termination and absence of failure 

In this section, the proof system is extended (for the last time) in order to reason 
about termination and failure. To this end, proof mies have to be replaced by new 
ones. These changes also enforce adaptation of the notion of proof outlines. As 
these adaptations are straightforward, they are left to the reader. 

First consider termination. A program terminates if it does not admit infinite 
computations; i.e., if each computation terminates either properly (by reaching the 
end of the program) or in failure or in deadlock. Notice that we implicitly make 
the assumption here, that execution of a program only halts when nothing else is 
possible. Clearly, without this assumption a program that does not loop or fail or 
deadlock need not terminate either, as execution might just stop in the middle of 
the program. In the terminology of [25], we assume that execution of a program is 
just in the sense that if execution of a task can proceed, it will proceed in fini te time. 

Obviously, the only source of non-termination is the while statement. The tech
nique to prove termination of a while statement is well-known (cf. [3]): Find a 
quantity which decreases with every iteration, but cannot decrease indefinitely. This 
is embodied in the following mie, taken from [3], which replaces the older mie for 
while statements, R4: 

R4'. while: 

p(n + !)~ b, {p(n + !)} S {p(n)}, p(O) ~ --ib 

{3n p(n)} while b do S endwhile {p(O)} 

where p(n) is an assertion with a free variable n, ranging over the natura) numbers, 
such that n t FV(S). 

This well-known mie appears in various forms throughout the literature on proof 
systems for sequentia! languages. One might ask why it suffices in this concurrent 
context, too. The reason is simply that the behaviour of a task's environment can 
be fully specified by the assertions associated with the task's accepts and calls (this 
is the sole reason that makes it possible to construct task proofs in isolation). Given 
these assertions, a component proof is constructed as for a sequentia! program; i.e., 
one has complete information about the result of executing the task's statements. 

The entry queues offull ADA induce a fairness constraint on the possible executions 
of a program. Such queues enforce a specific discipline of accepting entry calls 
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within select-statements, with the consequence that [25] "no task can wait forever 

on a call for some entry, e, while infinitely many other calls for e are accepted" 
(see also Section 9). Consequently, one can show that full ADA admits so-called 
unbounded nondeterminism [ 4], which implies that the above approach to termina

tion does not suffice for full ADA.
11 This matter is, however, too technical for the 

current paper. We stress the fact, that it can be dealt with routinely, by adapting 

any of the mies for fair termination to the environment of distributed computing. 

Next, we turn to absence of failure. lgnoring failure caused by operations on data 

(e.g. division by 0), there remain two sources of failure: 
( 1) a select without an open branch and 
(2) a call for an entry of a task which has already terminated (or is about to 

terminate). 

Hence, these two situations must be proved never to occur. 
Basically, proving absence of failure is quite straightforward. One simply 

strengthens the assertions of the proof outline so that the pre-assertion of any 
statement implies that execution of that statement does not result in failure. 

As for ( 1 ), one must consequently show that the pre-assertion of any select implies 

the existence of at least one open branch of that select. This is embodied in the 
following rule which replaces the select rule R2: 

R2'. select: 

p~ (b 1 V • • • V bn), {p Il b;} S; {q} (i = I..n) 

{ p} select b,: S, or · · · orb": S" endselect { q} 

Regarding the second possibility of failure, we can proceed as with the deadlock 

freedom test, showing that certain f.o.c.'s cannot semantically be reached: 

Definition 7.0. A program P does not fail w.r.t. a pre-assertion p, iff proof outlines 
can be constructed, starting in p, such that for each f.o.c. x of the form 

{(x1, ••• , x"' at('call Ta( .. . )')), (after(T))}, 

the formula R(x) yields false. 12 

Example 7.1. This is illustrated (for the last time) on the buffer example of Section 
4, for which termination and absence of failure is proved. First, consider termination 
of the while-loop in the buffer' task. 13 With every iteration, either a value is received 
or transmitted, or the entry term is called. In the first two cases hi. respectively h2, 

is extended; in the last case the variable terms increases. Hence, the quantity 

11 Nissim Francez suggested that we investigate this possibility. 
12 Note that R(X) is indeed defined. 
13 Observe that through the terms-variable, termination depends on the global state. 
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Cl· I denotes the number ofvalues making up its argument) would be a likely candidate 
to prove termination from. As G 1 ~ h 1 = ii1 and h 1 = vee 1 ( 1 : i) for some i "°" n by the 
proof outline of producer, lii1I""" n holds; similarly, lii2 1""" n holds. This shows that 
the quantity is bounded below by 0. Correspondingly, if l denotes the loop invariant 
in the proof outline in section 4, the new parameterized one will be: 

/'( m) = l 11 ( m = 2n + 2 -1Ïi11-1h2l-terms)11 Cl Ïi1 i""" n 11 I h2I "°" n) 11 
terms= l{i: lii;I = n, i = 1..2}1. 

The last conjunct is necessary for showing that / '( m + 1) ~ terms -,te. 2, the penultimate 
one for showing that /'(O) ~terms= 2. As l'(2n + 2) ho Ids before entering the loop, 
this proves termination of the while statement. The reader will have no difficulties 
showing that /'(m) is a loop invariant according to the new definition (cf. rule R4'). 
So, proving this formally, as well as proving termination of the loops in producer' 
and consumer', will be left to him. Notice that the last two conjuncts of I'(m) 
constitute a further refinement of the specification of the behaviour of the other 
tasks communicating with buffer'. 

Next, absence of failure. Firstly, the third branch of the select in buffer' is always 
open, so there is no problem here. Secondly, the f.o.c. 

x ={(at( 1 i)), (after(bu.ffer'))} 

should not be reachable. Using the proof outline of buffer' strengthened as above, 

we get 

R(x) ~ h1=vee1 ( l..i - 1) 11 i"""" n 11terms=211 terms= l{i: lh;I = n, i = 1..2}111 h1 = ii1 
which implies fa/se. Reachability of {(at( 14 )), (aft er( buffer'))} is treated completely 
analogously. To show that {(at(l 2)), (after( buffer'))} and {(at( 15)), (after( buffer'))} 
are not reachable either, we have to resort to the same trick as in Example 6.3, this 
time left to the reader. 

8. Correctness of a distributed priority queue 

This priority queue is based on Brinch Hansen's sorting algorithm in [9]. In order 
to code the algorithm and its driver-task, some trivia! extensions to ADA-CF are made 
by 

( 1) introducing task-arrays: If sort denotes some task, then sort( 1..10) denotes an 
array of 10 identical tasks, denoted by sort( 1 ), sort(2), ... , sort( 10) respectively (; 
10 can of course be replaced by any other integer constant). The variables and labels 
in each of these component tasks are implicitly assumed to be indexed with the 
task-index to avoid name-clashes. Executing a task-array simply means executing 
all component tasks in parallel. 

Two nullary functions, 'this' and 'succ', are introduced. Evaluation of 'this', 

respectively, 'succ' in a component of a task-array, returns the index of this com
ponent, respectively, the index of its successor, 'this' + 1. This also ho Ids for the last 
component of a task-array. However, such a last component will abort when it tries 
to call an entry of its nonexisting successor. 
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As the values of 'this' and 'succ' are syntactically determined, no changes to the 
proof system are necessary. We do need a rather obvious extension of the absence-of
failure test, though. 

(2) introducing Dijkstra's guarded loops [12]: 

where Ci, ... ' Cn are boolean expressions, guarding the ADA-CF statements Si, ... ' sn" 
Execution of the loop-body is iterated as long as some boolean guard evaluates to 
true (on loop entrance). The loop-body is executed by arbitrarily choosing an S;, 
whose guard, C;, evaluates to true, and executing it. 

A moment of reflection will make it clear that for proving an assertion p to be a 
loop-invariant (for the above guarded loop), one should prove that {p /\ c;} S; {p} 
holds (i = l..n). 

8. 1. Description of the afgorithm and its impfementation 

The priority queue consists of a row of n identical tasks and can sort up to n 
elements (nis an arbitrary positive integer constant). The elements are input through 
the first task, which stores the smallest element so far encountered and passes on 
the rest to its successor. The Jatter task keeps the second smallest item and passes 
on the rest, and so on. The elements are output (in increasing order) through the 
first task. After each output, a task receives one of the remaining elements from its 
successor. A task is in equilibrium when it holds a single element or when it holds 
none and neither do its successors. When the equilibrium of a task is disturbed (by 
its predecessor), it takes one of the following actions: 

( 1) if the task now has two elements, it keeps the smaller one and passes on the 
larger one to its successor, or 

(2) if the task now has no elements but its successor does, it takes the (smallest) 
element from its successor. 

The priority queue is implemented by a task-array sort(l..n). The elements of 
each task are kept in an array here; fen contains the number of elements currently 
present, while rest contains the number of elements which have been passed on. 
Each component task has two entries, put and get; to put elements into respectively, 
to get elements from a task. When a call for put is accepted, the received element 
is placed in the array here. Then, if the task finds itself ha ving two elements, it sorts 
the elements in here into increasing order and sends off the larger one ( contained 
in here(2)). An entry call for get is only accepted by a task, if fen = 1 holds. In that 
case, the task sends back its element, after which it obtains the element from its 
successor (if it has any). 

task sort(l..n) 

entry put, get ; 
array ( 1..2) of int here; int rest, len, temp; 

begin rest:= 0; fen := 0; 
while true do 
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k: 

/: 

m: 
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select true: 

accept put( u) do len := len + 1 ; here( len) := u end accept; 

if len = 2 then 
if here(2) < here(I) then 

temp:= here(2); here(2) := here( 1); here( 1) := temp 

endif; 
call sort( succ ). put( here(2)); 

rest:= rest+ 1; [en:= 1 
endif 

or [en= 1: 
accept get( # v) do v := here( 1) endaccept; len := 0; 
if rest > 0 then 

call sort(succ).get( # here(l )) ; rest:= rest - 1; len := 1 

endif 
endselect 

endwhile 
end 

To drive the priority queue, the following driver-task is used: 

task driver 

int x; bag of int bag; 

begin bag := 0; 
do lbagl<n: x:=?; la: call sort(l).put(x); bag:=bagEB[xll 

D lbagl>O: ma: call sort(l).get(#x); bag:= bag8[xll 
od 

end 

Here, x :=? denotes the assignment of an arbitrary (integer) value to x. The 
variable bag is of type bag of int, which means that it is a set in which the same 
value may appear more than once. The operators EB and 8 denote the union and 
the splitting of bags (no values are thrown away); [ · · ·Il is our bag-constructor and 
0 denotes the empty bag. The variable bag retains all values which have entered 
the queue but have not left it as yet, and is needed to express the safety property 
we want to prove below. Notice that the nondeterministic way in which a branch 
is choosen during each iteration of the guarded loop, forces the task-array to function 
as a priority queue rather than as a sorter. 

8.2. Correctness proof 

Consider the program 

begin task driver Il task sort(l..n) end. 

We want to derive for this program, the safety assertion 

R({(after(ma))}) ~ x = min(bag). 
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I.e., whenever a value is removed from the queue, it is minimal amongst the values 
which have entered the queue up till now. Notice, that to say that it is minimal 
amongst the values which are still in the queue, would be a weaker assertion, as 
this would allow the program to forget some values. This motivates the use of the 
bag-variable in the driver. 

In the proof outline(s) of the task-array, auxiliary variables, kept and sent, are 
used; all of type bag of int. The values which are present in sort(i) are kept in kept; 

(remember, the variables are assumed to be indexed); sent; contains the values which 
have been sent to sort(i)'s successor and have not yet been returned. In the proof 
outline of the driver-task only one auxiliary variable is introduced, sent0 , of the 
same type and with the same function as the other sent; 's. 

The genera) invariant expresses that no transmitted value is lost: 

n-1 

GI = /\ (sent;= kept;+ 1 EB senl;+ 1). 
i=O 

The proof outlines of the component tasks are all the same. Hence we will give 
a 'canonical' one. To obtain the proof outline of a component task, the reader 
should substitute the task-index for all appearances of the function this in the 
assertions. 

Finally, the loop-invariant of the while-loop in the task-array is split into two 
parts, Land R (by convention, min(B) = oo if B = 0): 

L = kept =[here( i): i = I..ikeptlD 11 Jen= ikeptl 11 here(!)~ min(sent) 11 

rest= isentl ~ 0, 
R = (Jen = 0 ~ rest = 0) 11 rest~ n - this 11 0 ~ Jen ~ 1. 

task driver' 

int x; bag of int bag, sent0 ; 

{sent0 = 0} 
begin bag := 0; 

{bag= sent0 110~1 bag!~ n }-the loop-invariant 
do lbagl < n: 

x :=?;{bag= sent0 11 O~ lbagl < n} 
10 : (call sort(l).put(x); sent0 := sent0 EB[x];) 

{bag= sent0 8[x] 11 O~ lbagl < n} 
bag:= bagEB[x] 

D lbagl > 0: {bag= sent0 11 0 < lbagl ~ n} 
m0 : (call sort(I ).get( # x); sent0 := sent0 8 [x] ;) 

{bag= sent0 EB[x] 110< lbagl ~ n 11 x = min(bag)} 

bag:= bag8[x] 
od {false} 

end {false} 
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task sort( !.. n )' 
entry put, get; 
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array ( 1 .. 2) of int here; int rest, /en, temp; 
bag of int kept, sent; 

{kept =sent= 0} 
begin rest:= 0; /en := 0; 

{LAR} 
while true do 

k: select true: {LAR} 

l: 

m: 

(accept put(u) do) {LAR} 
/en := /en + 1 ; here( /en) := u 
{(LA R)[len -1/ /en] A here(len) = u} 

( kept := kept EB [ u Il endaccept ;) 
{L 11 (fen ;é 2~ R) A (fen= 2~ R[len -1/ /en] 11 rest< n - this)} 
if /en = 2 then 

if here(2) <here(!) then 

{ L A R [/en - 1 //en] A rest < n - this A /en = 2 A here ( 2) < here (1 )} 
temp:= here(2); here(2) :=here( 1); 

{ kept = [ here(2)Il EB [temp Il A /en = 1 kept] A here(!)~ min(sent) A 
rest= ]sent]? 011 R[len -1/ /en] A rest< n - this A /en= 211 
here(!)= here(2) 11 temp< here(2)} 

here( 1) := temp 
endif; 
{L 11 R[len - !//en] 11 rest< n - this A /en= 2 A here(!),,,; here(2)} 
(call sort(succ).put(here(2)); kept := kept 8 [here(2)Il; 

sent:= sentEB[here(2)Il ;) 
{(L[rest +!/rest] A R)[len -1/ /en] 11 rest< n - this.A /en= 2} 

rest:= rest + 1 ; /en := 1 
endif [LAR] 

or /en = 1: {LA R A fen = 1} 
(accept get( # v) do) {L 11 RA /en= !} 

v := here(!) { L A R A fen = 1 A v = here(!)}; 
(kept := kept 8 [ vll endaccept ;){L[len - 1/ fen] 11 R 11 /en = 1} 
fen:= 0; {LA (rest= 0 ~ R) 11 (rest> 0 ~ R[len + 1 /fen]) 11 /en = O} 
if rest> 0 then {LA R[len + 1/ /en] A rest> 0 A fen= O} 

(call sort(succ).get( #here( 1 )) ; kept := keptEB [here( 1 )] ; 
sent:= sent 8 [here( 1 )] ;) 

{(L[rest-1/ rest] A R)[len + 1/ /en] A fen= 0 A rest> O} 
rest := rest - 1 ; fen := 1 

endif {LAR} 
endselect { L A R} 

endwhile {Ja/se} 
end {fa/se} 
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Next, we prove cooperation w.r.t. GI: 

( 1) Consider the call for put in sort( i) and the corresponding accept in sort( i + 1) 

(i < n). 
The first premiss of the rendezvous rule trivially holds, as no auxiliary variables 

are updated and the pre-assertion of the accept body makes no assumption about 
the value of the actual parameter. For the second premiss, one should prove: 

{ L; 11 R;[fen; - Ij fen;] 11 rest;< n - i 11 fen;= 2 11 here;( 1) ~ here;(2) 11 

(L;+ 1 11 R;+ 1)[fen;+ 1 - Ij fen;+ 1] 11 here;+ 1(/en;+ 1) = here;(2) 11 GI} 
kept;+i := kept;+i EB [ here;(2)Il; kept; := kept; 8 [ here;(2)Il; 

sent;:= sent;EB[here;(2)Il 

{(L;[rest; +Ij rest;] 11 R;)[fen; - Ij fen;] 11 rest;< n - i 11/en;=211L;+i11 
(len;+ 1 o;t2~ R;+ 1) 11(/en;+ 1 =2~ R;+ 1[fen;+ 1 - lj len;+ 1] 11 

This is a simple but arduous exercise. Notice, that 

(/en 7'- 2 ~ R) 11 (fen = 2 ~ R [fen - 1 j fen]) 

is just a rewriting of R [fen - 1 j fen]. 

rest;+i < n - i - 1) 11 GI}. 

(2) Consider the call for get in the driver and the accept in sort( 1 ). Again the 
first premiss is easy to prove, so there remains the proof of 

{bag= sent0 11 0 < lbagl ~ n 11 L 1 11 R 1 11 len 1 = 1 11 x = here 1 ( 1) 11 GI} 

kept 1 := kept 18[xll; sent0 := sento8[xll 
{bag= sent0 EB[xll 110<lbagl~n11x=min(bag)11 L 1[len 1 - Ij /en,] 11R,11 

/en= 1 11 GI}. 
This, too, is a simple exercise. The crucial fact that x = min(bag), is a consequence 
of the following conjunction which is part of the pre-assertion: 

bag= sent0 11 kept 1 = [ here 1 ( i): i = 1..I kept 1 IIl 11 /en 1 = 1kept 1 I 11 
here 1( 1) ~ min(sent 1) 11 len 1 = 1 11x=here1(1) 11 sent0 =sent, EB kept 1• 

The other cooperation tests are left to the reader. 
Hence, the proof outlines cooperate and can be combined so as to yield 

R({(after(m0))}~ bag= sent0 EB[xll 110< lbagl ~ n 11 x =min( bag) 11 GI}, 

which trivially implies x =min( bag), the required safety property. 
Next, we show absence of failure. As none of the tasks terminate and all selects 

have a branch guarded by true, the only sources of failure are the entry calls in 
sort( n ). Ho wever, it is easy to show that these can never be reached, as: 

(1) R({(at(/n))})~ restn < n - n /\ restn 3 0, and 
(2) R({(at(mn))})~ restn ~ n - n /\ restn > 0. 

This leaves us with deadlock freedom. Because the tasks do not terminate, the 
only blocking f.o.c.'s are of the form 

where x0 E {/0, m0} and X; E {k;, /;, m;} (i = l..n). 
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As we showed that sort(n) cannot be at(ln) or at(mn), this means that the blocking 
f.o.c.'s can be partitioned into segments sort(l..i1), sort(i1 + l..i2), ••• , sort(ik + l..n) 

(1 ~ i 1 < i2 < · · ·<ik< n), such that in each segment sort(i .. j) the tasks 
sort( i), ... , sort(j - 1) are at one of their en try calls while sort(j) is at its select. 
Consider a segment sort(i .. j) (i <j); we show that it cannot be blocked. If sort(j-1) 

is at(l;_ 1) no blocking can occur as the corresponding branch of the select in sort(j) 

is open. So, we only need to consider b.f.o.c.'s of the form 

For such f.o.c.'s 

B(x) 11 R(x)~ restj-I > 011 rest;-i = lsentj-il 11lenj=011restj=011 

Jen;= lkeptjl 11 restj = lsentjl 11 sentj-I = kept/Bsentj, 

which impliesfalse. Consequently, such b.f.o.c.'s cannot be reached. Next, we should 
check segments of the form sort(i .. i) and we should take the driver into account. 
However, these are dealt with just as easily and are left to the reader. 

9. Extensions 

We discuss some additional ADA-constructs which can be accommodated by the 
proof system. We also discuss the nature of some of the restrictions imposed upon 
the proof system. 

There is of course a definite bound on what can be added without necessitating 
major changes or extensions to the proof system. For one, the fact that a program 
consists of a fixed set of tasks is qui te essential; otherwise, the genera) invariant 
cannot be formulated. Also, the possibility in full ADA of having access-variables 
referencing tasks is quite outside the scope of this proof system. 

lt is possible to extend ADA-CF with a rudimentary block-structure by allowing 
programs to appear in a task-body. I.e., by defining begin task {Il task} end (cf. 
Section 2) to be a valid stat(-ement), too. As it is not possible to allow communication 
to occur between a task within a block and a task outside that block (for the reason 
stated above), such blocks are oflimited value and we will not discuss the extensions 
needed for our system. 

There are some ADA-statements which only need trivia) extensions to the proof 
system. These are 

(!) the delay, 
(2) the conditional and timed entry call and 
(3) the full ADA selective wait statement. 

The effect of these statements is either not expressible in our assertion language (as 
for the delay, which suspends execution of the task that executes it for some time) 
or we do not want to take their effect into account (as for the other statements). 
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Consequently, it is a rather meaningless exercise to add such extensions, as is 
illustrated for the conditional entry call: 

select call_st; stats else stats endselect. 

This statement has the following semantics: If a rendezvous with the called task is 
immediately possible, it is performed and the statements after the entry call are 
executed. Otherwise, the else-part is executed. 

Consider two tasks, T and T'. T executes a conditional entry call; at the same 
time T' executes a matching accept and a rendezvous consequently occurs. By 
judiciously slowing down execution of T' or by judiciously speeding up execution 
of T, such a rendezvous can always be caused not to happen. As we certainly do 
not want to make any assumptions about the differences in the speed of execution 
between the various tasks, this means that we can never be sure whether the entry 
call or the else-part is taken in a conditional entry call. Consequently, the following 
proof rule is obtained: 

Rl2. cond. call: 

{p} C ;S' {q }, {p} S" {q} 

{p} select C ;S' else S" endselect {q} 

where C denotes an entry call. 

Finally, we considerthe terminate-statement. This statement introduces a so-called 
distributed termination convention in ADA-CF and requires some less trivia! 
extensions to the proof system. 

9.1. Terminate 

A terminate-statement (abbreviated to termstat) may appear as the sole statement 
in a branch of a select; at most one branch may contain a termstat. If such a branch 
is executed, it causes the task containing the select to terminate (normally). An 
(open) branch containing a termstat can only be selected when all other tasks of 
the program are either terminated or waiting at an accept with an open branch 
containing a termstat, too (cf. [1, § 9.7.1]). 

Execution of a termstat results in con trol being transferred to the end of the body 
of the task executing it. Consequently, control will never arrive at the location 
immediately after the termstat. This suggests the following axiom to be used when 
constructing component proofs: 

AS. terminate: 

{p} terminate {fa/se}. 

But this is not enough. The post-assertion of a task-body characterizes the state 
of that task when it terminates. If a task terminates by executing a termstat, it does 
so in a state characterized by the pre-assertion of this termstat. So, to be consistent, 
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the post-assertion of a task-body must be implied by the pre-assertion of every 

termstat in the task-body which may indeed be executed (see [23] for a genera! 
discussion of this type of problem). This necessitates a modification of the cooper
ation test (Definition 3.8), which has to be extended with the following additional 
clause: 

(3) Fora select 'S', define 

{
b 

TP('S') = 1 

fa/se 
if bj guards the branch containing the termstat, 
if there is no such branch. 

Then, for each f.o.c. x of the form {(x 1), ••• , (xn)}, where xi is a e.p. of the form 
after( T;) or at(' Si'), 'S/ a select within task T;, the following should hold: 

If X;,, ... , xi, is the list of c.p.'s in this f.o.c., referencing selects, then for each 
x1 E {xi,, ... , x;J, the formula 

( R(x) 11TP(x;)11 · · · 11TP(xiJ11 pre(x1)) ~post( T;), 

must hold. 

Notice, that the above set of distributed termination fo.c.'s (d.t.f.o.c.'s) is par
ticularly simple, because a task cannot selecta termstat to be executed ifthe program 
is at a f.o.c. in which a calling chain exists. 

The deadlock freedom test of Section 6 has to be adapted too, as a d.t.f.o.c. can 
also be a b.f.o.c. (cf. Definition 6.0). Consequently, each b.f.o.c. of this form which 
may be reached and may block (cf. Definition 6.2), should lead to termination. This 
results in the following reformulation of the deadlock freedom test. 

Definition 9.0. A program Pis deadlock free w.r.t. a pre-assertion p, iff proof outlines 
can be constructed starting in p, such that for each b.f.o.c. x of P, either 

(!) ---i(R(x) 11 B(x)) holds, if x is nota d.t.f.o.c., or, 
(2) R(x) 11 B(x) ~ TP(xi) 11 · · · 11 TP(x;J holds, if x is a d.t.f.o.c. (notation as in (3) 

above). 

Next, some of the restrictions of ADA-CF are discussed. For the connoisseur of 
ADA, perhaps the most noticeable restriction of ADA-CF is the absence of entry 

queues. In full ADA, each entry has an entry queue associated with it. A task executing 
an entry call is put on the queue associated with it. When a task is ready to accept 
a call for an entry, the call of the task which is on top of the queue for this entry, 
is accepted first. An entry queue for some entry e, has an attribute, e' count, associated 
with it, which equals the number of tasks currently on the queue. Let us ignore such 
attributes for the moment. 

Entry queues implement a mechanism for selecting entry calls to be accepted, 
which is fair in the sense that no particular entry call will wait indefinitely, while 
arbitrary many (other) calls for the same entry may proceed. As is well-known, 
fairness assumptions about the execution of a program do not alter the set of valid 
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safety properties of the program. However, as indicated in Section 7, the property 
of termination does depend on fairness assumptions. An interesting question is 
whether the notion of fairness as stated here, is weaker than the (seemingly) stronger 
notion of fairness as implemented by entry queues (stronger, because when a task 
executes an entry call and is consequently put on an entry queue, it is exactly known 
how many calls will be accepted before his call is accepted). 

In [25] the following theorem is proved: 

Theorem. Let P be an ADA-CF program ( which consequently does not refer to any 

e' count attribute). Then, the set of possible executions for P ( under the fairness 

assumption above) is equivalent to the set of possible executions of P under the explicit 

queuing model. 

Hence, the above question can be answered in the negative. This theorem is 
proved by formalizing the observation that it is impossible fora program (not using 
queue attributes) to arrange for a specific order of tasks on an entry queue. 

Prohibiting queue attributes is quite essential. If a program may use them, it can 
influence the ordering of tasks on entry queues and, consequently, even its set of 
valid safety properties may change. This is illustrated in the following 

Example 9.1. Consider the program below (due to Job Zwiers): 

task T 
begin call T".e(l) end 

task T' int c; 

begin c := O; 
while c = 0 do call T".f( # c) endwhile; 
call T".e(2) 

end 

task T" entry e, f; int x, y ; 
begin x := O; 

while x = 0 do 
accept f( # u) do x := e' count; u := x endaccept 

endwhile; 
accept e( v) do x := v endaccept; 
accept e( w) do y := w endaccept 

end 

In this program, task T' suspends executing its entry call until T has executed 
his. lt does so, by inspecting the entry queue of entry e and by looping until the 
queue is not empty anymore. Consequently, the following formula is valid: 

{ true} begin task T Il task T' Il task T" end {x = 1 fly= 2}. 
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Such queue attributes act as a set of hidden variables which are shared between 
the component tasks of a program. So, one might expect that using these attributes 
will force the proof system to be extended with some form of interference freedom 
test [24]. We have not followed up on this suggestion as yet. 

Finally, consider the syntactic restrictions in Section 2 on the actual and forma! 
parameters. As a result of these restrictions, parameter transfer can be modelled 
using syntactic substitution. Recent research ([ 1 O] and [ 16]) has shown that these 
restrictions can be relaxed (for sequentia! procedure calls) and that some forms of 
aliasing in the actual parameters can be allowed, by refining the notion of syntactic 
substitution in assertions. These techniques can be applied in the current context, 
too. The resulting rendezvous rule will be somewhat less elegant, as the second 
clause of Theorem 3.12 breaks down if aliasing occurs in the actual parameters. 
This is, however, outside the scope of this paper. 

10. Conclusion and related work 

A small concurrency fragment of ADA has been defined. For this fragment, the 
idea of cooperation between proofs, which captures at the level of proofthe sim piest 
form of communication of values between distributed processes, has been extended 
to deal with a more complicated type of communication: the ADA-rendezvous 
mechanism. Care has been taken to retain the notion of proof outline as capturing 
the idea that per control location, one assertion should suffice to characterize all 
states at such a location. We fee! to have obtained a clean and elegant extension 
of the notion of cooperation and hence to have shown the rendezvous mechanism 
to have a simple and appealing semantics. 

Alternative proof techniques for concurrent ADA programs do exist: In [7] and 
[21], Barringer and Mearns formulate another adaptation of cooperation to by-and
large the same fragment of ADA. There, the original notion of bracketing (as 
introduced in [5]) is retained. In [7], nesting of such sections is allowed; consequently, 
they informally postulate a set of extra conditions that assertions 'within' bracketed 
sections should obey, in order to counter the problem with nesting as discussed in 
our paper. In [21], nested bracketed sections are syntactically transformed into 
non-nested sections, and an appropriate proof rule is provided to handle such 
transformations. 

A second alternative is Schlichting and Schneider's [28], in which the Levin/Gries 
[20] approach to proving communicating processes correct, is extended to deal, 
amongst other communication-primitives, with the ADA-rendezvous. 

The second part of our paper develops a technique to extract invariance-assertions 
from ( cooperating) proof outlines, which is then applied to deal with absence of 
deadlock, absence of failure and with distributed termination (absence of deadlock 
is treated in [7, 21 ], too ). 
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To extract such invariance-properties, we show how to characterize the state at 
any frontier of computation. Typically, in such frontiers more than one task partici
pates. This contrasts with the way in which proof outlines are constructed in isolation. 
At present, we are unsure as to how this phenomenon relates to programming
methodology. Thus, we end up with a question which is interesting, because it does 
not only concern ADA, but also any communication and synchronization mechanism, 
such as remote procedure-calls, which allows a task to engage in a communication 
with another task while still being synchronized with a third one. 
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Abstract. An axiomatic characterization of monitors. based on assumption-commitment 
style reasoning. is given that is sound and (relatively) complete. This characterization is 
based on the fundamental notions of cooperation and interference. but does not use them 
as second order notions. The cooperation test was originafly conceived to capture the 
proof theoretica! analogue of distributed message passing between disjoint processes, as 
opposed to the interference freedom test. being the proof theoretica! analogue of con
currency based on interference by jointly shared variables. Since then, the cooperation 
test has been applied to characterize synchronous communication in Hoare"s Communicat
ing Sequentia! Processes. lchbia's Ada, and Wirth's Modula-2. supported by soundness 
and completeness proofs. An overview is given of the rationale underlying this character
ization. culminating in the development of proof systems for a new monitor based pro
gramming language for concurrency (Commvnicating Modules, CM) which combines dis
tributed message passing between processes with interference through local variables of a 
process which are shared between its sub-processes. As such this is a first step towards 
the forma! verification of object oriented systems. In this context. we also show how the 
method. traditionally cauched in terms of proof outlines. can be rendered syntax directed 
in a precise and forma! way. Ina separate paper. the proof system has been shown to be 
sound and (relatively) complete. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

73 

The notion of monitor originates from C.A.R. Hoare and P. Brinch Hansen [Hoa74, 
BH75] in their work on managing resources in operating systems. The concept proved to 
be a healthy one as witnessed by the programming languages that are based on their idea: 
Concurrent Pascal [BH75], Distributed Processes (DP) [BH78J, Mesa [MMS79] and, most 
recently, Wirth's Modula (-2) [W84]. Also, the Ada rendezvous mechanism derives from 
it [ARM83]. Ina different area, the concept surf aces in object oriented systems [Am86]. 

This widespread use of the monitor concept provides ample motivation for investi
gating its proof theoretica! characterization. This wil! be done in the context of the (new) 
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language Communicating Modules (CM), which encorporates the bare essentials of the 
monitor concept. 

The proofsystem is based on the fundamental notions of cooperation and inter[erence 
[reedom. One of our aims is fi.nding out to what extend these notions support truly 
syntax-directed proof systems. This results in an assumption-commitment style system 
that contrasts sharply with the more traditional farmulations 

The cooperation test of Apt, Francez and de Roever [AFdeR80] was originally con
ceived to capture the proof theoretica! analogue of distributed message exchange between 
disjoint processes, as opposed to Owicki and Gries' interference [reedom test [OG76l, being 
the proof theoretica! analogue of concurrent communication by means of interference 
through jointly shared variables. Some authors ([LG81, LS84, SS84]) stress that both 
farms of communication can be proof theoretically characterized using interference free
dom only, since proofs far both ultimately amount to an invariance proof of one global 
assertion [Ash75l. invariance of whose parts amounts to interference freedom. In some 
sense this is a truism, because all such "syntax-directed" methods can be seen as syntactic 
elaborations of Floyd's inductive assertion method, which can be farmulated as fi.nding an 
invariant that should be maintained (see Lamport in [AFdeR80] and [G84]); in this sense 
there is nothing new under the sun. Our view is that notions of interference freedom and 
cooperation derive their importance on the level of methodology; namely from the way in 
which these methods (im plicitly) analyse concurrency. In that sense, we maintain that 
the notion of cooperation is geared to communication-based concurrency, more than 
interference freedom is. This thesis is supported by the smooth way ([HdeR86]) in which 
cooperation based proof systems can be transfarmed into the simple and elegant composi
tional proof systems of [MC81] and [ZdeRB85] and by the assumption-commitment style 
farmulation of our proof system in section 5. Also, we fee! that the characteristic nature 
of the cooperation test is still preserved in the analysis of these authors, because in their 
analysis of CSP the part dealing with interference freedom specializes to maintenance of a 
global invariant, the expression of which requires per process the introduction of auxiliary 
variables which are updated in that process only, thus preserving the concept of disjoint
ness (as opposed to sharing), since now all variables from different processes are disjoint. 
This point is analyzed in detail in [HdeR86]. 

The cooperation test has been applied to characterize concurrent communication as 
occurring in Hoare's Communicating Sequentia! Processes (CSP) [AFdeR80], lchbiah's Ada 
[GdeR84], and Brinch Hansen's Distributed Processes (DP) [GdeRR82a]. This characteriza
tion has been certifi.ed through soundness and completeness proofs [A83, G86]. As in the 
interference freedom test this characterization consists of two stages, a local sequentia! 
stage and a global stage: In the local stage one constructs purely sequentia! proo[ outlines 
far the component processes in isolation, containing assumptions about the communica
tion actions. Proof outlines associate every statement with appropriate pre- and postcon
ditions, such that Hoare's axioms and rules far sequentia! programming constructs are 
satisfi.ed. In the global stage these proof outlines are checked far mutual consistency 
through a cooperation test. This is needed, as communication between processes farces 
proof outlines to make assumptions about the behaviour of the environment of a process. 
The interaction between processes is captured by a general invariant, GI, which keeps 
track of the values communicated between processes during their execution. The expres
sion of GI may require introduction of auxiliary quantities called auxiliary variables (also 
called mathematica!, logica!, ghost or fanthom variables by other authors). Since these 
auxiliary variables must be updated when communication occurs, GI may be temporarily 
violated. Therefore bracketed sections are introduced to confi.ne the assignments to the 
free variables of GI syntactically. By postulating that these variables are updated in 
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bracketed sections only, once invariance of GI over all bracketed sections has been esta
blished, it suffices to assume GI in the precondition of a concurrent program in order to 
conclude GI in its postcondition. (Of course the introduction of these auxiliary quantities 
is paralleled by their elimination via various auxiliary variable elimination rules, auxili
ary variable substitution rules, and parameter substitution rules. This is the subject of 
[A81], and is not stressed in the present paper; consult [deR85] for the foundations of the 
link between concurrency and proof theory.) 

The present paper stresses the uniform nature of the strategy outlined above. First 
the cooperation test is reviewed in its original form for CSP, in section 2. Then it is com
bined with the notion of a canonical proof outline for procedure bodies (originally due to 
[Hoa7 l]) in order to capture the mechanism of remote procedure calls. On account of the 
possibility of occurrences of these calls inside procedure bodies, this canonical nature of 
proof outlines is mandatory, since, otherwise, every entry call or rendezvous would 
require a new proof outline for the appropriately modified procedure body, which, in case 
it contains in its turn a call, would require another proof outline for this call, etc. 

Also, the possibility of having procedure calls within procedure bodies calls for a 
refinement of the notion of bracketed section, since at such a nested call new communica
tion will occur and, therefore, GI has to hold again, implying that a nested call should not 
occur inside a bracketed section. This is the subject of section 3, where a proof theoretica! 
characterization of the Ada rendezvous concept is reviewed. 

Section 4 contains an overview of the interference freedom test of [OG76] since this 
test has to be incorporated in the proof system for Communicating Modules in section 5. 

In monitor based systems, distributed message exchange between processes through 
remote procedure calls is combined with an interleaving-type of execution within the 
processes. The (sub) processes whose executions are interleaved, consist of (active) 
instances of entry procedures, who share the monitor's variables. Owicki's concept of 
interference freedom is now taken over, but has to be generalized, because: 

• an atomie action of an (instance of an) entry procedure now extends from one pro
grammer defined synchronization point, at which the procedure acquires the monitor 
loek, to another, at which it relinquishes it. Such actions are therefore not anymore 
syntactically determined as in Owicki's case, but are semantically determined, 

• the number of subprocesses active at a certain time within a process is dynamically 
varying, corresponding as it does with the number of executed but not yet com
pleted entry calls from outside that process at that time, 

• accepting an entry call results in a new procedure instance being created and exe
cuted. 

This results in an interleaving mode of execution of (the atomie actions of) these 
subprocesses. 

Now our introducing canonical proof outlines for procedure bodies comes to good 
stead. For the fact that the proof of an entry procedure is canonical implies that this 
proof characterizes the behaviour of each instance, implying that also ïnterference freedom 
tests can be made canonical in principle. As in the usual interference freedom test, the 
coexistence of various instances inside a process at specific locations is expressed by the 
conjunction of the assertions attached to those locations in the various proof outlines, 
thus enabling the expression of the precon.dition pre of an interference freedom test, since 
pre expresses the dynamic coexistence of procedure instances inside a process. Instance 
counters have to be wired in to the proof system to express the coexistence of instances of 
the same procedure. Finally, the fact that procedure bodies are canonical also implies that 
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the locations at which our grains of interleaving (atomie actions) may start or end due to 
synchronization, i.e. the monitor loek being on or off, can be syntactically charactelized in 
canonical fashion. This happens by combining in these proof outlines assertions express
ing wheter the monitor loek is on or off with the conjunction of (i) the assertion to be 
proved invariant and (ii) the above assertion pre which expresses coexistence of the 
respective instances. 

This idea of viewing a monitor as a shared variable concurrent program and, conse
quently, of introdudng the concept of interference freedom, is missing in previous 
attempts to devise proof rules for monitor based languages [Hoa74, How76, AB81] and 
this is what makes their proof systems incomplete in the technica! sense of the word. 

The above discussion is cauched in terms of proof outlines and the cooperation and 
interference freedom test are tests on proof outlines. In fact, the traditional formulation 
of proof systems based on these notions, [OG76, AFdeR80, LG81, GdeR84], might better 
be said to yield verifi.cation algorithms, since the formulation of the proof rules is not 
always in terms of the specifi.cations to be proved; see, e.g., the parallel composition rule 
in section 2. The proof system of section 5 shows that proof systems in the forma! sense 
of the word can be based on the notions of cooperation and interference. However, for 
this the notion of specifi.cation has to be extended. Section 5.2 develops and motivates the 
required extension. In section 5.3, the proof system is developed and section 5.4 contains 
a small example proof. Soundness and relative completeness for this proof system has 
been shown in [G86]. 

As is well-known, ours ïs not the only way to achieve syntax-directedness for 
cooperation and interference freedom style reasoning. K. R. Apt showed for CSP ([A84]) 
and, more recently, C. Stirling showed for shared variable concurrency ([St86]), how 
syntax-directedness can be achieved in this context through a change in the notion of 
deduction. To wit, they use a Gentzen style sequent calculus instead of Hilbert style rea
soning. While interesting in their own right, we feel that these results somewhat miss the 
point. Non-syntax directedness reflects the weakness of partial correctness spedfi.cations 
for conc-..1rrent programs: such specifi.cations fail to specify the component interactions 
during computations. To us, the interesting question is what specifi.cations do support 
syntax directedness - and Hilbert style - proofs, rather than what notion of deduction is 
needed to formulate a formally correct proof system based on partial correctness 
specifi.cations. 

Finally, we mention the work of A. Sobel and N. Soundararajan [SS85]. They give a 
syntax directed axiomatization for partial correctness properties of Brinch Hansen's Dis
tributed Processes (DP), using the Soundararajan-Dahl approach [So84]. Basically, a 
linear history semantics for DP is lifted to the level of proof. The semantic consistency 
checks on the histories when composing the denotations of a DP processor program are 
mirrored in the proof system by a CONSIST and a COMPAT predicate. These predicates 
are the counterpart of our interference freedom and cooperation tests. 

In section 6, we refiect on the obtained results. 

2. A PROOF SYSTEM FOR CSP ([AFdeR80]) 

We fi.rst give an overview of some ideas of this proof system as used in the sequel. 
The following three facts concerning the syntax and semantics of CPS suflice for our pur
pose: 

( 1) The basic command of CSP is [P 1 Il · · · Il Pn ] expressing concurrent execution of the 
(sequentia!) processes P 1 ". Pn. 
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(2) Every Pi refers to a statement S, by Pi ::Si. No S, contains variables subject to 
change in sj (i ;é j ). 

(3) Communication between Pi and Pj (i ;é j) is expressed by the receive and send 
primitives Pj ?x and Pi !t, respectively. Execution of Pj ?x (in Pi ::Si) and Pi !t (in 
Pj ::Sj ) is synchronized and results in the assignment of the value of expression t to 
the variable x (such a pair Pi !t, Pj ?x. is called a syntactically matching communica
tion pair). 

In the proof system, the component processes are first proven correct in isolation, 
thus giving proof outlines in which each component statement is associated with 
appropriate pre- and postconditions. These pre- and postconditions satisfy Hoare's assign
ment axiom and proof rules for sequentia! programming constructs. They also satisfy the 
following two axioms, which are introduced to separate this first sequentia! stage of the 
proof from the second global stage, required by the nonsequential nature of process com
munication: 

{p }Pi !t {q } and 

lp }Pj ?x {q }. 
(1) 

This implies that the assumption on (i.e. the postconditions of) the communication 
actions in the component proofs must be justified by testing them for compatibility, in 
order for these outlines to be combined; this is the cooperation test. For this test a general 
invariant (GI) is needed which expresses globally which of these communications occur, 
i.e" which of the syntactically matching communication pairs match semantically. To be 
able to define GI, we allow programs to be extended with assignments to so-called auxili
ary vaT"iables. These are variables whose values do not influence the flow of control 
within the original program and which are used to record information about the occurring 
communications. 

As the variables appearing free in Gl have to be updated at times, GI cannot be 
expected to hold throughout the program. However, GI only concerns the communication 
actions, so updating of the GI variables can be restricted to bracketed sections 
<S 1; il'; S 2> each of which is associated with a ( unique) send or receive primitive Cl' (the 
statements S 1 and S 2 perform the updating of the GI variables). Consequently, an adài
tional function of the cooperation test is to check whether GI is left invariant by the 
updating of its variables in each bracketed section. Basically, the test is the following: 

Suppose we have proof outlines for the component processes of a CSP program. 
Then these proof outlines cooperate w.r.t. GI iff for any syntactically matching 
communication pair Cl', ä with associated bracketed sections and assertions 
lp }<S 1; il'; S 2> {q }, {p }<S1; ä;S2> {q} in the respective proof outlines, the fol
lowing condition holds: 

{p lip llGI }S 1: S1; x :=t; s 2: s 2lq llq llGI }, 
where x :=t is the result of performing the communication. 

The defmition can be paraphrased informally as follows: if execution in process Pi respec
tively Pj arrives at the communication Cl', respectively, ä (or rather, at the associated 
bracketed sections), as expressed by satisfaction of p, respectively, jf, and if additionally, 
these can occur simultaneously, as expressed by satisfaction of p lip llGI, then the 
processes Pi and Pj may communicate by executing Cl' and ~. and after this acti<>n (and 
after leaving the bracketed sections) both the assumptions q and q, and GI should hold. 
Thus, the assumptions made in the proof outlineS conceming the value transfer are 
justified. For future reference, we mention here that, relative to such assumptions (and 
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the initial state), one might say that a process can commit itself to the precondition of the 
next bracketed section, if any. 

For examples which show the necessity of something like GI and a cooperation test 
for a Hoare style proof system for CSP (lest one wants to lose the idea of component 
proofs) the reader is referred to [AFdeR80]; these examples are fully applicable to the 
current model. 

Now, the following parallel composition rule applies. 

proo f outlines for {pi }Pi ::Si {qi} i = 1 · · · n cooperate w.r.t. GI 

{/\pi /\GI }[P 1::S111 • • · llPn ::Sn ]{ /\qi f\GJ } 
i i 

From this rule it becomes obvious that, although cauched in terms of Hoare-style 
axioms and rules, the proof system is not a proof system in the formal sense of the word: 
the parallel composition rule does not deal with Hoare-triples but with proofs (or proof 
outlines). Stated differently, the cooperation test operates on a fi.xed set of proofs, one for 
every process, and thus introduces a higher order concept. 

In section 5, we shall show how the notion of cooperation (and interference freedom) 
can be embedded in a formal proof system. One of the essential steps for this is to incor
porate the commitments and assumptions at the front and rear of bracketed sections 
explicitly in the statement-specifi.cation (see section 5.3). In the remainder of this paper, 
the analogues of the above ideas will be developed for communication through remote 
procedure calls, specifi.ca11y for characterizing Ada's rendezvous mechanism and for com
munication by the entry call mechanism of Communicating Modules. In particular, as the 
reader will notice, the cooperation test and the bracketed sections reappear in the rendez
vous and the entry call rules. 

3. A PROOF SYSTEM FOR CONCURRENT Ada ([GdeR84]) 

3.1. The Ada rendezvous mechanism 

The CSP communication mechanism combines synchronization of processes with the 
execution of an assignment. Ina similar fashion, Ada combines synchronization with the 
execution of a procedure call. 

The analogues in Ada, of the CSP send and receive primitives are the entry call, 
call Pi .a (ë#x ), and the accept statement, accept e (il#v) do S end. Again, there is a 
notion of syntactic matching: an accept for an entry a in process P; matches with any call 
(outside P; ) for this entry in P; (see the above call and accept). Execution of a matching 
call and accept is synchronized and results in executing the accept-body in which the for
mal parameters in il have received the values of the expressions in ë and those in v have 
received the values of the variables in x. On completion of execution of the accept body, 
the actual varia bles in x receive the values of the ones in v. Hence, ü is a list of formal 
value parameters and v is a list of forma! value-result parameters. In particular, formal 
value parameters are never assigned to. Only after the second communication (of the 
values of v) does the calling process proceed again. 

Note that in Ada there is one-sided naming: an accept only specifi.es an entry pro
cedure but not its communication partner. Also, there can be more than one accept for 
the same entry. 

The rest of this section is based on a CSP-like language in which the CSP communica
tion primitives are replaced by Ada-like call and accept statements. 
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3.2. A proof system for Ada-CF 

Again the proof system contains rules for the sole purpose of separating reasoning 
about process interactions, i.e., about Ada-rendezvous', from verification of the (sequen
tia!) process bodies: 

{p 1 call Pi .a (e#x) {q 1 provided FV (p )n {x I= 0 (1) 

{p' l S {q' 1 , provided FV (p ,q )n {il ,v I= 0 
{p 1 accept a (ïi#v) do S end {q 1 

(2) 

The assertions q, p' and q in the above rules, again, embody assumptions about the 
communications. Note that (2) does not enforce any relationship between the pre and 
post assertion of an accept body and the pre and post assertions of the accept statement. 
This is consistent with our strategy because communications occur when "entering" or 
"leaving" an accept statement. Here, too, a cooperation test must check the assumptions 
as embodied in q, p' and q. The condition on the pre assertion in the call axiom is vital 
because this assertion is needed to characterize the invariant part of the caller's state dur
ing a rendezvous. The requirements on the assertions in (2) reflects the fact that the for
ma! parameters ü ,v are local w.r.t. the accept body and hence should not appear in asser

tions "outside" the body4• 

Similarly as in the CSP proof system, a genera! invariant GJ is introduced to model 
synchronization globally, and also a set A V oî auxiliary varia bles, in order to express GI: 

A V is a set of varia bles such that x E AV if x appears only in assignments y := t where 
y E AV. (Notice that AV is defined relative to a particular program and that variables in 
AV do not influence the value of the "real" program variables during execution of the 
program). 

With the introduction of bracketed sectjons we diverge from the development of the 
the previous section. The function of bracketed sections is to confine the updatings of 
GI' s variables. This is necessary because GJ is needed to find the semantic matches, hence 
must be valid whenever a process has to perform a communication. In particular, GJ 
must be valid inside the body of an accept, because it may contain other calls and accepts. 
This motivates the following definition. 

A bracketed section is a construct of the form 
( 1) <S 1; call PJ .pr (t,x ); S 2> or 
(2) accept pr (ü#v) do T 1;> T < ;T 2 endaccept 
such that S 1, S 2, T 1 and T 2 do not contain any call- or accept statements. The T 1, 

respectively, T 2 part of the accept body will also be referred to as the prelude, 

respectively postlude of the body. 

Consider the following matching call ( within its bracketed section) and accept, with 
associated assertions: 

{p 1l<S 1;{p 1}call P.a (e#x ){q1 l;S 2> {q 1} (in process P) 

{p 2 }accept a (ü#v )do{p ilS i > ;{p 2}S {q 2 };<S i end{q 21 (in process P ) 

According to the semantics, a rendezvous is equivalent to the following statement 
sequence being executed: 

4For the cognoscenti we mention that the sets of forma! parameters and (globa!) variables are assumed 
disjoint. Thus, we also do not need b!ock ru!es 
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S 1 ;ü ,v := e ,x ;Si ;S ;S z;x := v ;S 2. 

Hence, cooperation for this pair at least means that 

{p 1 /\p 21\G/ }S 1 ;il ,v:=e ,X ;Si {p 1 /\j)z/\G/} 

must hold. A second communication takes place, assumptions about which are embodied 
in q 2 and in ij 1 (or q 1 ). Hence, the other requirement for cooperation is validity of 

{p /\ij 21\G/ }S z;X := v ;S 2lq 1/\q21\G/ L 
where p is an assertion that characterizes P's state during the rendezvous. Because the 
state of p is not affected by executing S, we may take p = p 1, 

This gives the basic cooperation test. There is however a more elegant version possi
ble. This other version capita!izes on the following well-known result about sequentia! 
procedure calls [A8 l ]: 

If in a call 
(1) the value-result parameters are pairwise disjoint, 
(2) no value-result parameter appears free in a value parameter and 
(3) no variable in the actual parameter list appears free in the procedure body 
then, assignment of the actual to the forma! parameters is equivalent to textual 
substitution of the actual for the forma! parameters in the procedure body 

The third restriction is automatically obeyed. Naw, let us impose the first two restric
tions, toa. The following cooperation test ensues [GdeR84]: 

Defmition. Proof outlines for processes P 1, ••• , Pn cooperate w.r.t. GJ if for any syn
tactically matching pair ( with associated assertions) 

{pi}<S 1;{p i}call Pj .a (e#x );S 2 > {q il (in P;) 

{p 2 }accept a(ü#v) Sj>{p2}S{ij2}<Sïend{q 2 } (in Pj) 

the following Hoare-triples can be proved 

{p 1/\p21\GI }S 1;S i[•]{p 1 /\jlz[•]/\GJ} 

{p 1 /\ij z[e]/\GJ }S z[•];S z{q 1llq21\GI }, 

where [e] = [e,x/ü,v]. 

Note that because syntactic substitution is used in this version, the condition in the 
call axiom, hence on p 1, becomes essential. 

With this version of the cooperation test we have obtained a veriftcation method that 
is canonical in the following sense: When verifying a program we construct a proof (out
line) in which with every syntactic statement, and in particular every call and accept, is 
associated one pre and one post asertion satisfying the cooperation test. This, notwith
standing the fact that every call has its own characteristic synchronisation behaviour and 
its own characteristic parameters. In other words, the assertions in the proof are strong 
enough to justify the assumptions of each matching call and, symmetrically, are weak 
enough to remain valid under the "value injection" for each matching call. It is its canon
ical nature, that makes this veriftcation method a usable one. 

In [GdeR84] the Ada proof system is discussed in full detail, including 

• A carefully selected series of "simplest" paradigms indicating why a global invariant 
and the deftnition of bracketed sections, as given above, are needed. These examples 
illustrate that without these concepts our proof system would be both incomplete 
and unsound. 
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• The extension of these techniques to prove genera! invariance or safety properties and 
in particular deadlock frredom and absence of failure. 

• A proof of partial correctness, of termination, of absence of deadlock, and absence of 
failure, of a bounded buffer program. 

• Correctness proofs of similar properties of a distributed priority queue. 

4. OWICKI'S PROOF SYSTEM FOR SHARED VARIABLE CONCURRENCY ([OG76]) 

Owicki's proof system for concurrency with communication by means of shared 
variables is reviewed for her General Programming Language (GPL). 

Concurrency is introduced in GPL by the cobegin statement: 

cobeginS 1 Il · · · Il Sn coend. 

Here, S 1 through Sn are sequentia! statements, called the component processes of this 
statement. A set of variables is shared between S 1 ,".,sn, and the processes are executed in 
parallel. However, Owicki makes an essential restriction on the parallellism in GPL; this 
restriction is worked out in [deR85]. To simplify matters, this restriction is paraphrased 
as follows: the assignment and tests within the S; 's are executed as atomie, indivisible 
actions. This means that the execution of a cobegin statement amounts to an arbitrary 
interl.eaving of these assignments and tests within the component processes. 

In the GPL proof system, the components of a cobegin statement are proven correct 
in isolation, and, as in the CSP system of section 2, a consistency check is therefore needed 
when these separate proofs are combined. This check is in fact straightforward. 

Consider the program cobegin x := 1 ;x := x + 1 Il x := 2 coend and the ( valid) isolated 
proof outlines {true}x:=l;{x=l}x:=x+l {x=2} and {true}x:=2 {x=2}. A quick 
inspection of the program shows that after termination, the value of x is either 2 or 3. 
However, restricting one's attention to these component proofs in isolation might lead one 
to conclude that {x = 2} holds after termination. Now consider the precondition {x = 1} of 
the action x := x + 1, which is also the postcondition of x := 1. This assertion holds 
immediately after the assignment x := 1 has terminated, but this does not imply that 
{x = 1} holds whenever the second assignment, x := x + 1, is executed; The statement x := 2 
could have been executed first. Hence, the necessary consistency check simply is the test 
whether each assertion in the proof outline of a component process is invariant over all 
atomie actions of the other processes which can be interleaved at that point. This check 
implies that the postcondition of some action can safely be taken as the precondition of the 
following action in the component process. The following interference /reed.om test formal
izes this idea: 

Consider a program cobegin S 111 · · · llSn coend and proof outlines for the component 
processes. For each statement T, let pre (T) respectively post (T) denote the pre
respectively postcondition of T within the proof outline. For any statement A in S; 
and assignment B in Sj, i ~ j, the following Hoare formulae should be valid: 
( 1) {post (A )Apre (B )}B {post (A )} 
(2) {pre (S; )Apre (B )}B {pre (S; )} 

The preconditions in this test may be interpreted as stating the possibility to be both 
at the beginning of A and at the beginning of B, respectively, at the beginning of S; and 
at the beginning of B . 

In Owicki's case this test is complicated by the presence of await-statements ( which 
should not be confused with the wait-statement of the next section). 
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This simple expression of the interference freedom test changes drastically when con
sidering Communicating Modules, next. There, the grain of interleaving, being an assign
ment in the present section and hence syntactically determinable, is determined semanti
cally. Also the number of concurrent subprocesses varies dynamically in case of Com
municating Modules, necessitating canonical interference freedom tests. Thus dynamic 
variation is again captured syntactically, as in the case of Ada's rendezvous rule. 

As we observed about the the CSP proof system, the Owicki system too, is not a 
proofsystem in the formal sense of the word; and for the same reason. Section 5 shows 
how to incorporate interference freedom in a forma! way. 

5. A SYNTAX DIRECTED PROOF SYSTEM FOR COMMUNICATING MODULES 

The purpose of this section is twofold: Firstly, to show how the notion of coopera
tion can be embedded in a formal syntax-directed proof system. Secondly, to solve the 
verification problem for monitor-like languages. This chapter is based on initial work as 
reported in [RDKdeR8 l, GdeRR82a, GdeRR82b]. 

Monitors combine ( 1) the notion of abstract data type with (2) a notion of con
currency that derives from the logica! independence of the various data types in a system. 
Interaction within a system occurs through the data type interfaces. The logical integrity 
of the data type abstraction and the functionality of the operations are maintained ( 1) by 
imposing strict synchronization between a monitor and the entity requesting its service, 
while perfonning this service and (2) by allowing a monitor to be serving at most one 
request at a time. This last fact does not imply that the data type operations of a moni
tor are serialized, but only that the (partial) excution of separate data type operations 
have to be strictly interleaved. 

On a more concrete level, when a monitor is servicing a requestor, hence is perform
ing a data type operation, the requestor is said to be active in the monitor and to have 
acquired the monitor-loek, effectively locking out the servicing of any other requestor until 
the farmer relinquishes the loek. At such a time, a monitor may start (again) servicing 
someone else. 

The next section describes the language CM. From this, it will become clear that 
modules make concrete the two essential features of monitors: a procedural (date type) 
interface with the environment and a way to switch activity within a monitor, between 
different requestors. 

5.1. The language Communicating Modules (CM) 

Modules are a generalization of the usual monitor. Originally, a monitor was a pas
sive object only reacting to outside requests. Modules, while able to react to requests, are 
active entities and may also initiate communication actions. As such, a module combines, 
e.g., the notions of monitor and process from Concurrent Pascal ([BH75]) and is akin toa 
DP-process ([BH78]). 

A CM program consists of a fixed set of concurrently executing modules: 
[M 111 · · · llMn ]. Modules do not contain other modules or CM programs, nor do they 
share variables. The syntax of a module is: 

M; :: <en try procedure> s : [<(initia!) statement>]. 

A module M is executed by starting execution of its initia! statement; this may then 
be interleaved with execution of calls of other modules to the entry procedures of M. 
tFrom the caller's viewpoint, execution of an entry call is identical to an Ada rendezvous. 
Accepting a call represents the only form of communication between modules, and results 
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in a new procedure instance being created and executed. Similar to Ada's entry call, during 
execution of a CM call, the caller is suspended until the callee has ftnished execution of 
the corresponding instance. 

The syntax of an entry procedure is: 

<name> (<input parameter list> # <output parameter list>): [<statement>] 

The parameter mechanism is call-by-value-result; within a procedure body no 
assignments to input parameters are allowed. Parameters are local w.r.t. the procedure 
body. Procedure bodies and initia! statements are ordinary sequentia! statements, con
structed using sequentia! composition, if, and while-statements. The primitive actions 
are the assignment, external request or call statement (see section 3) and the wait
statement, denoted by wait. 

Waits are the primary way to establish synchronization (to be deftned below ). 

Synchronization occurs in a module: 

• when arriving at a wait-statement. 

• upon completion of execution of its initia! statement, 

• upon completion of a call to one of its entry procedures. 

Such points are called waiting points. 

By synchronization we mean either: 

• the act of honouring an arbitrarily selected entry call, or 

• the act of passing some wait-statement, having been a waiting point earlier during exe
cution and, hence, possibly different from the one execution just arrived at. Observe 
that on arrival at a waiting point, the monitor loek is released. 

Note that the more genera! construct, await b of GPL, which suspends execution 
until after the boolean expression b becomes true, can be simulated by 
while b do wait od. 

The main characteristic of CM, on which the proof system is built, is the 
synchronization-at-waiting-points, A clear picture of this is essential for understanding the 
proof system. Figure 1 below shows the execution of 3 modules, M 1, M 2 and M 3• The 
horizontal lines represent the time axes for each of the respective modules, along which 
execution proceeds. During execution of M 1 an external request is made, the action of 
which is atomie w.r.t. M 1, as indicated by the brackets"<" and">". Execution of M 2 

proceeds until a waiting point is encountered, denoted by the (leftmost) vertical wriggles, 
at which synchronization takes place. M 2 continues by honouring M 1's request and start
ing execution of a new instance of a 2• During this execution, other waiting points are 
encountered and external requests are made. Finally execution arrives at the end of pro
cedure body, after which M 1 and M 2 proceed independently. At parameter passing, exter
nal information from the caller (M 1) will be injected into the callee (M 2 ) by the input 
parameters at the beginning of the procedure execution and vice versa at the end. 

The internal mode of execution of each CM module can be viewed as the concurrent 
execution of a set of subprocesses - its initia! statement and its procedure instances - shar
ing the local variables of that CM module. This execution is concurrent in the sense of 
section 4: A possible execution of these subprocesses is an arbitrary nondeterministic 
interleaving of the "atomie" actions of these processes. 
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M2 ".""""~ 

fig. 1 

One should keep the following essential differences with section 4 in mind: 

• an atomie action extends now from one waiting point to another, and hence is not 
anymore a syntacticoJly determined action, and 

• the number of subprocesses, active at a certain time, is dynamically varying as it 
comprises all instances of the entry procedures. 

The differences with Ada are as follows: 

• Ata walting point, a module in CM has no choice as to which entry call is accepted, 
or whose call continues. 

• Ina module, more than one procedure instance can coexist at a time. 

5.2. Program speciftcations and problems 

This section addresses the problem of constructing a formal syntax--directed proof 
system. Initially, this is a question of finding the right kind of program specification. As 
a consequence, we need to address some of the verificational problems that CM poses. 

We want the verification method to be cauched in terms of forma! rules and axioms 
and to be syntax-directed. In other words, we want a set of rules and axioms, all "work
ing" on the same type of formulae or specifications. Moreover, the resulting system 
should support proofs of programs that follow the syntactic structure of these programs. 

5.2.1. Communication 

Consider the CSP and Ada proof systems of section 2 and 3. Such systems do not 
pass our requirements because the parallel composition rules ( through the cooperation 
test) refer to the actual proofs of the component processes. This is necessary as the vari
ous communication assumptions, as expressed by the post asssertions of bracketed sec
tions, have to be validated and such assumptions are buried within the component proofs. 
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Obviously, to construct rules of the required form, such assumptions will have to be 
made explicit. Thus, specifications have a form like <AS l {p }S {q }> where AS embodies 
in some form the communicatiön assumptions that have been made in order to derive 
{p }S {q }. The parallel composition rule discharges these assumptions by requiring that 
cooperation be proved. The specific form of AS (in case of CM) is discussed in section 
5.4. 

Two facts complicate this picture. The first is caused by the cooperation test itself; 
the second one by the semantics of CM. 

(1) Cooperation means that two communicating modules, together transform their 
states, satisfying two pre assertions, into states satisfying two post assertions ( that 
embody communication assumptions). This dependence on the assertions describing 
the states in which the various modules enter communication must be made explicit, 
too. Obviously, these assertions are the pre assertions of the bracketed sections, and 
will be considered as commitments. 

(2) A CM module may engage in communication, i.e" may honour an entry call, at any 
waiting point. Question: How do we characterize the state in which an entry pro
cedure starts executing? This is essential, both for verifying the entry procedure and 
for the cooperation test. The answer is as old as it is obvious [Hoa74]: Introduce a 
module invariant, Ml, which characterizes the state of a module at any waiting 
point. 

At this point, a specification looks like <AS ,CO ,Ml 1 lp }S {q } >, where CO (com-
mitment) describes the states in which S enters into communication. lts meaning is: 

During any execution of S which starts in a state satisfying p , 
1) Ml will hold at waiting points, 
2) CO will hold in those states in which S performs communications, and 
3) q will hold if and when S terminates, 
PROVIDED 
every state produced by a communication involving S satisfies AS. 

5.2.2. Internal execution 

As stated before, internal execution of a CM module amounts to an interleaving of 
actions from the initia! statement and the procedure instances, which are bounded by 
waiting points. 

On the level of verification this mode of execution is to be captured - as in section 4 -
by interference freedom conditions. The interference freedom test basically prescribes 
that assertions associated with the interleaving points of one process, be left invariant by 
the interleavable actions of the other processes. There is a different way of expressing 
this: 

Take any assertion, p , associated with an interleaving point in a process. If execu
tion in any other process starts or resumes in a state in which p holds and if exe
cution reaches another interleaving point then p should hold again. 

In this formulation, a more operational view is taken of the issue. A view that is 
also the more basic one, since it applies equally well to our CM as it does to Owicki's 
GPL. It allows for a concise explanation of interference freedom of an assertion, p , with 
respect to all the atomically executed actions of another process, as will be explained next. 

Consider the intermediate assertions generated in a proof of, say, {p }S {q }. Better 
yet, consider it as a proof outline in which these assertions appear explicitly associated 
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with the front and rear of the statements contained in S. In this form it is particulary 
obvious that such a proof outline is a syntactically sugared Floyd-style inductive asser
tion proof. This association makes it clear that 

validity of a proof (outline) for {p }S {q} implies that whenever execution starts 
before or after a statement of S in a state that satisfies the associated assertion, 
then, if the front or rear of any statement is reached it will be in a state that 
satisfies the corresponding assertion. (This paraphases Floyd's definition of local 
correctness of a labeled program scheme [Liv78].) 

If this statement is compared with the operational characterization of interference 
freedom, the following idea for proving interference freedom of an assertion p w.r.t. a 
CM-statement S ( with pre assertion p) ensues: 

Construct a proof for {p Ap }S {p } in such a way that 
( 1) the pre assertion of any wait in S implies p and 
(2) the post assertion of any wait in S implies p 

Condition ( 1) ensures that p holds as commitment at any (internal) waiting point. 
Condition (2) means that execution at a waiting point resumes, by assumption, with p 
true again. This is necessary because if execution resumes after a wait, some unknown 
action(s) have been interleaved which may have invalidated p. As we want only to show 
that the actions of S do not interfere, we have to make this assumption. 

To formulate this interference freedom test correctly, also the pre and post assertions 
of waits have to be made explicit. Thus, we arrive at the final form of tM specifications: 

<CA, WA ,CO.MI l {p }S {q }> 

Here, CA collects the communication assumptions and WA the waiting assumptions 
about the states in which execution of S resumes at waiting points. Commitment CO 
describes the states in which 1) S enters communication and 2) S arrives at a labeled 
waiting point. MI is the module invariant. The precise meaning of these specifications is 
given and discussed in section 5.4.1. 

This characterization of control flow is illustrated below. 

Consider [M 111M 211M 31. declared as in figure 2: Execution of [M 111M 211M 3] can be graphi
cally represented as in figure 3. 

First the initia! statements of M 1, M 2, M 3 are executed, leading to the call 
M 2.a 2(x#y) in M 1 and waiting point (3) in M 2• Then a 2 is executed leading to waiting 

moduleM 1 :: 

:[ · · · call M 2.a 2(x#y ) l 

module M 3 :: 

a3( # ): [ · · ·] 
:[ ... l 

module M 2 :: 

a 2(u # v ): 

[ · · · c := true 
whilec do(l)waitod;c := true(2)] 

:[c := false ; 
while -,c do (3) wait od 
call M 3.a ir#s ); · · · c := false ( 4 )] 

fig. 2 
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point ( 1 ); c being true, at (3) execution is resumed, leading to the call M 3.a 3 and waiting 
point (4); upon which, c being false, execution of M 2.a 2 resumes at ( 1) and fi.nishes at 
(2). Consequently in M 2, MI 2 , characterizing the initia! state for calls to M 2 , should be 
fi.rst established at (3), then at ( 1 ), then at (4), and fi.nally at (2). In the fi.gures, the 
leftmost (3), (1) and (4) label the events of arriving at waiting points, and should have 
assertions C0 2 and Ml attached. The rightmost (3) and (1) label resumption events and 
should have assertions WA 2 and Ml attached. 

This is illustrated in fi.gure 4. There, the previous fi.gure is overlayed with these 
assertions. Also, the assertions that should hold before (CO 2, GJ ) and after (CA 2, GI) 
bracketed sections have been indicated. 

5.3. The proof system 

5.3.1. The formalism 

In the previous section, the genera! form of specifi.cations has been introduced. The 
forma] details must be fi.lled in now. In particular, we must decide on the form of the 
various assumptions and commitments. 

These assertioHs are attached to various points in the program: Waiting assumptions 
are associated with waiting points ( when execution resumes); communication assumptions 
with the closing brackets of bracketed sections; commitments with the opening brackets 
and, again, with waiting points ( when arriving at such a point). To make these associa
tions, labels are used. Before defi.ning these, bracketed sections need to be introduced. 

Defmition. 

• A module is fully bracketed iff 

( 1) every call, C, appears within a unique bracketed section <S 1; C; S 2>, 

"" ... "".! 

fi.g. 3 
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GI call M .8 GI 

GI GI 

fig. 4 

(2) every procedure pr (ü#v): [S] is uniquely bracketed in the sense that S = S 1> ;S 2;<S 3 

(S 1 is called pr's prelude; S 2 its postlude) 

(3) no bracket is introduced otherwise 

(4) the statements S 1 andS 2 in both (1) and (2) do not contain any calls or waits. 

• A program is fully bracketed if all of its constituent modules are. 

Defmition. 

• A module is fully labeled iff 

(1) every opening bracket ( <) and closing bracket ( > ) has a label: l. < respectively l' .> 
(2) every wait is labeled at its front and rear: l.wait.l' 

(3) every call is labeled at its front: l.call P; .pr1 (ë#x) 

(4) the rear of the initia! statement is labeled: S. l 

(5) the front of every procedure body and the initia! statement is labeled: l.S. 

(6) no label is introduced otherwise 

(7) all labels are unique 

• A program is fully labeled if each of its constituent modules is. 

Clauses (3), (4) and (5) need clarification. Clause (3) is forced by the cooperation 
test, structured as in section 3, which needs a characterization of the module state during 
a call. The label of a call is interpreted as labeling this point. When every module in a 
program has completed executing its initia! statement, the program terminates. It follows 
that the state in which an initia! statement terminates is of significance. This point, how
ever is also a waiting point, which implies that the post assertion of the initia! statement 
must be interference free. Hence clause (4). Clause (5) is needed in order to properly 
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express the interference freedom conditions: see section 5.3.3. 

Defmition. 

89 

( 1) CA , WA and CO are sets of labeled formul.ae: {l:p l l a label, p an ordinary first ord
er assertion}. 

(2) Let S be a set as in (1) and l a label. Then S ([)= /\ {p 1 l:p ES}. 
Note that by definition, S (l):== true if there is nop such that l:p ES. 

( 3) A set S as in ( 1) is dis joint if there is no label, l, and assertions, p , q , such that 
l:p , l:q E S but p :$ q. 

This is a straightforward definition. Predictably, the module-state will now include 
truth-values for labels, too, in order to express which labeled points have been reached. If 
execution arrives at a labeled point (labeled, say, with l), and only then, the correspond
ing state will associate the value true with this label. A commitment or assumption A is 
satisfied in a state, precisely if for any label l which is true in this state, A (l) is true in 
this state. 

A set of labeled assertions is disjoint, precisely if with every label there is associated 
a unique assertion. This notion is needed in the formulation of the proof rules in order to 
express that specifications of two statements can only be combined if they do not specify 
the states at eachother's labeled points. 

Defmition. 

Specifications are of one of the following forms: 

( 1) < CA , WA , CO, Ml 1 {p }S {q } >, S some statement or procedure, 

(2) <CA, 0, WA ,Ml 1 {p }M{q }>. where Mis a module, 

(3) <0, 0, 0, true 1 {p }P{q }>. where P is a program, 

provided CA , WA and CO , part of the specification of some T, obey the f ollowing condi
tions: 

( 1) any label in CA labels a closing bracket in T, 

(2) any label in WA ei~her labels the rear of a wait in T or T:==l.T ·or T:== T ',l, 

(3) any label in CO labels an opening bracket, a call or the front of a wait in T, 

(4) CA, WA and CO are disjoint, 

(5) Ml does not contain formal parameters and in any l:p -term, p only may contain 
formal parameters of the (possible) procedure in which l appears, 

(6) the pre and post assertions in a procedure specification may not contain any formal 
parameter. 

Statements and procedure specifications are relative with respect to both communica
tion and waiting point assumptions. This stands to reason since neither the calling 
environment nor the interleavable actions are known. Given the module text containing 
the statement or procedure, the latter are known and hence a module's specification does 
not depend on waiting point assumptions anymore. Likewise, the program text deter
mines the calling environment of a module and hence program specifications are not rela
tive to any assumption. 

Observe that a program specification has trivial CO and Ml components and hence is 
a pure partial correctness specification. The reason is not that the proof system would not 
support proofs of invariance properties - it would -, but rather that it is awkward to 
define validity of such specifications in a cooperation-based framework; see [GdeR84] for 
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an attempt. 

Defmition. < CA , WA . CO, Ml 1 {p }S {q} > is valid iff for any (partial) execution of S 
that starts in a state satisfying p and for which CA has been continuously true, if either 
from the start or from some waiting point onwards WA starts to hold and continues to 
hold, then CO will hold in the last state of the execution sequence, Ml will hold if this is 
a waiting point and q wil! hold if S has terminated. 

5.3.2. A sampler of proof rules 

Only the interesting rules are discussed here. I.e" only the rules that involve state
ments causing synchronization to occur. The rest of the proof system is listed in section 
5.3.5. 

5.3.2.1. wait-rule 

p --+ q /\Ml 
<0, {l':r}, {l:q}. Ml 1 {p }l.wait.l'{r }> 

This statement signals a waiting point. Hence MI and CO (l) should hold, which is 
enforced by the premiss. On resumption, the strongest claim that can be made, is that 
WA (l') holds. 

5.3.2.2. call-rule 

<0, 0, 0, true 1 {p }Si{Vx q }>, <0, 0, 0, true 1 {q }Si{r }> 

<{l'' :s }, 0, {l:p ,l':q}, true 1 {p} l.<S 1;l'.call M; .aj (e#x);Sz;l" .> {r /\s }> 

This is a complicated rule. First observe that the rule applies to a call within its 
bracketed section. Within our framework, this makes sense. Disregarding synchroniza
tion ( which we consistently do at this level) a call acts as a random assignment to its 
value-result parameters, as far as the calling module is concerned. A random assignment, 
x :=?, is axiomatized, in analogy with an ordinary assignment, by Nx p }x :=? {p} (cfr. 
[AP87]). This explains the relationship between the post assertion of the first premiss 
and the pre assertion of the second. The post assertion of this last premiss, characterizes 
the terminal state of the bracketed section in so far as it is independent from the values 
assigned to the value-result parameters. For the parameter-dependent part, we cannot do 
better than to resort to CA (r' ); an assumption that will be validated in the cooperation 
test. And this gives the post assertion of the conclusion of the rule. 

5.3.2.3. procedure-rule 

<0,0,0,true 1 {p/\p}Si{q}>, <CA, WA,CO,MI 1 {qM}S{s}> 

<0,0,0,true 1 {s}S2{t}> ,S-+S ,t-.MI 

<CA u {l:r}. WA u {Y:p }, CO u {l':s}, Ml 1 {p} a (il#v ): [T.s 1;l.> ;S ;l'. < ;S 2]{t }> ' 

provided FV (p ,p ,t ) n {il, v }= 0 and CA u {l:r } , WA u {Y:p } and CO u {l':s } are dis
joint. 

The same remarks as for the call-rule apply here. The rear of a procedure body is a 
waiting point, so that Ml must hold there. It is, however, a waiting point where execu
tion does not resume again. So, no waiting assumption or commitment is associated with 
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it. 

5.3.2.4. module-rule 
Let module M 1 be defined as 

ak ( vk #vk ): [lk .sk 1 
: [l0.S 0.l' 01 

<CA1 .WA1 ,C01 ,MI 1 {MI} a1 (iI1 #v1 ): [l1 .S1 ]{MI}>. MI-+ WA1 (l1 ) j = l · · · k 

<CA 0 ,WA '0 ,C0 0 ,MI 1 {p} S 0 {MI 11WA 0(l'0 )}> , p-+ WA 0(l0 ), MI 11WA 0(l'0 )-+ q 

i~ 0WA; # 1,1 (CA 1 ,WA1 ,MI,{il1 ,v1 },a1 (u1 #v1 ):[l1 .S1 ]) j=l···k 

k -
i~ 1WA; # 1 ,0 (CA 0 , WA' 0,p,0,l0.S 0 ) 

k k 
for every l.wait.l' in M 1 : u CO; (l)-+ u WA; (l')11MI 

i=O i=O 

k k < u CA;, 0, u CO;, MI 1 {p }Mi{q }> 
i=O i=O 

provided 
•WA '0=:WA 0\{l'0:WA 0Cl'0 )}, 

• WAi =:WA; \{l;:WA; Cl;)} i=O ... k and 
k k k 

• u CAi, u WA; and u CO; are disjoint. 
i=O i=O i=O 
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The first k+ 1 specifications in the premisses enforce (sequentia!) correctness of the 
entry procedures and the initial statement. The premisses on the third and fourth line are 
the more interesting ones, dealing with interference freedom. They denote sets of interfer
ence freedom specifications. Their discussion, however, is postponed to section 5.4.3. 
Here, we only mention that in the right-hand-side argument of # 1 k , the last entry is the 

k - • 
statement, S, whose actions must not interfere with u WA;. The first two entries are 

i=O 

the two assumptions used to prove S sequentially correct. The next entry characterizes 
the state in which S starts executing. Finally, we need to know the local variables of S. 

The first-order formulae in the first two lines force the waiting assumptions associ
ated with the front labels of M 1 's procedures and initial statement to be trivial in the 
sense that they are implied by the assertions (MI or p ) characterizing the state in which 
execution starts at these points. Since MI and p are interference free by definition, this 
justifies the use of WA; instead of WAi in the interference freedom expressions. Finally, 
the premisses on line 5 imply that also in the case that execution decides just to pass a 
wait without interleaving any actions, the waiting point assumption can be assumed to 
hold. Note that the conclusion of the rule does not make waiting assumptions anymore. 

This is a complicated rule with many premisses. However, the thing to remember is 
that none of these premisses depend on proof outlines anymore. Specifically, in section 
5.3.3, the interference freedom specifications will be defined in terms of the specifications 
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of the initia! statement and the entry procedures. 

5.3.2.5. program-rule 

<CA;, 0, CO;, Ml; 1 {p; }M; {q; }> i = l...n 

Coop ( { <CA,, 0. CO,, Ml; 1 {p; }M; {q; }> 1 i = l...n }, GI ) 

provided 
k k k 

• u CA;. u WA; and u CO; are disjoint, 
i=l i=O i=O 

• FV(CA;, CO;, Ml;, P;, q;) does not contain any variable of M1 (i :;;é j ), 

• no variable free in GI appears on the left-hand-side of any assignment outside a 
bracketed section, nor as parameter of any call or procedure. 

The premiss in the second line denotes a set of cooperation specifications. Again the 
precise defmition of cooperation is postponed (to section 5.3.4 ). lts definition is analogous 
to the Ada-test, but fora slight complication caused by the interference freedom test. 

The conclusion of the rule does not depend on any assumption anymore. Also, the 
commitments and module invariants have been trivialized, for the reasons stated in 5.3.1. 

Here, too, we stress that the cooperation specifi.cations are defined in terms of the 
module specifi.cations only. 

5.3.3. Interference freedom 

Fix an assertion p and a statement l.S. S has a (sequentia!) proof 
<CA,WA,CO,MI 1 {jï}S{q}>. WewanttoshowthatS isinterferencefreew.r.t.p. 
The conceptual discussion of section 5.2.2 is the starting point. 

Using the notation that has been developed above, the suggested characterization of 
interference freedom of p w.r.t. S can be expressed as the validity of the specifi.cation 

< CA .WA' ,CO' ,Ml 1 {jï }S {p } > • where 

WA' and CO' are defi.ned in such a way that for any label l, if l labels the front of a wait 
in S or S itself then WA' (l):=WA (l)Ap and if l labels the rear of a wait in S then 
co· W=p. 

We translated the requirements on the pre and post assertions of waits in to changes 
of WA and CO. 

This seems straightforward, but we should look at it more closely. The first compli
cation arises as follows: the assertion p is a waiting point assumption and S is the body 
of a procedure or an initia! statement. A possibility is that p :=WA (l) for some l in S 
itself: In case S is a procedure body for which at least two instances coexist, WA (l) must 
be interference free w.r.t. S. The formal parameters of a procedure are local w.r.t. its 
body. Such parameters will occur both in S and in WA (l). However, these occurrences 
belang to different instances. 

Conclusion: formal variables common to both WA (l) and S must be renamed. 

As to the second complication, consider the program [M 111M 2] declared by 
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M 1::a 1(#):[S] 

: [ ... ] 

where S = S' ;l.wait.l';S', and the wait statement shown is the only one in M 1• 
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Let p = WA 1(l'). Clearly, p need not be proved invariant over S since there can be 
no coexisting instances of a 1• In other words, 

<CA ,WA' ,CO' ,Ml 1 {Ml lip }S{p }> 

shoul.d hold trivially. But, does it? 

This specification holds trivially, only if Ml , p and WA (l') are such that both 
Ml lip and WA (l')llp are equivalent to false, since only in this case none of the commit
ments (CO, Ml and q) need be established. Now, observe that Ml must hold at any 
waiting point and that p =WA (l'). So, the two conjunctions above, will only yield false 
if WA (l'):= false. Clearly, this is nonsensical since it would im ply that execution will 
never be at the point labeled l', while we merely want to express that execution is never 
going to be at this point simultaneously in two different instances of procedure a 1. 

Conclusion: We cannot distinguish between one instance of a 1 being able to resume at l' and 
two instances of a 1 being able to resume at l'. 

The solution is to introduce so-called instance counters. 

• for each procedure aj in module M; a (proof) variable ic;i is introduced, which counts 
the number of coexisting instances of a1 , 

• ic;i is a reserved name, not occuring in the program text, 

• ic;i may only appear free in GI and in assertions associated with labels appearing in ai. 

The interference freedom test will be modified in such a way that when it operates 
on assertions and statements from the same procedure (implying the existence of multip\e 
instances), it will, e.g" allow in the above case the use of an extra assumption, ic 11 ~2, 
when execution starts or resumes at a waiting point. 

The assertions WA (l') and p , belonging to the specification of a 1, will contain terms 
ic 11 ~1. Clearly, the interference freedom specification of the above example will hold 
trivially now. Note, however, that we only managed to exchange one problem for 
another: now, we need to check whether assumptions like ic 11 ~1 are in fact true. Such 
assumptions can be resolved during the cooperation test only, and hence its discussion 
belongs to the next section. 

We can now formally define the set of interference free.dom specifications, denoted by 
the interference freedom expression in the module rule. 

Defmition. Let A Ç {l:p l l a label, p a first order formula}. 
Then the interference freedom expression 

A#;,i(CA, WA,Ml,p,x,S) 

stands for the set of interference freedom specifications 

{<CA,WA(q'AIC),CO,true 1 {p)S{q'}> l l:qEA}, 

where 
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q' = q [y / x] ( where y do not appear free in CA , WA , CO , p , q or S ) 

= {ic;1 ~ 2 if j >O and l occurs in S 

IC - true otherwise 

WA (r )==: {l:WA (l)11r 1 l labels the rear of a wait in S, S = l.S' or S = S'. ll 

CO= {l:q' 1 l labels the front of a wait in S ) 

The cooperation test validates the communication assumptions, CA. Earlier, we 
stated that assumptions about the number of coexisting instances will be discharged dur
ing the cooperation test. Consequently, this will only happen if they become part of the 
communication assumptions, CA , of the sequentia! specification of the procedure in ques
tion. This will in fact be the case in any procedure specifi.cation that is part of a provable 
module specifi.cation, as is argued now. 

In a provable procedure specifi.cation, such assumptions can only be introduced by a 
communication or waiting point assumption, since these are the only assertlons that need 

.,.J· not be derived in the proof of the speclfi.cation. Suppose an assumption ic;J :::; l is intro
duced via a waiting point assumptlon associated with a statement l.wait.l'. Then also 
CO (l)AMI ..... ic;1 :::; 1, since the speclfi.cation is to be part of a provable module 
specifi.cation and one of the module rule's premises forces that CO (l) ..... WA (l')AMI. But 
CO (l) is a formula that must be derived during the proof of the procedure specifi.cation. 
Now, the only assumptions that are not constrained by the application of the module rule 
are the communication assumptions and hence ic;J :::; l must be part of CA. 

Section 5.4 contains an example of a proof. 

5.3.4. The cooperation test 

Debnition. The expression 

Coop({<CA;.WA;.CO;.MI 1 {p;}M;{q;}> 1 i=l···n),GI) 

stands for the set of cooperation specijicaiion pairs 

<0, 0, 0, true 1 {CO; (l)llMl1 AGI)S 1; icJk :=ic1k + l; S '1[e] {CA1 (l')[e]11GJ}>. 

<0, 0, 0, true 1 {\/x CO; a)AC01 (l')(e]AGI) S '2[e];icJk := icJk - l;S 2 {CA; ffiAGI )>, 

where [eJa: [ë ,.X / i7 ,v], for any matching call-procedure pair 

l. <S 1 ;l.call M 1 .ak (0#v );S 2~.> (in M;) 

ak (it#v ): [lk .S 'd'.> ;S :X'. < ;S '2] (in M 1 ) 

Predictably, this test is based on the Ada cooperation test. There are some trivia! 
cosmetic changes as the current speclfi.cations explicitly mention the communication 
assumptions. More interesting is the presence of the instance counters. Entering and leav
ing a procedure (ai in M;) has the effect of increasing and decreasing iciJ by 1. These 
implicit assignments have simply been made explicit here. 

5.3 • .5. A list of rules and axioms 

To be complete, the syntactic constraints on CM programs that have been made 
implicitly, are listed here. 

• The free variables of different modules must be disjoint. 
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• The same goes for the forma! parameters. Moreover, the sets of forma! variables and 
"ordinary" variables are disjoint. 

• Module names are of the form M 1 j=l,2"" ; procedure names have the form ak 

k=l.2"". 

• There is a set of variables {ic,1 1 i ,j = 1,2""f, disjoint from both the formal variables 
and the ordinary variables, which may not appear in the program text. 

• Any label within a CM program may appear al most once. 

• Variables ic,1 may only appear free in GI and in assertions associated with the body 
of a1 in M;. 

Some notation: write {p }S {q } instead of < 0, 0, 0, true 1 {p }S {q } >. 

Next, we turn to the proof rules and axioms. 

5.3.5.1. assignment 

{p [e /x ]}x :=e{p} 

5.3.5.2. wait see 5.3.2.1 

5.3.5.3. call see 5.3 .2.2 

5.3.5.4. sequentia! composition 

<CA,, WA;, CO;, MI; 1 {p; }S; {q; }> i= 1,2, q1-+P2 

<CA 1 uCA2. WA 1uWA 2, C0 1uC02, MI 1 V MI 2 1 {pi}S1;S2{q2}> ' 

provided CA 1 u CA 2, WA 1 u WA 2 and CO 1 u CO 2 are dis joint. 

5.3.5.5. if 

<CA 1, WA 1,C0 1,MI 1 1 {pt\b}S 1{q}>, <CA 2 , WA 2 ,C0 2.MI 2 1 {pA,b}S 2{q}> 

<CA 1uCA 2,WA 1 uWA 2,C0 1uC0 2,MI 1vMI 2 1 {p}ifb thenS 1 elseS 2 fi{q}>' 

provided CA 1 u CA 2, WA 1 u WA 2 and CO 1 u CO 2 are dis joint. 

5.3.5.6. while 

<CA ,WA ,CO ,MI 1 {p Ab }S{p }> 
<CA ,WA ,CO ,Ml 1 {p }while b do S od{p f\,b }> 

5.3.5.7. initia! statement 

<CA,WA,CO,MI 1 {p/\q}S{MJ}> 
<CA,WAu{l:q,l':r}.CO,MI 1 {p}:[l.S.l']{r}>' 

provided WA u {l:q ,l':r} is disjoint. 

5.3.5.8. procedure see 5.3.2.3 

5.3.5.9. module see 5.3.2.4 
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5.3.5.10. program see 5.3.2.5 

5.3.5.11. consequence 

<CA,WA,CO,MI 1 {p}S{q}> 
for any label l: CA' (l)-+CA (l), WA'(!)-+ WA (l), CO (l)-+CO' (l) 

Ml-+ Ml' , p' -+ p , q-+ q' 
<CA' ,WA' ,CO' ,Ml' 1 {p' }S{q' }> 

5.3.5.12. su bsti ti on 

<CA,WA,CO,MI 1 {p}S{q}> 
<CA[t/z].WA[t/z],CO,MI 1 {p[t/z]}S{q}>' 

provided z does not appear free in S, CO, Ml or q. 

5.3.5.13. auxiliary variables 

Let A V be a set of varia bles such that x E A V implies that x appears in S' only in 
assignments y := t , where y E A V. Then, if no vaiiable in A V appeare free in q, CO or 
Ml and S is obtained from S' by deleting all assignments to vaiiables in A V: 

5.3.5.14. labels 

<CA ,WA ,CO ,Ml 1 {p }S {q }> 
<CA ,WA ,CO,MI 1 {p }S{q }> 

{p }S' {q} 
{p }S{q}, 

where S is obtained from S' by deleting every label and any bracket. 

5.4. An example proof 

Consider the program [M 111 · · · llMn] where 

M 1::a 1 ( # ): [b := -.b ;while -.b do wait od;if x = 0 then x := 1 else x := 2 ft] 

az( # ): [b := -.b ;if x = 1 then x :=O else skip ft] 

: [b := true;x := 1] 

M 2::: [call M 1.a 1(# )] 

M 3::: [call M 1.a 2( # )] 

The formula <0 ,0 ,0 ,true 1 {true}[M 111 · · · llMn ]{x = 1 }> is valid. 
We sketch its proof. 

Bracketed sections, auxiliary variables and labels are introduced, for as far they are 
needed, as follows (h 11 , h 12 , p , h 2 , h 3 are auxiliary varia bles): 
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M '1::a 1( # ): [l0 .h 11 :=h 11 +1 ;l 1.> ;b := -.b ;while -.b do l2.wait.l3 od; 

if x = 0 then x := 1 else x := 2 ft;l4• < ;h 11 := h 11 +1] 

az(# ): [l5.skip;l6.> ;b:= -.b ;if x = 1 then x :=0 else skip ft;l7.<;h 12:=0] 

: [b := true;x := l] 

Defme CA;, WA;, CO;, Ml; (i = 1,2,3) and GI as follows: 

CA 1 =: {l1:h 11 = l/\ic 11 = l, l 6 :h 12= l} 
WA 1 =: {l3:Ml 1/\CA 1(l1)} 
CO 1 =: {l2:CA 1CZ1 ), l4:MI 1[h 11 +1/ h 11 ], l1:MI 1[0/ h 12]} 

Ml 1=:x=(h11+2h 12)/2/\(h 12= 1-+h 11~l)/\(h 11=0-+ (h 12=0+-+b ))/\ 
(h 11 = 1-+ (h 12= 0+-+ b ))/\O~h 12~ l 

CA2 =: WA2 =: 0 
C0 2 =: {l8:h 2=0,l9 :h 2= l} 
Ml 2 =: h 2= l 
CA 3 =: WA 3 =: 0 
C0 3 =: {l 11 :h 3=1,l12:h 3=1} 
Ml 3 =: h 3=0 

GI = h 11=h 2 /\h 12=h 3 /\(h 2=l ...... ic 11=l) 
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The speciftcations of the entry procedures have been fixed by these definitions. The 
specifications of the initia! statements are: 

M 1 : <CA 1, WA 1,C0 1,Ml 1 1 {h 11=0/\h 12=l}:[b:=true;x:=l]{Ml 1}>, 
M 2 : <CA 2,WA 2,C0 2 ,Ml 2 1 {h 2=0}:[···]{h 2=2}> 
M3: <CA3,WA3,C03,Ml3 I {h3=l}:[···]{h 3=0}> 

The proofs of these specifications are straightforward and are left to the reader. We 
show one interference freedom and one cooperation condition. 

Interference freedom of WA 1 (l3 ) w.r.t. the body of a 2 

Let WA '1 =: {l0:WA 1(l3 )/\ic 11 ~2,l3:WA 1 (l3 )/\ic 11 ~2} and CO '1 =: {l2:WA 1(l3)} 

To show <CAI> WA '1, C0'1, true 1 {Ml i}a 1(# ):[ · · · ]{WA 1(/3}>. 

We want to apply the procedure rule with the following premisses: 

(1) < · · · 1 {Ml 1/\WA 1Cl3)}skip{WA 1CZ3)}> 

(2) < · · · 1 {WA 1(l3)}b :=-.b ;if x=O then x := 1 else skip ft{WA 1CZ3)[0/h 12]}> 

(3) < · · · 1 {WA1(l3)[0/h 12llh 12:=0{WA1CZ3)}>. 

All three premisses are easily proved, and hence this interference condition holds. 

The other specification, showing that WA 1(l3) is interference free with re>pect to the 
actions of a 1 is trivialized by ha ving WA 1(l3)-+ ic 11 ~ l and CA 1 (l1 )-+ic 11 ~ l, since the 
specification to be proved allows us to assume that ic 11 ~ 2. 

So, we can use the module rule to derive 

<CA l• 0, C01. Ml 1 1 {h 11=0/\h 12= l}Mi{MI i}>. 

The proofs of the module specifications of M 2 and M 3 are even more easy. 
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Cooperation between M 1 and M 2 

To show: 

<0 ,0 ,0 ,true 1 {CO 2(l 8 )/\MI 1 /\GI }h 2:= 1;ic 11 := ic 11+ l;h 12:=h 12+ l{CA 1Cl1)/\GJ }>,and 

< 0 ,0 ,0 ,true 1 {CO z(l9 )/\CO 1Cl4 )/\GJ }h 12:= h 12+ 1;ic 11 :=ic 11 -1;h 2:=2{CA 2CZ10 )AGJ }> 

These are trivial proofs, too. The only interesting thing is to observe that, since 
CO 2Cl8 )-+ h 2= 0 and GJ --+ h 11 = h 2 1\(h 2= 1-+ ic 11 = 1 ), the assumption of CA 1Cl1 ) about 
coexisting instances (ic 11 = 1) is discharged. 

This allows the program rule to be applied. Finally, applying the consequence, sub
stitution, auxiliary variable and label rules (see section 5.3.5) gives 

<0,0,0,true 1 {true}[M 111"·11Mn]{x=O}>. 

A nontrivial example proof concerning the dutch national torus, has been given in 
[GdeRR82b]. The problem, "inspired by the Dutch National Flag", originally appeared in 
Dijkstra's [EWD608] in a version written in CSP. 

A correctness proof of a distributed priority queue has been given In [GdeRR82a], 
concerning a program given in Brinch Hansen's original CM article [BH78]. When trying to 
prove this program an error was discovered, which was subsequently mended. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper served two purposes. Firstly, we developed an axiomatization for a 
monitor-like language, Communicating Modules, based on the notions of cooperation 
([AFdeR80]) and interference freedom ([0076)). Cooperation is used to characterize the 
communication interaction between modules. Interference freedom characterizes the inter
nal execution of each module. We interprete this as the non-deterministic interleaving of 
actions of a shared variable language. There is a two-fold generalization over ordinary 
shared variable languages here, since ( 1) in a module at any time the interleavable actions 
are taken from the then active procedure instantiations and (possibly) from the initia! 
statement and (2) interleavable actions are not syntactically determined but are "brack
eted" in time by the acquiring and relinquishing of the monitor-loek by a calling module. 
The variables of a module are shared between its initia! statement and its procedure 
instantiations. It is this conceptual novelty that lead to a sound and relatively complete 
axiomatization ([086)). 

Secondly, we investigated how cooperation and interference freedom could be formu
lated in a less "algorithmic" way. The usual formulations rely on proof outlines rather 
than on the speciftcations to be shown valid. We showed that these notions do support 
syntax-directed proof systems. In this, we deliberately did not follow [A84] and [St86], 
who changed their notion of derivation in order to acquire syntax-directedness, but rather 
changed our notion of speciftcation to one in which all assumptions on which validity of 
the speciftcation depend are made explicit. This results in speciftcations in which given 
certain assumptions about how its environment interacts, a statement or module is 
specifted to commit itself to certain behaviour. As such, the formalism conforms to the 
veriftcation methodology as espoused by J. Mishra and M. Chandy ([MC81]) and as for
malized in [ZdeRE85]. It was one of our speciftc aims to see how close one could come to 
such compositional proof systems while still using the notions of coopearation and 
interference freedom. 
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Because of this, we still have to alter the program text by introducing assignments to 
auxiliary variables and bracketed sections. Also, labels have to be used in order to associ
ate assumptions and commitmettts to specific points in the program. These labels are not 
integrated with the assertion language. It is in fact possible to fully integrate them, as is 
shown in [G84] for a simpler language. Finally we mention that [HdeR86] traces, for 
CSP, the additional steps that have to be taken in order to obtain a truely compositional 
proof system. 
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errata 

The proof system as published here is incomplete. The following changes should 
be made: 

1. module rule: change the pre assertion of the initia! statement specification 
into p/\ A{icz,; 1j=1 ... k}, 

2. allow instance counters to appear in any assertion, 

3. consequence rule: change the rule into 

(GA, WA, CO,MI 1 {p}S{q}), p'-+ p, q-+ q' 
V !. E FLB(S): GA'(!.)-+ GA(!.), WA'(!.)-+ WA(!.), CO(!.)-+ CO'(!.) 
if S is not a statement or contains a wait: MI -+ MI' 

(GA', WA', CO',MI' 1 {p'}S{q'}), 

4. auxiliary variable rule: change the definition of A V and of S into: 

:r: E AV => :r: appears in S' either in assignments y := t, where 
y E A V or as value parameter in a procedure declaration. 

S is obtained from S' by deleting all assignments to variables in 
A V and all occurrences of variables in A V as value parameter in 
a procedure declaration together with the corresponding actual 
parameters in any syntactically matching calls. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents an axiomatization for the partial correctness prop
erties of Communicating Modules, a rrionitor-based programming language. 
This axiomatization is certified through soundness and (relative) complete
ness proofs, which constitute the major part of the paper. The system is 
based on the well-known notions of cooperation and interference freedom, 
however does not incorporate them as second order notions and is syntax
directed in a formal way. 

1 Introduction 

105 

Monitors constitute the first attempt at formulating concurrent programming con

cepts beyond low-level mutual exclusion primitives such as semaphores ([Dij68]). 
The concept originates from Hoare and Brinch Hansen ([Hoa74, BHa73]) in their 

work on resource management in operating systems and is infl.uenced by the SIM

ULA class concept ([DMN67]). 
Monitors combine ideas from abstract data types with a notion of concur

rency that derives from the independence of the various sets of data in the system 

achieved through the aforementioned data-abstraction. Programming languages 
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based on it, include Concurrent Pascal [BHa75], Distributed Processes [BHa78], 

Mesa [MMS79] and most recently, Wirth's Modula (-2) [Wir84]. Also, the ren

dezvous concept of Ada [ARM83] clearly derivesfrom it. Ina different but related 

area, these ideas surface in the concept of object in object oriented systems [Am86]. 

Although the monitor concept is a relatively old one, it has never been ad
equately axiomatized (in the sense of [Hoa69]). It is well known that previous 

attempts, [Hoa74, How76], resulted in sets of rules that are incomplete in the 

technica! sense of the word. Recent attempts to correct this, [AB81], remained 

unsu ccessful. 

This contrasts sharply with work on other concepts of concurrent program

ming: Concurrent languages based on the sharing of variables between concurrent 

procses were successfully axiomatized by Owicki, [OG76]. Hoare's "Communicat

ing Sequentia! Processes" has been dealt with in [AFdeR80, LG81, Sou84] and 

Ada in [GdeR84]. 

The current paper, implicitly, offers an explanation for this state of affairs. 
The reported axiomatization in fact combines the notions of interference freedom 
- developed to axiomatize shared variable languages - and cooperation (in its 

generalized form of [GdeR84]) - introduced to axiomatize synchronously commu

nicating languages. Both notions, although formulated in different ways, reflect 

the insight that the specification or verification of a concurrent agent in isola
tion from an interacting environment, has to incorporate assumptions about such 
interactions. Assumptions that have to be proved compatible or non-conflicting 
when combining the separate agents' specifications. It is this basic insight that is 

missing in earlier axiomatization attempts. 

The present axiomatization evolved from work on Brinch Hansen's Distributed 

Processes, DP ([BH78]), reported in [RDKdeR81, GdeRR82a, GdeRR82b] with 

the following difference: usually, cooperation and interference freedom is formu

lated as the way to combine proofs of specifications rather than as the way to 

combine specifications themselves. Hence, the resulting proof systems might be 

better called verification algorithms, instead of formal axiomatizations. The paper 

shows that this traditional rendering is not forced by these notions, and gives an 

axiomatization that complies with the usual meaning of the term. This axiom
atization is syntax-directed in the sense that every program constructor has an 

associated formal proof rule and every basic statement an associated axiom. 

The current paper is a companion to [GdeR86]. That paper informally intro

duces and motivates the proposed axiomatization. Here, the concentration is on 

the formal justification of the proof system. Formally speaking, this paper inde-
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pendent from [GdeR86]. However, the reader seeking (more) motivation is referred 

to that paper. 

For a different approach towards axiomatizing monitors in the context of DP, 
the reader should consult [SS85,Gje88]. Those works are based on the Soundara

rajan-Dahl approach, [SoD82] and are most easily described as the rendering of 

an operational semantics into proof rules and assertions. The resulting set of 

rules is complete, too. In this approach one reasons directly with the computation 

history, whereas here one may choose auxiliary variables that retain just the needed 
information about the history. This has the advantage of ease of use; it has the 
technica! disadvantage that the completeness of the proof system is more restricted. 
See also Section 7.3 and the conclusions in Section 8. 

The next section introduces the language Communicating Modules, CM. Then 

its syntax is extended to provide "hooks" for the axiomatization presented in 

Section 5. Section 3 gives a syntax directed operational semantics that will be 

used in the soundness and completeness proofs. Next, in Section 4, two essential 

theorems are proved: the local and global merging theorems. These theorems 

express when separate executions of program parts are compatible in the sense 

that they are part of an execution of the combination of the program parts. The 
theorems have non-trivia! content, since the program parts may interact. Section 5 

introduces the specification language and the proof system. The section concludes 

with a substitution lemma used in the next two sections. The soundness and 
completeness proofs are the subject of Section 6 and 7. A final discussion occupies 

Section 8. 

This introduction concludes with 

1.1 A summary of some notation 

The (well-ordered) set of integers, {O, 1, 2, ... }, is denoted by w; its cardinality by 
N0 . There is a denumerable, well-ordered set of variables Var. For any n E w, 

Varn Ç Var contains the first n variables. Hence Var= LJ Varn. If E is some 
nEw 

signature or similarity type, then Tm(E) and L(E) denote the set of terms and 

first order formulae over E. Elements of L(E) are usually denoted by letters p, q, r; 
terms bye, t and variables by u, v, x, y, z. As usual, p[e/x] (t[e/x]) stands for 

the formula (term) obtained by substituting the term or expression e for every 

free occurence of x in p (t). The set of free variables of a formula or term ef; is 
denoted by FV( ef; ). E-structures or E-algebra's, A, are defined as usual and give 

interpretations of the symbols in E. Given a E-structure A, states O', r, v are 

partial functions from Var into IAI, the universe of A. The domain of a state 
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(or any other function) u, is Dom(u); its range is Ran(u). 0 denotes the totally 
undefined state; i.e., the partial function Var f-+ IAI with Dom(O) = 0. Define 

Stn = {r; : Var f-+ IAI 1 Dom(u) Ç Varn} and St = LJ Stn. For a state u, 
nEw 

u tV restricts the domain of r; to V (Ç Var); u{a/x} (a E IAI) denotes the state 
u' such that for y ~ x u'(y) = u(y) and u'(x) = a. For states u, r such that 
(; t w = T t w where w = Dom(u) n Dom(r), (; u T is defined in the obvious 
way. For any states, r; and r, let u{r} = u{r(x)/x, x E Dom(r)}. The value of 
a term t in a state u, u(t), and the truth-value or satisfaction of a formula pin a 

state u, r; I= por A, r; I= p, are defined as usual, provided FV(p) Ç Dom(u), and 
are undefined otherwise. In the sequel, states are always assumed to have large 

enough domains so that they valuate every variable in a term or formula used. 

Write A I= p if p E L(~) is valid in A, i.e., if A, r; I= p holds for every state u (for 
which FV(p) Ç Dom(u)). Let Th(A) denote the set {p EL(~) JA I= p}, where ~ 
is A's signature. The term computable will be used in its informal sense; recursive 
will be its formalization. 

2 The language communicating modules, CM 

As stated in the introduction, monitors combine 

1. the notion of abstract data type, where the concepts of data and the set of 
legal ( =meaningful) operations on it, are seen as logically inseparable, with 

2. a notion of concurrency that derives from the logical independence of the 

various data sets within a system, originating in the abstraction of (1). 

Interactions within a system occur through the data type interface. The logical 
integrity of the data type abstraction and the functionality of the operations are 
maintained by 

1. imposing strict synchronization between a monitor and the entity requesting 
its service, while performing this service and by 

2. allowing a monitor to be serving at most one request at a time. 

This does not imply that the data type operations of a monitor are strictly 
serialized, hut merely that a monitor cannot be serving two or more requests at 
the same time. In fact, it implies the possibility of a finer grain of serialization in 
monitors than there is in sequentia! abstract data types. 
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When a monitor is servicing a requestor, hence is performing a data type op

eration, the requestor is said to be active within the monitor and to have acquired 

the monitor-loek, effectively locking out {the servicing of) any other requestor un

til the former relinquishes the loek. At such a time a monitor may start (again) 

servicing someone else. 

Even at this level of description one can discern an interleaving of actions: 

actions associated with the data type operations and bracketed in time by the 

acquiring and relinquishing of the monitor loek by the requestors of the particular 

operations. 

Traditionally, a monitor is a passive object, only reacting to external requests. 

Modules are a generalization of this concept and may also initiate requests to other 

modules. 

2.1 Syntax 

Let E be a signature. Partition Var as VarR U Var1c, Var1c = {ic; 1 i E w}. 
The programming language CM(E) is generated by the following Backus-Naur 

grammar {x, ü, v Ç VarR, x E VarR, ë Ç Tm{E) and b E L{E) quantifier-free): 

• CM{E) ::= [MD1 Il··· IJ MDn] n ~ 1 

• M D ::= M; :: DC : [S] 

• DC ::= ai(ü#v): [S] DC 

• S ::= x := e 1wait1callM;.aj{ë#x)1S1;S21 if b then S1 else S2 fi 1 
while b do S od 

Note that no variable of the form ic; can appear in any CM{E)-program. 

These so-called instance counters have a special meaning in the proof system of 

Section 5.2. The non-terminal DC may also produce the empty string. 

2.2 Informal semantics 

A module consists of a number of procedure-declarations and an initial statement. 

Execution of a module starts with its initial statement and continues until ei

ther the initial statement terminates or a wait-statement is encountered. Such 

statements are the primary way to establish synchronization. 

Synchronization occurs in a module: 

• when arriving at a wait-statement, 
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• upon completing the execution of the intial statement, and 

• upon completing the execution of an (instance of an) entry procedure. 

Such points are called waiting points. 

By synchronization is meant either 

• the act of honouring and arbitrarily selected call to one of the module's 
entries (global synchronization) or 

• the act of passing some wait-statement having been a waiting point at an 

earlier time and hence possibly different from the one execution just arrived 

at (local synchronization). 

Observe that at waiting points the monitor-loek is relinquished. 

Honouring a call constitutes the only form of communication and synchroniza
tion between modules. It results in a new procedure-instance being activated and 
executed. Until its completion, the caller remains fully synchronized, whence its 

execution suspended, with the callee. The parameter-mechanism is call-by-value
result and within a procedure-body no assignment to any value-parameter is al

lowed. Formal parameters are local with respect to the procedure-body. All other 

variables are global with respect to the module. Modules do not share variables. 

In Section 3, the meaning of a program or module is formally defined in the 

form of an operational semantics. 

The following notation and conventions will be used throughout the paper: 

• the modules in a program comprising of n modules, are named Mi, M2, ... , 

Mn, 

• module Mi contains procedures ai, a~, . .. , a~,; its initia! statement is de

noted by ab, 

• procedure a} in M; (j 2:: 0) is declared as aj(ü;,j#v;,j): [Sj]; the initia! state

ment, ab, as : [Sb], 

• L;,j = { Üi,j, Vi,j} ( L;,o = 0); V;,i is the set of variables, not including 
n; 

L;,j, that appear free within procedure ai of module M;; V; = LJ V;,j, 
i=O 

n; 

L; = LJ L;,i· 
j=O 
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1 shall usually ignore the superscripts in procedure-names. Note that by this 
convention, 1 assume procedure-names to be unique. L;,j collects the local vari

ables of procedure aj. 
The following context conditions apply to any program: 

• Vi n Vj = 0 if i ::f j, 

• L;,k n Lj,1 = 0 if i ::f j or k ::f l, 

n 

• Vin LJ Li = 0, 
j=l 

• in any statement callM;.aj(ë#x), the variables in x are pairwise disjoint 

and FV(ë) n {x} = 0. 

2.3 The extended language, CMe(~) 

Some syntactic extensions to CM(E) are necessary in order to obtain the proof 

system of Section 5. Specifically, labels'are introduced and so-called bracketed 

sections. 

Introduce a denumerable set, Lab, of labels with typical elements f, f', f", ... 
such that Labn Var= 0. In the grammar generating CMe(E), the same convention 

as in Section 2.1 is used. 

• CM(E) ::= [MD1 Il .. · Il MDn] n > 1 

• MD ::= M; :: DC : [S.f] 

• DC ::= ai(ü#v): [T1; f.}; Sf'.(; T2] DC 

• T S 1 

• S :z: := e 1f.wait.f'1 f.(T1;f'.call M;.a;(ë#x);T2;f".} 1S1;S21 
if b then S1 else S2 fi 1 while b do S od 

In a procedure body, T1 and T2 are called the prelude respectively the postlude 

of the procedure. Statements '[T1;f.}', 'f'.(; T2]' and 'f.(;" ·f'.call .. ·; f".}' are 
called bracketed sections. A label that either labels the front of a wait or the 

initia! statement will be said to label a waiting point. 

In addition to the ones introduced in Section 2.2, the following context condi
tions apply to CMe(E) programs: 

• any label may have at most one occurrence 
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• the statements T1 and T2 within bracketed sections, may contain no wait or 

call-statements. 

These syntactic extensions induce no semantic differences, other than that 

executing a bracket, f.( or f.), is equivalent with executing a skip-action (e.g. 

x := x). 
For any eMep:::)-statement, procedure, module or program T, FLB(T) denotes 

the set of labels occurring in T. If f E FLB(aj) and ai is a procedure of Mi then 

L(f) denotes Li,j. 

3 Operational semantics for CMe(:E) 

In this section the behaviour or semantics of eMe(E) programs is formally de

fined. I will use the structured operational semantics approach as advocated by 

G. Plotkin [Pl82]. 

3-1 DEFINITION. A labeled E transition system, ltsr;, is a tuple (e, -+,se, Te, 
TL,A), where 

• e is a set of configurations 

• se ç e is a set of start configurations 

• Te Ç e is the set of terminal configurations 

• TL is a set of transitions labels or records 

• -+ Ç e x TL x e is the transition relation 

• A is a E-structure 

A structured operational semantics is an lts which transition relation is defined 

using induction on the structure of the configurations. In the current case this 

implies that also the semantics of e Me(E), modules and statements has to be 

defined, independent of a surrounding program. 

To define the set of configurations, eMe(E) has to be extended, again, to 

eM*(E): 

3-2 DEFINITION. eM*(E) is generated as in Section 2.3 except that the produc

tions for the non-terminals De and S are replaced by 

• De ::= ai(ü#v): [S] De J 

• S ::= x := e J f.wait.f' J block.f J .f J f.( J f.) J endu,i,j 1 f.callMi.ai(e#x) J 

f.rendx,i,j 1 S1; S2 J if b then S1 else S2 fi 1 while b do S od J A 
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A blockl-action signifies that a wait has been encountered and that the mon

itor loek was released at this point. In the configuration of a caller, l.rend:r,i,j 

records that an instance of procedure ai in M; has been activated hut not yet 

completed. The set of value-result parameters of the call is x. Statements endv,i,j 

are used to identify the caller (procedure ai in M;) which caused the current in
stance to be created. Here, v denotes the set of formal value-result parameters of 

the corresponding procedure. A denoted the empty statement. 

Fix some signature :E and a :E-structure A. From now on, 1 assume that :E 
contains +, -, 0 and 1 and that A contains as sub-structure the standard model 

(w, +, -, 0, 1). This assumption is needed to valuate the instance counters and, 

later on, is needed to reason about them. The semantics of CM(:E)-programs, 

however, is not influenced. 

3-3 DEFINITION (The configuration set C). 

• A local configuration, LC, has t!ie form Id : (S, 0), where 

Id = ( i, j, k) E w 3 ; i indexes a module, j a procedure and k characterizes 

the instance, 

Sis a CM*(:E)-statement or procedure, 

(} = (v,p), where v E St with Dom(v) Ç Var and p E Lab U {0}. 

• A module configuration M C has the form (X 1 0 1 a-) or (X 1 a 1 LCo, ... , 
LCn, a-), where 

- X is either A or a C Me(:E) module, 

- a E {-1, 0, 1, "" n}, the activity pointer 

- forO :Si :S n, LC; isalocalconfiguration: Id;: (S;,v;,p;) andldj -:f:. Id; 

for i =/= j, 

- o- is a state such that Dom(a-) n Dom(v;) = 0 for i = 1 ... n 

• A program configuration PC, has the form (MC0 , .•. , MCm), where 

- MCo, ... , MCm are module configurations. 

• The configuration set, C, consists of all program and module configurations. 

During execution of a module, several procedure instances coexist together 

with the module's initia! statement. The local configurations record the progress 

in each of these instances. Since formal parameters are local variables, each LC has 
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a local state; the label records con trol information. The identification, 1 d, of a local 

configuration indicates where the configuration originates from: Id = ( i, j, k) # 
(0, 0, k) implies that it records a configuration of procedure or initia! statement 

aj while k identifies the instance; Id = (0, 0, k) gives no such information and is 

the "identification" of a configuration of some statement. The variables that are 

global in the module, are valuated by the Me's state. lts activity pointer points 

to the Le that is currently active or equals -1, signifying a change of activity at 

a waiting point. 

The variables in Var10 are proof-variables and are used to count the number 

of instances of a procedure. 1 assume that there is some canonical enumeration of 

the procedure names in a program, so that 1 can write ic.a} for the Var10 -variable 

that refers to procedure aj (in module M;). 

Conventions: As generic indicants for module configurations, e, e', e", e;, ... 
are used. e has the form (M; 1a1 Leo, ... ,Lem,u) where Le;= Id;: (S;,B;) 
and B; = (v;, p;). In eip the components of e inherit the sub and superscripts 

(except for a module text): 

(M; 1 a$ l ld~,o : (Sp,o, 0$,o), ... , ld~,m : (Sp,m, Bfi,m), ufi} 

Program configurations are generically denoted as C, C',. . . . C has the form 

( e1, ... , en) and otherwise follows the above conventions. Finally, sometimes 

only part of a configuration is explicitly given; the other parts are then assumed 

to follow these conventions. Similar conventions hold for program configurations. 

3-4 DEFINITION (The transition label set, TL). 
• TL {E}U{(i,j,h,v,f,u)li,j,hEw,v,uESt,fELab} LJ 

{ (i,j,a,k,I, ind) 1 i,j,k,l E w,a Ç IAI, ind E {in, te}}. 
• Records of the form (i,j, v, k, 1, ind) are called global records; the other ones 

are called local records. 

Transition labels will be interpreted as words or sequences consisting of 0 or 1 

records. Global records originate from module communications; v is the sequence 

of transmitted values, the first index pair - a module and procedure index -

specifies the sender, the second pair the receiver and ind indicates whether the 

record witnesses the initiation of a rendez vous (in) or the termination of one (te). 
Non-empty local records originate from waiting points and the index pair points 

to the originator. The pair of states, v and u, record the local state, v, of the 

procedure instance and the global state, u; f identifies the waiting point. Finally, 

h characterizes the executing procedure instance. 
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3-5 DEFINITION (The front label of a statement, S, lab(S)). 
• for S = x := e, if b then S' else S" fi, while b do S od, a(ü#v) : [i.S], 
endu,i,j or A: lab(S) = 0, 

• for S = l.wait.l', block.l, .l, l.(, l.}, l.calIM;.a;(ë#x) or l.rendx,i,;: 

lab(S) = { l} 
• for 8::: 81; 82: lab(8) = lab(82) if 81::: A 

= lab(81) otherwise. 

All is set now for the definition of the transition relation. In its definition, 

whenever an M C of the form (X 1 a 1 · · · LC · · ·, u}, occurs, the shown LC is the 

one pointed to by a, unless a = -1. Write C ~ C' instead of (C, À, C') E ---+. 

3-6 DEFINITION (The transition relation, ---+ ). 

• ---+ Ç C x TL x C is the smallest relation satisfying 

f 
1. (A 101 Id: (x := e,11,0),u}----+ (A 101 Id: (A,11',0),u'.}, where1 

111
,0-

1 =11{11Uo-(e)/x},o- ifx E Dom(11) 
= 11,o-{11Uo-(e)/x} ifx ~ Dom(11) 

(Id' 11, l, o-) 
2. (A 101 Id: (f.waiU',11,f),u} (Al -1 I Id: (block.f',11,l'),u} 

f 
3. (A 1-1 I Id: (block.l,11,l),o-}----+ (A 101 Id: (block.l,11',l),u'} 

f 
4. (A 1 0 1 Id : (block.f, 11, l), u}----+ (A 101 Id: (A, 11, 0), u} 

_ _ (r,s,o-U11(ë,x),i,j,in) 
(A 101 r,s,k: (l.calIM;.a;(e#x),11,l),o-}----------+ 

5. 
(A 101 r,s,k: (f.renda:,i,j,11,f),u} 

(i, j, ä, r, s, te) 
(A 101 r,s,k: (l.rendx,i,j,11,l),u} ------. 

~ ' (A 1 0 1 r, s, k: (A, 111
, 0), u'} 

where for Xk Ex 111(xk), o-'(xk) = ak, o-(xk) if Xk E Dom(11) and 
= 11(xk), ak if Xk ~ Dom(11) 

11' f XC = ïi f XC' o-' f XC = o- f XC 

(Id,ü,l,o-) 
7. (A 1o1 Id: (.l,n,e),u} (A 1-11 Id: (.e,n,e),u} 

f 
8. (A 1-11 Id: (.l,ü,l),o-}----+ (A 101 Id: (A,n,e),u'}, 

1 Remember that any state is implicitly assumed to valuate all the appropriate variables. 
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€ 
9. (A 1 0 1 Id : (f.(, v, f), u} ____. (A 1 0 1 Id : (A, v, 0), u} 

€ 
10. (A 10 I Id: (f.},v,f),u}---> (AI 01 Id: (A,v,0),u} 

€ 
ll. (A 1 0 1 Id : (A, B), u} ____. (A 1 0 1 u} 

. . ; _ _ (r,s,b,ë,i,j,in) 
(A 101 i,3,k: (aj(u#v): [S),v,0),u} 

12. -
(A 101 i,j,k: (S;endu,r",ü{b,ë/u,v},0),u}, 

where b = u Uv (u) and ë = u Uv (v) 
€ 

13. (A 101 Id : (: [S.f], n, 0), u} ____. (A 1 0 1 Id : (S.f, n, 0), u} 

. . (i,j,v(v),r,s,te) 

14
. (A 101 i,3,k: (endu,r,,,v,0),u} 

(A 1 0 1 i, j, k : (A, v, 0), u) 

15. (A 1 0 1 Id : (if b then S1 else S2 fi, v, 0), u} ~ (A 1 0 1 Id : (S1, v, lab(S1)), u) 

if A, u uv F= b 

16. (A J 0 1 Id : (if b then S1 else S2 fi, v, 0), u} ~ (A J 0 1 Id : (S2, v, lab(S2)), u) 

if A, u uv li= b 

(A 101 Id: (while b do S od,v,0),u) ~ 
17. 1 1 • (A 0 Id : (S; whde b do S od, v, lab(S)), u} 

if A, u uv F= b 

18. (A 1 0 1 Id : (while b do S od, v, 0), u) ~ (A 101 Id : (A, v, 0), u) 

if A, u u v li= b 

À 
(A 1 a 1 Id : (S, v, p), u} ----+ (A 1 a' J Id : (S', v', p'), u') 

19. À _ _ , where 
(A 1 a 1 Id : (S; T, v, p), u} ----+ (A 1 a' 1 Id : (S, v', lab(S)), u'} 

S = S'; T if S' ;/:. A and T otherwise 

À 
(A 1a1 Id: (S,B),u)----+ (A 1a'1 Id: (S',B'),u'} 

20. _ 1 À · , provided 
(M 1 . 1" ·Id: (S,(})" ·,u)----+ (M 1 b I ···Id: (S',B')" ·,u') 

i 

S ;/:. .f, if a = -1 then u, v = u', v', and if a' = -1 then b = -1 else b = i 
. (Id,v,f,u) 

21. (M 1i1" ·Id: (.f,8)" ·,u} (Ml -11" ·Id: (.f,B)" ·,u} 



22. 

À 
(A 1011,j,k: (a~(ü#v): [S],ü,0),0')- (A 10 l l,j: (S',B'),O'') 

À 
(M1 1-11 LCo, · · ·, LCn-1, O') -
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(M1 1n1 LCo, · · ·, LCn-1, l, j : (S', ()'), 0'11
) 

provided ai is declared in M1 as in the premiss2 , Id; "I. (l,j, k) far i < n and 

0'11 = 0'1{ic.a} + l/ic.a)l. 

. (Id,n,0,0'1
) 

(M 1i1 LCo · · · LC;-1, Id: (A, v, 0), LC;+i · · · LCn, O') -----+ 
23. I ' 

(M 1 -1 1 LCo · · · LC;-i, LC;+1 · · · LCn, O'} 

where 0'1 = O'{ic.a} - l/ic.a)}. 
( 

24. (M; 1 -1 1 Id: (.f, ()), O') ---+ (M; 101 O') 

(Mk 1 · • ·) ~ (Mk 1 · · -)' 

25. À 

( (M1 1 "·)". (Mk 1 "·) ". (Mn 1 "·)) - ( (M1 1 "·) ". (Mk 1 "·)' 

". (Mn 1 "·)) 

provided À is local and (Mk 1 · · -}' "I. (Mk 1 0 1 r) for any r. 

(M; 1 " -) ~ (M; 1 " -)' , (Mi 1 " ·) ~ (Mi 1 "·)' 
~ À 

( (M1 1 " -) " . (M; 1 " ·) ".(Mi 1 " -) " . (Mn 1 " ·)) -

( (M1 1 · · -) ... (M; 1 · · ·)' ... (Mi 1 · · ·)' ... (Mn 1 · · ·)) 

provided À is global. 
( 

((M1 l-1 I Idi: (.f1,()i),0'1),".,(Mn l-1 I Idn: (.Rn,()n),O'n))--+ 
27. 

((M1 IOI0'1), ... ,(Mn IOIO'n}) 

• -+* is the reflexive and transitive closure of-+. 

Remarks: The above definition intends to capture not only the behaviour of 

CMe(:E)-programs, hut also the behaviour of modules and statements, indepen

dent from their context. So, e.g" the states in axiom 3 can change arbitrarily, 

reflecting the fact that nothing is known about the module text, hence about the 

statements that can be interleaved at waiting points. In contrast, rule 20 does not 

allow such changes. Likewise for axiom 8 versus axiom 24. Axioms 3, 7, 8 and 11 

are irrelevant as far as the transisitons of modules and programs are concerned. 

Additionally, rule 24 can be ignored for program transitions. 
2 In case j = 0, the declaration stands for the initial statement of M; and I assume the 

parameter part to be empty. 
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3-7 DEFINITION (Start and terminal configurations). Let T be any state. 

• fora statement or initia] statement S 

- SCT(S) = { (A 1 0 10,0, 0: (S, n, lab(S)), r) } 

- TCT (S) = (A 1 0 1 r) 

• fora declaration, D, of a procedure a} (j =P 0) 

- SCT(D) = { (A 101 i,j,k: (D,ü,0),r) 1 k Ew} 

- TCT(D) = (A 10 1 r) 

• fora module M; with initia] statement 80 .f. 

- SCT(M;) = (M; 101i,0, 0: (So.f, n, 0), f), 
where f = r{O/ic.a} j = 1..ni}. 

- TCT(M;) = (M; 1 0 1 r) 

• fora program P = [M; Il · · · Il Mn] 

- SCT(P) = (SCTrv1(M1)" ",SCTrvn(Mn)) 

- TCT(P)=(TCTrv1(M1), ... ,SCTrvn(Mn)), whereVi= Var\ LJ Vj 
#i 

• se= { SCT(X) 1 T a state, x a CMe(:E)-statement, procedure, 

module or program} 

• TC = { TCT(X) 1 ra state, X a CMe(:E)-statement, procedure, 
module or program} . 

3-8 DEFINITION (Configuration states, s(C)). 

• fora module configuration C = (X 1a1 Ido: (So, Bo), ... , Idn: (Sn, Bn), er), 

(c) = { ( {}- {}- ) 1 for 0 ::; i ::; n, if a _ = -1 or a "'." i then } 
s a, o,".' n, er B· - B· 1 . - ( . 0) ' , - , e se B, - v,, 

• fora program configuration C = (MC1, ... , MCm) 

s(C) = { {61, ... , 6m} l 6; E s(MC;), 1::; i::; m} 

Configuration states extract from configurations the information on which sat
isfaction of specifications depend. Configuration states, usually denoted by 6, 

6', . .. , inherit the notational conventions as introduced for configurations. 
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3-9 DEFINITION (CM*(E)-computations and semantics). 

For any C M*(E)-statement, procedure, module or program T, set of states X and 

set of configurations Y: 

• Define 

{ 
À1 À2 Àn 1 Co E SCr(T), TEX, } C(T,X, Y) = Co---+ C1---+ · · ·----+ Cn 

'v'O:::; i:::; n Ci E Y 

• The set of (X, Y-legal) computations, Comp(T, X, Y), is defined by 

C(T, X, Y) ifT is a module or program, and 

C(T,X,Y)LJ 

{ 

À1 '· · ·' Àm } 
Àm+i , ... , Àn 3Co ------+ Cm such that 

Cm Cn am-1 = -1 and 
À1 ' · · ·' Àn 

Co -----+ Cn E C(T, St, Y) 

ifT is a statement or procedure 

• its semantics, [T](X, Y), is 

{ (60 •...• '·· t) 

À1' · · ·' Àn } 3 Co Cn E Comp(T, X, Y) such that 

if Cn = TCun (T) t~en t = l_ otherwise t = T and 

8; = s(C;) for 0:::; z:::; n, 

This definition of computation sequence, and hence of semantics, reflects the 

knowledge of the state at waiting points: only in modules and programs is the 
state known when execution resumes at a waiting point; for statements and pro

cedures the state at these points is arbitrary (see, e.g., the transition rule 3 in 

Definition 3-6). For that reason, suffixes of computation sequences are included, 
too. This will become clearer when defining satisfaction of specifications in Defi
nition 5-3. 

Observe that the usual notion of computation and semantics is obtained as 

Comp(-, St, C) and [·](St, C). 
As a matter of notation, if no restrictions are placed on states or configurations, 

the corresponding sets are not mentioned. E.g., instead of Comp(·, St, C) 1 shall 

write Comp( ·). Moreover, whenever 1 associate configuration states with the 

configurations in a computation, the conditions of the second part of Definition 3-
8 will be assumed 

For future use, there are four simple observations to be made: 
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The relation between instance-counters ( Var10
) and configurations is given by 

the following 

À 
3-10 ÜBSERVATION. Let M1 be some module, let Co-* Cn E Comp(T) and 

let a~ be some procedure in M1. Then 

• un(ic.a~) = m <::? there are m LC's, Id; : (S;, O;), in Cn such that Id; 
(l, k, h) for some h and for j = 1..m. 

This is obvious. 

. Ai * . 
3-11 ÜBSERVATION. Given, for i = 0, 1, Có---+ c~. E Comp(M1, r), assume 

that Ào = .À1 and u~ 0 = u~ 1 . Then, iffor some i and j, O~,i = o;.,;, Id~o,; =: ld~1,; 
and p0 

0 • ::f 0, conclude that LC0 
0 . = LC1

1 •• n ,i n ,i n ,3 

If M1 only contains straightline code (i.e., no while loops) this is clear. Next, ob

serve that between any two successive arrivals "at" p~0 ; in the procedure instance 

determined by Id~o,; at least one record is generated. Moreover, if this record 

is a global one, so that the generating procedure instance is not known, there is 

another local record that does identify the generating instance. 

In the sequel this observation shall mostly be used implicitly. 

3-12 ÜBSERVATION. Let Co ~ * Cn E Comp(M1) with an 

v E St, f E Lab. Then the following two statements are equivalent: 

• (v,f) = On,i, f E FLB(a}) and Idn,i = (l,j,k) 

• À= Ào '(l, j, k, v, f', u) 'À1 , where 

1. f E FLB(a}), 

-1 and let 

2. if f labels the rear of a wait, then f' labels its front and if f labels the 

rear of a& then f' = f 
3. A1 does not contain a local record of the form (1, j, k, ïi, l, ü) for any ïi, 

ü and l. 

Notation: (h, f, v) is determined by À. 

Because an = -1 every Pn,i labels a waiting point. Hence, 'arriving' at any 

of the On,i 's has been witnessed by some local record. Consider the last time the 

computation arrived at (v, f). Clearly, À has the form as suggested. Alternatively, 

if À has the above form then the configuration responsible for producing the local 

record cannot have moved during the A1-computation (remember, an= -1). 
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3-13 ÜBSERVATION. Fora.nyCM*(:E)-sta.tement, procedure, module or program 

Tand computable sets of states X, and configurations, Y, Comp(T, X, Y) and 

[T](X, Y) are computable relations. 

4 The merging lemmas 

The aim is a syntax directed axiomatization of communicating modules. Specifi

cally, it must be possible (1) to combine the specifications of procedures and the 
initial statement into a module specification and (2) to combine module specifica

tions into a program specification. 
Now, specifications describe sets of allowed or legal computations of the speci

fied program parts. Also, for completeness of the axiom system, specifications must 

be able to fully characterize the legal computations. Consequently the following 

question arises: 

Given computations of some state1!1ents. When are such computa

tions compatible in the sense that they are sub-computations of the 

composite statement? 

In this section the two less trivial cases are treated. Section 4.1 contains the 

local merging lemma which states the co~ditions under which computations of a set 
of procedures and an initia! statement can be combined into a single computation 

of the resulting module. In Section 4.2 the global merging lemma is formulated, 

which states when module-computations can be combined. 

4.1 The local merging lemma, LML 

4-1 DEFINITION (local reachability, /r). 

Let M1 be a CMe(E)-module, To, T1, r 2 , 110 , ••• ,v", u E St, /( a set of configura

tions, fo, ... ,f" E Lab, ho, ... ,h" E wand À a record sequence. Define for i = 0 .. k, 

j; by fi E FLB(a}.). 

Then (ho, fo, ... , h", f") is (M1, r, K, 110, .•. , 11", u, À)-lr iff 

x 
3 Co------+* Cn E Comp(M1, {r}, K) such that 

• <T t Vr = <Tn t Vr and À = X, 

• there is an injection, cf: { 0 ... k} 1-+ {O ... m}, where m is the number of local 

records in Cn, and'r/ i = O ... k (!li,f;) = On,cf(i) and Idn,cf(i) = (l,jï,h;) 
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So, configurations as characterized by (vj, lj ), hj and u, are locally reachable from 

some state T, precisely if there is a computation of Mi, starting in T, reaching such 

a configuration via intermediate configurations in J( and which associated record 

sequence is À. 

) . À * . ( 4-2 DEFINITION (LC-independence . Let Cb --+ C~; E Comp M1, r, K) for 

i = 0, 1 and let C~ E C be obtained Erom C~0 by replacing or adding LC's Erom 
C~ 1 • Then, /{is called LC-independent if 

À*' () À*' ( ) Co --+ en E Comp M1' T ::::} Co --+ en E Comp M1' T, /{ 

4-3 LEMMA (Local Merging Lemma, LML). 

With notation as in Definition 4-1, suppose that 

• /{ is LC-independent. 

Then (ho, la, ... , hk, fk) is (M1, r2, K, va, ... , Vk, u, .X)-lr, provided 

• there is at most one f; E FLB(ab) and 

• at most one l; does not label a waiting point 

PROOF. W.l.o.g., assume that Dom(ri) Ç Vj for i:::; 2 and that Dom(u) Ç Vj. Let 

T = To = T1 = T2. If À does not contain local records, then f 0 , ..• , fk E FLB(a~), 

so that the Lemma holds vacuously. 

Otherwise, split À as ~ ' ~' where ~ is the largest suffix of À that does not 

contain any local record. By assumption, there are computations, 

(1) 

both in Comp(M1,{r},K), such that (v;,fi) = Bn,cf(i), Idn,cf(i) = (l,j;,h;) for 

i < k and (vk,fk) = Ön,cf(k)' Idfi,cf(k) = (l,jk,hk); moreover, Un = iTn = u. Define 
m as the (largest) index such that am = -1; likewise, define m such that am, = -1. 
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Choose any LCm,i from Cm, and apply Observation 3-12 to the second com

putation in (1): 5. = 5.0 ' (l,j,p,vm,,i,Pm,i,&)' 5.1 and 5.1 does not witness any 
ether activity in the corresponding procedure instance. Now, apply the Observa

tion (in the reverse direction) to the first computation in (1) and conclude that 

Bm,i = Om,j for some j. Repeating this argument gives that every local state in 

Cm, is also reached in Cm. If m = n, this concludes the proef. 

Next, let m < n. the Cm-1 --+ Cm and Cm-1 --+ Cm-transitions are both 

witnessed by the same last (local) record in 5., so that Ö'm = Ö'm,. 

Finally, the Co ~* Cm-computation must be extended. There are two sep
arate cases. 

1) am+l f/. Ran(cf). This means that (v;,f;) = Om,cf(i) for i <k. IfBm,ä.n+i 
exists, define 1 as the index of the corresponding local state in Cm; otherwise, 

let 1 be 1 larger than the number of LC's in Cm. Define configurations Cm+i for 

1 ~ i ~ n - m by 

• LCm+i,i = LCm,i for j # 1, 

• am+i = 1. 

As Kis LC-independent, 1 have Co~* Cm+n-m E Comp(M1, {r}, K). Hence, 

Om+n-m,cf(i) = (v;,f;) for i <k. Moreover, by construction, Om+n-m,k = (vk.fk) 
and O'm+n-m = O'. The Lemma fellows. 

2) äm,+1 f ëf(k). Hence, Bm,cf(k) = (vk,fk)· The first computation m (1) 
proves the Lemma. 

There seems to be a third case: am+1 E Ran(cf) and äm+l = cf(k); say am+l = 
cf(O). This, however, cannot happen because either f 0 or fk labels a waiting point, 

but .À does not contain a local record. D 

4.2 The global merging lemma, GML 

4-4 DEFINITION (projection). Let À be some record sequence of a program [M1 Il 
···Il Mn]· 

• À l l is the subsequence of À obtained by erasing all records that do not 
involve module M1. 
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• À ! 9 l is the subsequence of À! l obtained by erasing all local records. 

4-5 DEFINITION (global reachability, gr). Let P be a CMeE-program, [Mi Il 
···Il Mn]; r, va, ... ,vk E St, À a record sequence, /:{l. .. k} 1-+ {l. .. n} an 
injection, ho, ... ,hk E w and la, ... ,lk E Lab such that li E FLB(M1(i)) for i::; k. 

Then (ho, la, ... , hk, lk) is (P, r, va, ... , Vk, u, À)-gr iff 

x 
3 Co ---+* Cn E Comp(P, r) such that 

• X ! i = À! i for every i E Ran(l) 

• there is a function cf: { 0 ... k} 1-+ w such that for all i = 1 ... k u t Vi(ï(, = 

u~i) tVi(i)1 O~~~f(i) = (v;,l;) and Id~~lf(i) = (l(i), r, h;) with l; E FLB(a~ i)). 

4-6 LEMMA (Global Merging Lemma, GML). With notation as above, suppose 

• (ho, la, ... , hk-1, lk-d is (P, ra, va, ... , Vk-li u, N)-gr, 

• ( ) is (P, r2, u, "5.)-gr, and 

n 

• r1tV=r;tVfori,j=0 ... 2andV= LJVï,"5.!9 /(i)=N! 9 l(i)fori<k 
i=l 

and X !9 l(k) = N' !9 l(k). 

Then (ho, la, ... , hk, lk) is (P, r, va, ... , vk, u, À)-gr, where r tV = To tV, À! /(i) = 
À'! /(i) for i < k and À! l(k) = N' ! l(k). 

PROOF. W.l.o.g., assume that To = Ti = T2 = T. The Lemma is proven with 
induction on the number of global records in X. A stronger version of the Lemma 
is, however, needed to carry this induction: 

Suppose 

A >. * A 

1. Co ---+ C;. E Comp(P, T), 

- ~ * -2. Co ---+ C;. E Comp( P, T), 

3. ëo ~* ën E Comp(P, T) and 



4. Ao UA1 Ç {1". n} with Ao nA1 = 0andX19 i=~19 i if i E Ao, 
.À 1

9
i=À1 9 i if i E Al. 

Then there is a computation Co~* Cn E Comp(P, r), with À l i = 

.À l i for i E Ao, À l i =). l i for i E Ai, À li =.À l i for i rt Aa UA1 and 

. { êÄ ifi E Aa 
C~= Ch ifiEA1 

ëh otherwise 
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Note that the reformulation is symmetrical with respect to the partition of {1 ... n }. 

If X does not contain any global records (hence, neither do .À, >. and À) the 
claim obviously holds, because the module computations all are independent. 

Next, split >. as A0 ' X1 , where .À1 is the smallest suffix of>. containing one global 
record, (p, q, ä, r, s, ind). By symmetry, there are only two cases: (1) pand r are 
in different partitions and (2) p and r are in the same partition. The strengthened 
form of the Lemma is needed in case {p, r} Cl Aa U Al. 

Case 1) W .l.o.g., let p E Ao and r E A1. The splitting of .À induces splittings 

of >. and >. into >.o' >.1 and Ao' .À1 such that for i = 0, 1: Xi 19 j = >.i 19 j if 
j E Ao and Ai 19 j = Ài 1

9 
j if j E Al and ).1 and À1 are as small as possible. 

A .Ào * A .À1 * CA l'k o Define m to be the largest index such that C 0 - C,n - n; 1 ew1se, 
define mand m w.r.t. the latter two computations. lnduction gives a computation 

Co ~*Cm E Comp(P, r) such that Ào l i =.À l i for i E Aa, Ào l i = Ào l i 

for i E Al, Ào l i = Xo l i if i rt Aa U Al, C!n = êfn if i E Aa, C!n = Cjy. 
if i E A 1 and C!r. = ë!r, otherwise. By definition of Cm (i.e" of m and m) a 
transition to Cm+l is possible producing the global record in .À1, where C!r.+i = 

c:r. for i rt {p, r }, C!:i+1 = ê~+l and c:;,+1 = C:ii+i · The remainder of the three 
computations (if any) are independent and hence can be grafted on to Cm+l: first 
all the steps involving modules (whose indices are) in Ao from computation 1; then 
the steps invoving modules in Al from the second one; and finally the steps in the 
remaining modules from the third computation. This results in a computation 

Ào Àl 
Co - *Cm - * Cn E Comp(P, r). By construction, Cn and Àl (hence 

Ào 'À1) satisfy the conditions of the Lemma. 

Case 2) W.l.o.g" let p, r E A 0 • As in case 1, the label sequences >. and >. can 
be split, which also determines m and m. Since the second computation is not 
involved in the last communication, I can take À0 = >., À1 = ê and m = ii. Note 

that 5.0 19 
i = .À 19 i for i E A1. The rest of the argument is as in the first case. D 
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The strengthened form of the Lemma together with its proof show the essential 

triviality of the Global Merging Lemma: a transition label sequence really deter

mines the complete computation. An inspection of the proof also suggests that 

if Aa and Ai are singleton sets (or empty) it suffices to assume JocaJ instead of 

global reachability for the Aa and Ai computations. In fact, the following special 

case is worth recording: 

4-7 LEMMA. With notation as above, assume that 

• (h, l) is (M1, f, K, v, u),)-lr, 

• ( ) is (P, r, u, >.)-gr and 

• T r Vi = f r Vi and ).. 19 / = .À. 

Then (h, l) is (P, r, v, u, >.)-gr. 

PRO OF. The proof is in fact very easy and does not require an induction. Just take 

the global computation, Co ~ * Cn E Comp(P, r) and remove all transitions 

involving M1. In their place, substitute the transitions from Cb ~ * Cfn E 

Comp(M1, r, K). Because in both computations M1 starts in the same state and 

because ).. 1
9 

l = >., the resulting computation is in Comp(P, r) and shows the 

required global reachability. D 

4-8 ÜBSERVATION. Local and global reachability are semi computable relations. 

5 Specifications and Proofrules 

5.1 Specifications and their interpretation 

5-1 DEFINITION (Specifications ). Let T be a C Me(E)-statement or procedure, 
M; a module and P a program; p, q, MIE L(E). Specifications are of one of the 
following three farms: 

• (1) {GA, WA, CO, MI 1 {p}T{q}) or (2) {GA, 0, CO, MI 1 {p}M;{q}), where 
(T stands for T or M;) 

- GA Ç {l: p l l labels a closing bracket in f', p E L(E)} 

WA Ç {l: p l l labels the rear of a wait in f' or f' = T'.l, p E L(E)} 
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- CO Ç {l: p l l labels an opening bracket, a call or the front of a 

wait in T, p E L(:E)} 

in case (2), 

* FV(MI) n Li = 0, 

* for all l: p-term: FV(p) n Li Ç L(l) and 

* any icr E Var1c that appears in any assertion refers toa procedure 

in Mi; i.e., bas the form ic.aj. 

- if T is a procedure with forma! parameters, ü, then FV(p, q) n {ü} = 0 

• (3) (0, 0, 0, true 1 {p}P{q}) 

5-2 DEFINITION. Let A Ç {l: p l l E Lab, p E L(:E)} 

• A(l) = f\{p l l: p E A} E L(E). (Note that /\ 0 = true). 

• Ais disjoint if --,3 l E Lab,p, q E L(E) such that {l: p,l: q} Ç A and 

p~ q. 

Intuitively, a formula like l : p is true in configuration-state either if control 

is not at the l-labeled point, or p is satisfied in the (local + global) state at such 

a point. The meaning of a specification for T is, that on any execution sequence 

of T that starts in a state satisfying p and for which GA and WA are true in 

every configuration-state, CO will be true in the last configuration state of the 

sequence, MI will hold if it is a waiting point and q will hold if T terminated. 

So, e.g. (0, 0, 0, true 1 {p}S{q}) is an ordinary partial correctness specification 

and (hence) clause 3 expresses the paper's basic interest in partial correctness 

properties. 

This notion of specification is essential for syntax-directedness. The communi
cation-assumption, GA, waiting-assumption, WA, and commitment, CO, make ex

plicit (1) the various assumptions about the environment's behaviour upon which 

validity of the specification (i.e. CO and q) depends and (2) the behaviour to which 

the statement commits, necessary to validate the environment's assumptions. Fi

nally, there is a module-invariant, MI, that characterizes the (global) module state 

at waiting points; hence the states in which procedures start executing. 
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5-3 DEFINITION (satisfaction and validity). Let E be a signature and A a E

structure; T a CMe(E)-statement, procedure, module or program, p E L(E), A Ç 

{f: p J f E Lab, p E L(E)} and 8 a configuration~state {(ai, Oi,o, 8;,1, ... , 8;,n;, O'i) 1 

i = l..m}. 
n 

Let if = LJ O'i and v = LJ{vi,a; 1 ai"# -1, i = l..m}. 
i=l 

• A, 8 F p iff A, (j u v F p 

• A, 8 FA iff a; # -1:::} A, O'; u Vi,j F A(Pi,j) for j = o .. ni, i = l..m 

• A, 6 F* A iff A, O'; u Vi,j F A(pi,i) for j = o .. n;, i = l..m 

• Satisfaction can be trivially extended to conjunctions of first order formulae 

and formulae of the form A. Validity is defined in the standard way. 

• Let p = {O' 1 A, O' F p} and Ä = {C 1 A, s(C) FA}, 

- A, (80 A • • • A 8n, t) F {GA, WA, CO, Ml J {p}T{q}} iff 

(80 A "· A 8n, t) E [T](p, GA U WA) :::} A, 8n F CO & 
an= -1:::} A, 8n F MI & 
t = T :::} A, 8n F q 3 

- A, (80 A • • • A 8n, t) F* {GA, WA, CO, MI 1 {p}T{q}} iff 

(80 A • • • A 8n, t) E [T](p, GA U WA) and 
A, (60 A • • • A 8n, t) F {CA, WA, CO, MI 1 {p}T{q}} 

• AF {CA, WA, CO, MI 1 {p}T{q}) iff 

V (80 A • • • A 8n, t) E [T] A, (80 A • • • A 8n, t) F {CA, WA, CO, MIJ {p}T{q}} 

The definition itself is straightforward. Note that local states can only be 

specified by "labeled" formulae and that satisfaction of non-labeled formulae at 

waiting points does not involve the local state. The meaning of satisfaction of a 

labeled formula interacts with the definition of configuration state: remember that 

in a (module) configuration state, 8 = (a, 80 , .•• , Om, O'), the label part of a local 

state, 8;, is included only if a = i or a = -1. In other words 

3 Remember the assumption that states always have domains that contain all the appropriate 
variables. 



Hence, if a :j:. -1 then the relations I= and I=* coincide, hut if a 
A, {) I= A is vacuously true, whereas for !=* 1 have that 

a = -1 => A, {) I=* A iff <J' U v; I= A(p;) for i = 1 ... m 

Note that if a = -1 then p; :j:. 0 for i = 1 ... m. 
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-1 then 

The definition of satisfaction can be turned around - as usual - and be 

used to characterize sets of states, respectively, configuration states by formulae, 
respectively, sets of labeled formulae. In the sequel, such correspondences will be 
implicitly understood and 1 shall write, e.g., [S](p, GA). 

5-4 ÜBSERVATION. Satisfaction is a computable relation. Non-validity is a semi
computable relation. 

5.2 The proof system, PS(T) 

Let T Ç L(E) for some signature E. fo the rules below, some of the premises are 
L(E)-formulae. The interpretation of such a rule - as usual - is that it can be 
applied provided every L(E)-formula among its premises is in T. 

The proof system consists of the following rules and axioms. 

5.2(1.) assignment axiom. 

(0, 0, 0, true 1 {p[e/x]}x := e{p}) 

5.2(2.) wait axiom. 

p-+ q /\MI 
(0, {f': r}, {f: q}, MI 1 {p}f.wait.f'{r}) 

5.2(3.) call rule. 

(0, 0, 0, true 1 {p }Si{'v' x q} ), (0, 0, 0, true J {q}S2{ s}) 
({f": r}, 0, {f: p,f': q}, true 1 {p}f.(S1;f'.callM;.aj(ë#x); S2;f11 .){r /\ s}) 

5.2( 4.) sequentia] composition rule. 

(GA;, WA;, GO;, MI; 1 {p;}S;{q;}) i= 1,2, qi -+p2 

provided that GA1 U GA2, WA1 U WA2 and G01 U G02 are disjoint. 
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5.2(5.) ifrule. 

{CA1, WA1, C01, Mli 1 {p /\ b}8i{q}), {CA2, WA2, C02, MI2 1 {pi\ -ib}82{q}) 
{CA1 U CA2, WA1 U WA2, C01 u C02, MI1 V MI2 I {p}if b then 81 else 82 fi{q})' 

provided that CA1 U CA2 , WA1 U WA2 and C01 U C02 are disjoint. 

5.2(6.) while rule. 

{GA, WA, CO, MI 1 {p/\b}8{p}) 
{GA, WA, CO, MI 1 {p}while b do 8 od{p/\ -ib}) 

5.2(7.) initia] statement rule. 

{GA, WA, CO, MI 1 {p}8{MI}) 
{GA, WAU{l: q}, CO,MI 1 {p}: [8.f]{q})' 

provided WA U {f: q} is disjoint. 

5.2(8.) procedure rule. 

(0, 0, 0, true 1 {p}8i{q}), {GA, WA, CO, MI 1 {q /\ r }8{s}) 
(0, 0, 0, true I {s}82{t}), t-+ MI 

(GA u {f: r }, WA, CO u {f': s}, MI 1 {p}a}(ü#v) : [81;f.); S; f'.(; S2]{t})' 

provided FV(p, t)n{ü, v} = 0 and CAU{l: r} and COU{f': s} are disjoint. 

5.2(9.) module rule. 

Let the module M1 be declared as 

M1 :: ai(ü1#vi): [: S1] 

Then 

ak(ük#vk): [: Sk] 
: [So.fo] 

{GA;, WA;, CO;, MI 1 {MI}a}(ü;#v;): [S;]{MI}), j= l"."k 

{CAo, WAo, COo, MI 1 {p /\ IN}So{MI /\ WAo(lo)}), MI/\ WAo(lo)-+ q 
k 

LJ WA;# (GA;, WA;, MI, {ü;,v;}, a}(ü;#v;): [f;.S;]) j = 1". "k 
j=O 

k 

LJ WA; # ( CAo, WAo, false, 0, So) 
j=l 

k k 

for every f.wait.f' in M1 : LJ CO;(l)-+ MI/\ LJ WA;(f') 
i=O i=O 

k k 

( LJ GA;, 0, LJ CO;, MI 1 {p}M1{q}), 
i=O i=O 
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k k k 

provided LJ GA;, LJ WA; and LJ CO; are disjoint and where 
j=O j=O j=O 

• IN= /\{ic.a) = 01j=1 .. . ni}. 

Let A = {f: p 1 f E Lab, p E L(:E)}. Then the expression 

A # (GA, WA,p,x,S) 

stands for the set of interference freedom specifications 

{(CA, WA(q'), CO, true 1 {p'}S{q'}) 1 f: q E A} 

where 

• q' = q[Y/x] (jj does not appear free in GA, WA, p, q or S), 

• p' =p/\.q', 

• WA(r) = {f': WA(f') /\. r /\. ic.a);::: N 1 f' labels the rear of a wait, 
in S; FLB(a}) = FLB(S) for j > 0 and 

if f E FLB(a)) then N = 2 else N = 1} 

• CO= { f: q' 1 f labels the front of a wait }, 

5.2(10.) program rule. 

(CAï,0,COï,Mli 1 {p;}M;{q;}), i= l, ... ,n 
Coop( { ( CAi, 0, COï, M/i 1 {p;}M;{q;}) 1 i = 1, ... , n}, GI) 

(0, 0, 0, true 1 {P1 /\. · · · ÀPn /\. GI}[M1 Il··· Il Mn]{q1 /\. · · · /\. qn /\. GI}) 

provided 

n n n 
• U GA;, LJ WAi and LJ CO; are disjoint 

i=l i=O i=l 

• FV( CAi, coi, MhPi. qi) n Vj= 0 for i -=P j 

• no variable free in GI appears on the left-hand side of any assignment 

outside a bracketed section in any M; nor as a forma! parameter of any 

call or procedure. 

The expression 

Coop({(CA;, WAï, CO;, Mlï 1 {p;}M;{q;}) 1 i = 1, ... , n}, GI) 
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stands for the set of cooperation specification pairs 

(0, 0, 0, true 1 { COi(f)t\MI; t\GI}S1; c.a{ := ic.a{+l; SH·H CA;(f')[·]t\GI}} 

and 

(0, 0, 0, true 1 V x COi(i) !\ CO;(l)[·] !\ GI}S~[·]; ic.a{ := ic.a{ - 1; S2 
{ CAï(l) !\ GI} 

where [·] = [ë, x/ü, v], for any matching call-procedure pair 

a{(ü,v): [S~;f'.};S;l.(;S~] in M; 

5.2( 11.) consequence rule. 

{GA, WA, CO, Ml J {p}S{q}}, p' - p, q - q' 
V f E FLB(S): CA'(f) - CA(f), WA'(f) - WA(f), CO(f) - CO'(f) 
if Sis nota statement or contains a wait: MI - Ml' 4 

{GA', WA', CO',MI' J {p'}S{q'}} 

5.2(12.) substitution rule. 

{GA, WA, CO, Ml J {p}S{q}} 
{CA[t/z], WA[t/z], CO, Ml J {p[t/z]}S{q}} 

provided z tJ. FV( CO, Ml, q, S). 

5.2(13.) auxiliary variable rule. 

Let A V be a set of variables such that x E A V => x appears in S' only 

in assignments, y := t, where y E AV or as formal value parameter in a 
procedure declaration. 

S is obtained from S' by deleting all assignments to variables in AV and all 

occurrences as value parameter in a procedure declaration together with the 
corresponding actual parameters in the syntactically matching calls. 

{GA, WA, CO,MI J {p}S'{q}} 
(GA, WA, CO, Ml J {p}S{q}} 

provided FV(q, CO, Ml) n AV = 0. 

3 Note tha.t if Sis a statement but does not contain a wait, so tha.t no waitingpoint is reached 
while executing S, one may take an arbitrary MI'. 



5.2(14.) label (and bracketing) rule. 

(0,0,0,truel {p}S'{q}) 
(0,0,0,true 1 {p}S{q}) 

provided S is obtained from S' by deleting every bracket or label. 
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Concluding this section are the two theorems proof of which justify the paper. 

5-5 THEOREM (Soundness). Let A be a E-structure and T Ç Th(A). P is a 

CM(E)-program. Then 

l-ps(T) (0, 0, 0, true 1 {p}P{q}) * A 1= (0, 0, 0, true 1 {p}P{q}) 

5-6 THEO REM (Completeness). Let E be the signature of Peano-arithmetic and 
N the standard model. Then 

N 1= (0, 0, 0, true 1 {p }P{ q}) * l-ps(Th(.N")) {0, 0, 0, true 1 {p }P{q}) 

5.3 A substitution lemma 

For the soundness of the program rule and for completeness for program specifi
cations, some results on substitutions are needed to relate the value assignments 

at the start and end of procedure calls with the syntactic substitution in the co

operation specifications. 

5-7 LEMMA (The substitution lemma). Let S, S' be CMe(E)-statements not 

containing call or wait-statements. Let ü, v, x Ç Var, ë Ç Tm(E) and p, q E L(E) 

be such that lül = lël, lvl = lxl, the variables in ü do not appear as left-hand-side of 
any assignments in S and the variables in the lists ü, v and x are pairwise disjoint. 
Additionally, assume that the following conditions hold: ü nv = 0, FV( ë) n x = 0, 
{ ü, v}nFV(q) = 0 and (FV(S')U{ ü, v} )n(FV(ë)Ux) = 0. Then ([·] = [ë, x/ü, v]): 

1. AI= {p}S;S'[·]{q[-]} -{::::::}AI= {p}S;ü,v := ë,x;S'{q} 

2. A I= {p[·]}S'[·];S{q} -{::::::} A 1= {p /\ ü = ë}S';x := v;S{q}, provided 
x n FV(p) = 0. 

The proof of this Lemma is delegated to the Appendix. 

6 Soundness 

Validity of rules is defined as usual: validity of the premisses implies validity of 
the consequence. Fix some E-structure A and T Ç Th(A). 
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6-1 LEMMA. The axioms 1 and 2 and the rules 3, ... , 14 are valid. 

Although this paper's specifications are more detailed than partial correctness 
specifications, the validity proofs for some of the axioms and rules (e.g., sequentia! 

composition, if and while rules, consequence and substitution rules, the auxiliary 

variable rule) are completely analogous to the usual proofs; see e.g. [deB80] and 
[Apt83]. For the assignment statement this is obvious, since its execution sequences 
do not include labels or waiting points. For, e.g., the sequentia! composition rule it 
is because assumptions and commitments cannot refer to labels in the component 
they are not associated with. In the proof below, only the non-trivial and new 
cases will be tackled. 

PROOF. [of Lemma 6-1] 
Generically, for any sg considered below, let (8g·f3 A ••• A 8:;~,t) E [Sg] where 

8g•/3 = s(SCa-
0
(Sg)). The notational conventions ofSection 3 will be heavily used. 

In the proofs, prefixes ( 8g ,/3 ' · · · '8f ,/3, ..L) of the above sequence will be considered, 

too. Note that if the initial state is not constrained, any sequence in [Sg] can be 
obtained as a suffix of a sequence as above. Usually, statements will be embedded 
within other statements; say, Sa = S1 ; S2 . In such cases, the following "aliasing" 
convention applies: the configuration-state sequence associated with S; is 8b'· · ·'8~, 

for i = 0, 1, 2. We have that 88 = 8{,, 8~ = 8f, ... , 8~ 1 = 8~ 1 = 85, 8~ 1 + 1 = 8r, ... , 
8~,+n 2 = 8~ 2 • 1 shall mostly ignore the terminal states in completed computation 
sequences, since it is usually the last but one state that is needed in the arguments 
below. 

6-1(1} wait axiom: S = .e.wait.f', WA= {f': r} and CO= {.e: q}. 

By Definition 3-9, 80 = (0, (n,.e), u), 81 = (-1, (ü,i'), u), 82 = (0, (ü,.e'), u') 
and 83 = (0, (n, 0), u'). First assume that 80 I= p. Then 80 I= CO and 81 I= MI 
because I= p -+ CO( f) /\ MI. N ote that 81 I= WA is trivially true and that 
82 I= WA holds by assumption. Next, 82 I= WA implies 83 I= r. Here, I ignored 
the terminating configuration, 84 = (0, u') as explained above. Obviously, 1 also 

have that 84 I= r. 

6-1(2} call rule: S' = .e'.call Mi.ai(e#x), S = .e.(S1; S'; S2;f".), GA= {f": r} 
and CO= {.e: p,f': q}. 

Again by Definition 3-9, 8{, = (0, (n, f), u 1 ), 8b = (0, (ü, f'), u), 8~ = (0, (ü, f'), 
u), ó~ = (0, (ü, 0), u') and 8~2 = (0, (ü, 0), u2) where u' = u{ä/x} and ä Ç IAI. 

Now, if 8fi I= p then 8{, I= CO. Since S1 does not contain any labels, the 
next point of interest is the front of S'. By validity of the first premiss of the call 
rule, 6~ 1 I= Vx q (where 1 assume that S1 terminates as there is nothing to prove 
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otherwise), so that also 66 I= Vx q and, hence, 66 I= q. This implies that 66 I= CO, 

6t I= CO, 6~ I= q and 6fi I= q (as 6fi = 6~). Validity of the second premiss yields 
6~2 I= s, hence 6n 1= CA(f") /\ s. 

6-1(3) procedure rule: Apply the reasoning of (2) thrice. 

6-1(4) initia] statement rule: This is a direct consequence of the fact that every 
computation sequence of : [S.f] can be obtained from one of S, except for the 

sequence "starting at !!' . This case is covered by the change of WA. 

6-1(5) module rule: As above, assume that the premisses of the rule hold. The 

following stronger statement will be proved: 

À1 A o o O A Àn k 

ForanyCo ------+ Cn E Comp(M1,p, LJ CAi) with 6n = s(Cn): 
i=O 

k 

6n i=* LJ ( COiU WAï), an = -1 ::? 6n i= MI and Cn E TC::? 6n i= q. 
i=O 

Note that s(Co) I= IN by Definition 3-7 and that 6n I=* COi {=:::> 6n i= COi. 
Hence, 1 can concentrate on WAi. Next, observe that MI/\ WA0 (f0 ) - q. This 
means that Cn E TC ::} 6n I= q automatically follows from the first two claims 
and the fact that the k + lst premiss of the rule establishes WA0 (f0 ) /\MI as post 
condition. 

The proof uses induction on the number, L, of 6i's with a; = -1 for i < n. 

The computations in a} will be superscripted with j; those in the initial statement 

with 0. Define 6i = s(C;) for i = l..n and let t = T if Cn E TC and t = ..l 
otherwise. 

L = 0) So, the computation is in fact within the initial statement. Validity of 

the initia! statement specification implies that 6n I= C00 and Ón I= MI in case 

an = -1, since by assumption 60 I= p /\IN and Ói I= CA0 for 0 ~ i ~ n. Observe 
n 

that 6n I=* LJ ( WAi U COi) trivially holds in this case and that Ón I=* WAo either 
i=l 

holds trivially (in case an =J. -1) or follows from the last premiss of the module 
rule. 

L > 0) Let n be the largest index < n such that ar; = -1. Let k = ar;_ 1 and 

(l, h) = Idn-l,k• and let k = ar;+i and (l, h) = Idn+l,k· The situation is depicted 
in Figure 1 (when an =J. -1). Extract the a~-computation leading to the kth LC 
in Cr; from this sequence: 

First, inductively define a sequence a 0 , a1, ... , ar; that traces the sequence of 
LC's that evolve into LCr;,'fc: 
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no a;=-1 

Co~ ···~c._, ~r ~c." ~···~C.-1 ~ r 
(· 1 -1 1 ... ) (· 1 k 1 ... Idn,k : (- · ·) ... ) 

i -l 1 

(· 1 k I · · .Idr.-1,"k: (· · ·) ... ) (/, h) 
i -l 1 

(/, h) 

Fi ure 1: 

• 0 :S i < n- l: a; = -1 if a;+1 = -1 or C, has less than as+1 LC's, 
= ai+1 +1 if a; :fa -1, a;+l = -1, a; < a;+1 and 

C; has more LC's than C;+1, 

= a;+1 otherwise 

This definition sets a; = -1 if the correct instance of a~ still is to be created and 
sets a; = a;+1 + 1 if some instance terminates. 

Next, define a sequence io, i1, ... , ir inductively as follows5: 

• io is the index t such that ao = a1 = · · · = O!t-1 = -1 and at :fa -1, 

• 0 < j :S r : ii = ii-1 + 1 

= the smallest index t > Ïj-1 such 

if a;;_ 1 :fa -1 and 
a;;- 1 +1 = -1, 

that at = at otherwise 

This sequence points to those MC's, Ci, in which activity is (the second case) or 
just ceased to be (the first case) within the LC pointed to by a;. 

The ah-computation can be extracted in the same way, resulting in sequences 

/30, /31, ... , f3n and io, ... , j$. Note that here the sequence ends in Cn. 
First 1 prove that 

A: ón I=* WAh U COh, an= -1 =* ón I= MI. 

By Definition 5-3, Ón can be replaced by s(LCn,k)· 

5 r is implicitly determined by the condition that ir = ii 
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Now, define s by s = n -1 if t = T and by s = n otherwise. Let s be the index 

such that is = n + 1 (note that s exists) and define a sequence of configuration 

states, t5f, fors~ i ~ s by: t5f = (pj,,Bj;,a;,,G'j,) where Pi;= -1 if aj, = -1 and 

Pj; = 0 otherwise. Then, if h = 0 

(t5f, .. . ,t5;,t) I= {CAo, WAo, COo,MI 1 {p/\IN}So{MI /\ WAo(fo)}) (2) 

and, if h =/= 0 

Suppose that t5f I= WAh and t5f I= MI in case j 0 =n+1; i.e., in case the instance 

of a~ was created in the Cn --+ Cn+1-transition. Then, A would follow from 

satisfaction of (2) and (3) and the fact that the only resumption at a waiting point 

in the computation is "at" t5f = s(LCn+i,k)· 

Hence, there remains to show that 

1. t5f I= WAh if jo =/= n+ 1, 

2. t5f I= MI if j 0 = n + 1. 

Two cases have to be distinguished. 

(I) jo > Ïr or k = k. Here the easy cases are collected where no interleaving 

takes place: If jo > Îr this means that ~he instance pointed to by the j-sequence 

is created (the moment) after the other instance terminates. If k = k and j 0 < Ïr 
this means that control remains in the same instance when passing the waiting 

point, so that jk = ik for k ~ r. Let f be the largest index such that i;:_ 1 < n 
and ai._ 1 = -1 or 1 if such an f does not exist. Define configuration states, 6J 

by 6J = (Pi;,Bi;,a•;'<J'i;) where Pi;= -1 if ai;= -1 and Pi;= 0 otherwise, for 
f ~ i ~ r. It is straightforward to verify that if h = 0 

(67' · · ·' 6~, l) 1=* (CAo, WAo, COo, MI 1 {p/\ IN}So{MI /\ WAo(fo)}) (4) 

and otherwise 

(67 A ••• A 6~, l) I=* (CAïj, WAïj, COïj, MI 1 {MI}Sh{MI}) (5) 

for some l. 
By assumption 67 I= p/\IN ifh = 0 and i' = 1; moreover, 6J I= CAïi for i' ~ j ~ 

k 

r. Applying the induction hypothesis to (60 '· · ·' 6;;,l) E [M1](p/\ IN, LJ CAi) 
i=O 

yields 6J I= WAïi for i' ~ j ~ r and t57 I= MI if h =/= 0 and f = 1. Note that 
6~ I= WAïi, again, follows from the last premiss of the rule. 
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The claim now follows from validity of ( 4) and (5): first, u~ = uf (i.e" 

u;; = u;;+1 ); whence 8f I= MI which completes the proof in case j 0 = n + 1. 

Second, if jo f n + 1 then k = k and, hence, h = h. This implies that u~_ 1 = u;. 
Since v~ = vf, 1 have that 8~ I= COïi. implies that 8f I= WAh using the last 

premiss of the module rule. 

(II) io S ir and k f k. I.e., control passed a waiting point and switched to 

another already existing (!) LC. Hence, a wait was encountered or the end of the 

initia! statement or the end of a procdure instance. 

To show: 8;;+1 I= WAh. For this, validity of the interference freedom specifi

cations is needed. 

So, let Pn+l,k = f (note that the LC is k and not k). Let f be the cardinality 

of Dom(vn+l,k) = { x1, ... , x J} and let {Y1" .. , YJ} be a collection of variables 

not part of the domain of any state appearing in any C; for 0 s i s n and not 
k k k 

appearing free in LJ GA;, LJ WA; , LJ CO;, MI, p, q or Mi. Observe that it 
i=O i=O i=O 

suffices to show that 

(6) 

where if. = WAh(f)[y;/x; i = l..f]. 
Again, let r be the largest index such that ir < n and a;,_ 1 = -1 or 1 if this 

is impossible. Define v = O{vn+i,k(x;)/y;, i = l..J} and define a sequence of 

configuration states by 8J = (Pi;, 8;;,a•;, O'i; Uv) where Pi; = -1 if a;; = -1 and 

Pi; = 0 otherwise, for r S j Sr. Then 

(87 '· · ·' 8~, l) I=* (GA~, WAïi,(q'), CO, true 1 {p' /\ q'}Sh{q'}) (7) 

for some [, where q' = WAh(i)[y;jx;, i = 1..f]; p' = false if h = 0 and p' = MI 
otherwise. Observe that if h = 0 then r f 1. Induction gives that 8;,_ 1 I=* 

n - -
MI/\ LJ WA;; hence 87 I= MI/\ WAii /\ q'. By definition lij I= CAii (r S j s r), 

i=O 
so that 1 obtain 

( 87 A ••• A 8~' l) E [Sïï](p' /\ q'' CAii u WAii ( q')) 

Now, (7) gives 8~ I= CO and 8~ I= q' iff = T. Hence, 8;;+1 I= WAh. 

n 
B: 8n I=* LJ WAh 

i=l 
i-;/.h 
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If an =f:; -1 and an-1 =f:; -1 this holds trivially. If this is not the case, induction 
n 

gives én f=* LJ WA; and every WA; ( i =f:; h) must be shown interference free over 
i=l 

the a~-computation in Cn --+* Cn. This is fully analogous to the argument in 

case A-II and, hence, is omitted. 

6-1 ( 6) Program rule: 

6-2 DEFINITION. Acceptable configuration. 

• A local configuration, Id: (S, 0), is acceptable if either 

S = l.rendx,i,j; S' or the following situations do not occur: 

- S = S';l.callM;.a;(ë#v); S" and S' does not contain an opening bracket, 

- S = S';l.); S" and S' does not contain a call-statement, or 

- S = S';endv,r,s and S' does not contain an opening bracket. 

• A module configuration is acceptable if all its active LC 's are 

• A program configuration is acceptable if all its M C's are. 

An inactive local configuration is always acceptable, since wait-statements 

never appear within bracketed sections. Hence, a configuration is acceptable if no 

local configuration is within a bracket section. 

The following statement - implying soundness of the program rule - will be 

proved. 

Suppose there is a program P =[Mill··· llMn] and there are GA;, CO;, 
Ml;, p; and q; (i = 1 .. . n) such that the premisses of the program rule 

Ài Àm 
are valid. Then for any Co --+ C 1 · · · _,. Cm E Comp(P,p1 /\ 

n 
·· ·/\pn/\GI), whereé; = s(C;) forO::::; i::::; m: ém F LJ GA;, ém f= Gl 

i=l 
ifCm is acceptable, and Cm= TC17 (P) =>én F qi /\ · · · /\. qn /\ GI. 

For every é;, 1 can assume that Dom(uf) n Vi = 0 and (by definition) that 

uf f V = c;f f V if V = Dom(uf) n Dom(c;f) for k =f:; j and for j, k = 1 ... n. The 

proof is by induction on the computation length, m. 

m = 0) Then éo = ém, Co is acceptable and by assumption é0 f= GI. Note 
n 

that CA;(Pm,j,am,J = true for 1::::; j::::; n. Hence ém F LJ GA; /\Cl. Finally, Co 
i=l 

cannot be a terminal configuration. 

m > 0) 
n 

If Cm is a terminal configuration, then 6m f= LJ GA; is vacously true. 
i=l 
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Since in this case Cm-l is acceptable too, induction implies bm-1 f= GI, hence 

bm f= GI as there is no (variable) state change involved in the Cm-1 ~ Cm

transition. The conditions on the assertions imply that 68 f= Pk and, using induc

tion, that 6} f= CAk for 0 ~ j < m, 1 ~ k ~ n. By projecting the computation 
sequence on the transitions of each of the individual modules, 1 may use validity 

of the module specifications to conclude that 15:;_ f= qk for 1 ~ k ~ n. Because 
of the conditions on the module states and the assertions, 1 can conclude that 

bm F ql /\. · · · /\. qn /\. GJ. 

Now suppose that Cm is not a terminal configuration. Since bm f= CAk iff 
15:;_ f= CAk, 1 may assume that Cm is acceptable. Next, observe that because the 
free variables in GI may only be assigned to in bracketed sections, it is sufficient 
to show that GI is reestablished at the end of any bracketed section. 

If em-1 is acceptable then the result follows by induction. So assume otherwise. 

I.e., assume that et,. with a!n f. -1, has r}_ ; = i and i labels some closing 
m,am 

bracket (in Mi). This implies that if Àl ' · · ·' Àm = À, then À = >.' ' c with 
c = (i, h,b,j,k, ind) for some i, j, k, h, ind and b. The computation can be split 
as follows: 

>.' * c € * Co - Cq ---+ Cq+1 ---+ Cm 

There are two possibilities: Either c witnesses the start of a synchronization 

period between Mi and Mi or c witnesses the end of such a period. These cases 
are analyzed separately: 

(1) There are statements, l.(;S1;l.call Mi.ak(ë#x);S2 ;l.) in M; and ak(u#v): 
[S~;l'.);S;l'.(;S2] in Mi; a'q. = -1, a'q. f. -1, ei , = i,h,a: (i.call Mi.ak(v#x); q,aq 

Tq, O! 
0
.), and r}_ ; = l'. 

'q m,am 

This implies that there are configurations Cp and Cr such that Cp ~* Cq, >.''is 

a postfix of>.', epi a• = i, h, a: (l.(S1; l.call Mi .ak(ë#x); Tp, Oi , ), Cq+l ~* Cr 
' P p,aP 

and ei ; :::: j,k,b: (l'.);S;l'.(S~;endu,i,h,oi ;)· 
r,ar r,ar 

Claim: There is a computation 

- ).'*_ C*- €*- €*-
Co - Cp ---+ Cif+l ---+ Cr ---+ Cm 

such that ëo = Co, ëm = Cm, ëf and ër are acceptable, C~ _, 
p,a, 

ei ä; - 1 ()i - ei ()i - ei ëP- ~* ëq- involves 
p,a~' P - - ' r,ä~ = q+l,a~+i' f',ä~ = r,a~' 
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- f * - - f only Mï-transitions, Cq+i ---+ Cr only Mj-transitions and Cr ---+ 

Cm neither Mi nor Mj-transitions6
• Hence, ë~ _, = Cqi a• and a~ = -1. 

q,aq ' q 

This claim follows trivially from the fact that Cm is acceptable and that in any 
• Ào * . À1 * . À1 * computation, C0 -----+ Ck -----+ C1, if on Ck ---+ C1 no communications 

take place bet ween two modules, say Mr and M., any ordering of transitions from 
Mr and M. is accidental and can be changed. It suffices to show the Lemma w.r.t. 
this sequence. 

n 
Define s(Ck) = hk for 0 ;S; k ;S; m. By induction hp J= LJ CAi /\ GI, which 

i=l 

implies that hm J= LJ CAk, hence óm J= LJ CAk because FV(CAk) n Vj = 0 for 
k~j k~j 

j =/= k and CAi(ê) = true. It remains to show that Óm J= CAj /\ G I and for this it 
suffices to show that hr J= CAj /\ GI. 

Now define configuration states 8f5 and 8r by 

_ n . _ n . . 

ót> = (0, (n, 0), U a-; u iï!. ä' u 0 7
) and ór = (0, (n, 0), U a-; u iï~ ä' uv__,) 

k=l p, ' k=l ' • r,a, 

By definition, the right-hand sides are defined. Observe that hf5 J= COï(f) /\ Mlj /\ 
GI ~ 8t> J= CO;(f) /\ Mli /\ GI and 8r J= CAi(f) /\ GI ~hr J= CAi(f) /\ GI. 

As in the soundness proof of the module rule, extract from ho • · · · • hm for 
l = i, j the configuration state sequence hL • · · · • hL corresponding with the 

O m1 

M1-transitions in C0 ~ * Cp. The lth premiss of the program rule implies 

that (hko ·.""hLm
1
,t) J=* (CA1,0,C01,MI11 {p1}M1{q1}). Since by assumption 

hL
0 

J= PI and by induction hL J= CA1 for 0 ;S; v ;S; m1, conclude that hL J= CO; 

and hL J= Mlj; hence that hp J= CO;(f) /\ Mlj /\ GI. • 
J 

Next observe that there is a sequence ( 80 • · · • • Sd, T) E [S1 ; ic.a{ := ic.a{ + 
1; ü, v := ë, x; sm such that So = 8f5 and sd = 8r. Validity of the cooperation 
specifications says 

J= (0, 0, 0, true 1 { COi(f) /\ Mlj /\ GI}S1; ic.a{ := ic.a{ + 1; S'[·] 
{ CAi(f')[·] /\ GI} 

Substitution lemma 5-7(1) allows the statement-sequence in this specification 
to be replaced by S1 ; ic.a{ := ic.a{ + 1; ü, v := ë, x; S~. Since 80 J= CO;(f) /1. Mli /1. 

GI, this implies that 8d J= CAj(f') /\ GI which concludes the proof. 

6 Remember that pj · = f.' 
m,a-:n 

7 Remember that äp,j = -1. 
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(2) There are statements f.(S1 ;.ê'.call M;.ah(ë#x);S2 ;l.} in Mi and ah(u#v) : 
[lh.S~;f'.);S;i'.(;S~] in Mi; a~ # -1, a{ # -1, C~,a• =: i,h,a: (endj,k,v-,B~,a•), 

q q 

ei ; =: j, k, b: (i.rendi,h,x; Tq, oi ; ) and rl_ ; = l. 
q,a9 q,a9 m,am 

The proof continues as a complete analogon of the proof of case 1, except for the 

following: the cooperation specification that has to be used here, is 

1= (0, 0, 0, true 1 {\lx COj(l) /\ COi(i')[·] /\ GI}S~[·]; ic.ah :=ic.ah - 1; S2 

{ CAi(i) /\ GI}) 

Substitution lemma 5-7(2) implies 

I= (0, 0, 0, true 1 {\lx COi(i) /\ COi(i') /\ GI /\ u = ë}S~; x := v; 
ic.ah :=ic.ah - 1; S2{ CAj(i) /\ GI}) 

Let Cp be the configuration such that c;,a• =: (i, h, a: (i' .(; S~; endj,k,v, B~,a• ). 
p p 

Then, additionally, 1 must argue that 1i a•(u) =ui ui? ;(ë). This, however, is 
p, P p,aP 

easy because no M;-transition occurred since the procedure instance was created 

and no Mi-transition will change the valuation of the variables in u. D 

6-3 THEOREM (Soundnesstheorem). Let (GA, WA, CO, MI 1 {p}U{q}) be any 
specification and T Ç Th(A). Then 

l-ps(T) (GA, WA, CO, MI 1 {p}U {q}) ~Ai= (GA, WA, CO, MI 1 {p}U {q}) 

PROOF. The standard argument, using induction on the length of the proof and 

using Lemma 6-1 D 

7 Relative completeness 

From now on, :E denotes the signature of Peano-arithmetic (or some countable 

extension) and N is a standard model. Validity is relative to N and the proof 

system used is P S(Th(N)). 

7.1 Some definability results 

7-1 THEOREM ([Wei87, Corollary 2.9.12). Definability of recursive sets). 

Let R Ç w be a recursive set. Then, there is a <PR E L(:E) such that \In E w n E 
R = N I= <fJR(IJ:.), wheren. is the term representing the integern (i.e., Il:.= sucn(_Q)) 
and <fJR(!l:.) is a sentence. 
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7-2 LEMMA. If R Ç Stn is computable, then there is a <PR E L(:E) such that 

Vu E Stn u E R => N, u i= <PR· 

PROOF. For any u E Stn, define ü E (w 2r (~ w2n) as the n-tuple of pairs 

(ao, ... , an-1) satisfying for 0 :Si :S n: 

a· _ { (i, v) if x; E Dom(u) and v = u(x;) 
' - (n, 0) otherwise 

Observe that :- : Stn 1-+ w 2n is an injection. Let < · · · >k be the (k-1 iterated) 

pairing function wk 1-+ w and let 7rt (0 :S i < k) be the associated projections. 

Define R Ç w by (ao, ... , an-1) ER=<< ao >2, ... , < an-1 >2>nE R. Since 

Ris recursive (Church's thesis), there is a </J~ E L(E) that defines it. Let 7r1 stand 

for the L(E)-formula that defines it. lt is easy to show that the wanted formula, 
n-1 

</Jn, is given by 3y [<P~(y)--+ /\ (7rg(7r~(y)) -::j:. n--+ x; = 7rHY))], where y f:. Varn. 

0 
i=O 

7-3 CoRROLARY. Let Msn be the set ofmodulespecification states such that the 
set ofvariables that is valuated, is contained in Varn. If R Ç Msn is a computable 

set, then there is a <PR E L(E) such that 

Vh E Msn : h ER Ç::::> 36 E Msn u{v} = ü{v} & N, 8 i= </JR 

PROOF. Evident. D 

Note that in these lemma's, "recursive" can be replaced by "arithmetical" 

([Wei87]). Definability as in Lemma 7-2 and Corollary 7-3 will be called repre

sentability. The representing formula for a module configuration state, ( a, 01 , ... , 

On, u), does neither fixa, nor p1, ... ,pn, nor the partition of Varn into Dom(u) 
and Dom(v;) for i = l..n. 

Fa cts: 

1. For every specification, (GA, WA, CO, MI 1 {p}T{q}), there is an n E w such 

that the variables and forma! parameters appearing (free) in the specification, 

is contained in Varn. 

2. If I= (GA, WA, CO, MI 1 {p}T{q}), then there is an a-priori upperbound, 

n, such that there is a proof of this specification for which any specification 

appearing in this proof has its free variables in Varn. 
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Of course, this last fact is a consequence of the completeness proof. Inspection 
n 

of this proof yields that a safe bound is 2m + n + L ki, where m bounds the 
i=l 

cardinality of the set of variables in the specification to be proved, n is the number 

of modules and ki is the number of procedures in the i-th module. 

7-4 LEMMA. Let I= (GA, WA, CO, MI j {p}T{q}} and let all free variables be 

contained in Var m. If 8 is a configuration state, let 8 be the configuration state 

obtained by restricting every valuation of 8 to Varm. Then I= (GA, WA, CO, MI 1 

{p}T{q}} is equivalent with 

V(8o"···"8n,t)E[T] (80"···"8n,t)l=(CA,WA,CO,Mil{P}T{q}} 

PROOF. Evident. D 

The consequence of all this is, that given a valid specification, in its proof 

one can restrict oneself a priori to a finite set of variables. This allows the 

"completeness-assertions"to be defined and allows Lemma 7-3 to be used. In 
the representability definitions in the proof below it will be up to the reader to 

check that the sets to be represented are in fact arithmetical. . These results are 

always straightforward consequences of the observations 3-13, 4.2 and 5-4. 

From now on, every CMe(E)-statement, procedure, module or program and 
every specification is assumed only to contain variables from the a priori fixed set 

VarN. Also, since <···>kis definable as a term ([Wei87]), it will be freely used 
in CMe(E)-statements. Concatenation (i.e., pairing) of two sequences is denoted 

by h" h' instead of by < h, h' > 2 • Finally, 1 shall wri te < · · · > ins te ad of < · · · > k 

and leave the determination of k to the context. 

7.2 Completeness for statement and procedure specifica
tions 

7-5 DEFINITION (weakest precondition). 

If Sis a statement or procedure, WP( GA, WA, CO, MI, q, S) represents the set 

{ 
80 180 = s(SCuo(T)) & V'81, ... ,8n: (80 A ···"8n,t) E [T](CAU WA)=>} 

8n I= CO & an = -1 => 8n I= MI & t = T => 8n I= q 

7-6 LEMMA. 

1. Ni=(CA, WA,CO,Mil{WP(CA, WA,CO,MI,q,S)}S{q}} 

2 N I= (GA, WA, CO, MI I {p}S{q}} ~ 
. N I= p ___. WP( GA, WA, CO, MI, q, S) 

PROOF. Directly from the definitions. D 
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7-7 LEMMA. ForanyCMe(E)-statement, procedure, module or program, T, and 

for any specification, (GA, WA, CO, MI 1 {p}T{q}): 

f--ps(Th(N)) (GA, WA, CO, MI 1 {p}T{q}) :::} 
f--ps(Th(Af)) (GA, WA, CO, MI 1 {p}T{q})' 

where 

• GA, WA and CO are obtained from GA, WA and CO by removing all labeled 
formulae, f : p, for which the label f does not appear in T, and 

• MI= { true if no waiting point occurs in T 
MI otherwise 

PROOF. This is a trivia! application of the consequence rule. D 

Specifications as on the left-hand-side of Lemma 7-7 are called minimal. 

7-8 THEO REM ( completeness). 

If Sis a CMe(E)-statement or pràcedure, then 

N I= (GA, WA, CO, MI 1 {p}S{q}) :::} 
f--PS(Th(Af)) (GA, WA, CO, MIJ {p}S{q}) 

PROOF. Structural induction on S. Here too, only the representative cases will 

be treated. Because of Lemma 7-7, I can assume the specification to be minimal. 

7-8(1) S = x := e: 

Observe that WP(0, 0, 0, true, q, S) represents the set 

{(O,(ü,0),0') 1 O'{O'(e)/x} l=q} 

and, hence, is equivalent with q[e/x] ([deBSO]). The assignment axiom gives f-

(0, 0, 0, true 1 {q[e/x]}x:=e{q}). By Lemma 7-6(2) the consequence rule can be 
used to obtain the required specification. 

7-8(2) S = f.wait.f': 
WP(0, WA, CO, MI, q, S) represents the set {(O, (n, f), O') 1 O' I= CO(f) /\MI}. 

Hence, Lemma 7-6(2) implies I= p -+ CO(f) /\ MI. Since by assumption I= 
WA(f')-+ q, the wait and consequence rule can be used to obtain 

f-- (0, WA, CO, MI 1 {p}f.wait.f'{q}). 

7-8(3) S = f.(S1;f'.callM;.ai(e#x); S2 ;f".): 
Define q' = CA(f") -+ q. Then I= q' /\ CA(f") -+ q and q' is the weak-

est such formula. Define r = W P(0, 0, 0, true, q', S2) and CO' = { f : p, f' : 
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r}. To show (1) I= (0,0,0,true 1 {CO'(C')}S2{q'}} and (2) I= (0,0,0,true 1 

{p}S1 {'v'x CO'(f')}}. 
Validity of (1) follows from the definitions of r and CO'(f'). For validity of 

(2), first note that a call acts (locally) as a random assignment, x:=?, so that 

I= Vx CO'(C') --> WP(0, 0, 0, true, CO'(C'), calIM;.aj(ë#x)). Then validity of 
the specification and the definition of q' (hence of CO'(C')) gives validity of (2). 

Induction yields proofs of (1) and (2) (in PS(Th(N))). The call rule yields f

(CA, 0, CO',true 1 {p}S{q' /\ CA(C")}}. By definition I= CO'(C)--> CO(C), I= 
CO' ( C') --> CO( C') and I= q' /\GA( C') --> q. So a fin al application of the consequence 

rule suffices. 

7-8(4) S := a(ü#v): [S1;C.};S;C'.(;S2]: 
Define GA, WA and CO in the obvious way as those parts of the assump

tion and commitment pertaining to S. Since the formal parameters ü and v 
do not appear outside S, FV (p, q) n { ü, v} = 0 may be assumed. Let r = 
WP(0, 0, 0, true, q /\MI, S2) /\ CO(C') and s := WP( GA, WA, CO, MI, r, S). 

Clearly I= CO(C') --> r, i= q /\MI --> MI, i= (0, 0, 0, true 1 {r}S2{q /\MI}} 

and I= (GA, WA, CO, MI 1 {s}S{r}}. Next, define s' = CA(C) --> s. Then I= 
s' /\ CA(C)--> s and I= (0,0,0,true 1 {pi\ WA(i})Si{s'}} by the same reasoning 
as in (3). Hence, induction allows the procedure rule to be used: 

f- (GA, WA, CO, MI 1 {p}S{q}} 

D 

7.3 Restricted completeness for module specification 

To obtain completeness results in this case, auxiliary variables are needed that 
record the computation history. The reason for this is the necessity of using the 

local merging lemma in order to show validity of the interference freedom specifi

cations. For the same reason, I cannot show genera! completeness: for that 1 would 
need to be able to distinguish between coexisting instances, which is not always 

possible. Hence, each procedure, a}, obtains two extra read-only parameters, m} 
and i}, which are intended to be initiated in each instance so as to uniquely iden
tify this instance. Specifically, they are instantiated to the indices of the calling 

module and procedure. This makes the local states of coexisting instances unique, 

provided the communication assumption, GA, expresses the above intention. 

Below, 1 assume that to every label, C, a unique non-zero integer is associated 

that is also denoted by C; associate 0 with "no label". Also, assume that "in" and 
"te" stand for some arbitrary hut different values. 
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7-9 DEFINITION. Let M1 be some CMe(E)-module. Introduce variables, generi

cally denoted by m}, i}, h1 and h1, such that m}, i}, h1, h1 tt Vi for j = 1 ... n1. Let 

{y} = Vi and let { Wj} = L1,j U { m), i)}. The module M{ is defined as M1 except 

that 

• any wait-statement, f.wait.f' in any procedure aj (j ~ 0) is replaced by 

h1 := h1 A < /, j, m}, < Wj >, f, < y > >; f.wait.f' 

• any call-statement, f.(S1;f'.cal1Mr.as(ë#x);S2;f".), in any a) (j ~ 0) is 

replaced by 

f' .(S1; h1 := h1 'h1' < l, j, < l, j, ë, i: >, r, s, in >; h1 :=<>; 
f'.callMr.a.(l,j, ë#x); h1 := h1' < r, s, < x >, l,j, te>; S2;f".) 

• any procedure a)(ü#v): [S1;f.);S;f'.(;S2] is replaced by 

1 ( 1 ·/ -#-) . ai mi, ij, u v . 

[h h A h- A 1 ·/ 1 ·I - - l . . 
1 := 1 1 < mj,ij,< mi,ii,u,v >, ,J,zn >; 

h1 :=<>;S1;f.);S;f'.(;S2;h1 := h1' h1' < l,j,< v >,m),i), te>' 

< l,j,m},< >,0,< y >>;h1 :=<>] 

• the initia] statement: [S0 .f0] is replaced by 

: [So; h1 := h1' < 1, 0, 0, < >,fo, < y >>.fa]. 

7-10 DEFINITION (local coding, Ic). Let 1, m E w and let À1 '· · ·' Àn be a tran
sititon label sequence. Then 

• m locally codes (Ic) À1 '· · · 'Àn l l iff m =<< À;, >, ... , < À;k >>, where 

À;, '· · ·' À;k = .X1 • · · · • Àn l l and where < À;; > stands for the code of À;; 

as shown above. 

Note that there is a 1-1 correspondence between a label sequence and its code. 

7-11 DEFINITION. Let M1 be a CMe(E)-module, p E L(E) and A Ç {f: p 1 f E 

FLB(M1), p E L(E)}. 

• SMI(A, p, M{) represents 

{ (-1,D,•n) 
À1 Àn f • } 3Co-----+ C1 · · ·----+ Cn E Comp(M1, p, A) w1th 

Co E SC such that an = -1 and 
(J"n(h1 'h1) Ic À1 '· · ·' Àn 
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• COMP(A,p, Mr,f) represents 

À1 Àn I ) • } 3Co _____. C1 · · ·---> Cn E Comp(M1,p,A with 

Co E SC such that an -f:. -1, Pn,a" = f and 

<Tn(hr ·hr) Ic À1 • · · · • Àn 

• Let f E FLB(a}). Then 

- if j = 0 then U(f) = true, 

- if j > 0 then U ( f) = 

::J - ( t . (h - r •r ) (\ ::J I Il t. ( I Il r ·r )/\ :::Jg,g ac zvel r,g,g,m;,z; -i:::ig ,g ac zvel g,g ,g ,m;,z; 
• r 1 ::J I Il t' (- / Il ) ze.ai> -+ :::ig ,g ,m,p ac zvel g,g ,g ,m,p /\ 

activet(g,g',g",m,p)) 

where 
activet(h,f, g, m,p) = 3 c h = r < m,p, c, l, j, in> 'g/\ 

-i3g', g", c' g = g1
• < l,j, c', m,p, te> 'g" 

The predicate activet(h,f,g,m,p) expresses that the (code of the) history h wit

nesses an active instance of procedure a) which is being called by procedure a;i 
(in Mm); moreover /, respectively, g codes the history before, respectively, after 
this instance becomes active. Then, the assertion U(f) first claims that as long 

as an instance of a) with particular values for m) and a) is active, there can be 
no second instance with the same values for m) and a}. This implies that these 

values uniquely identify procedure instances. U(f) also claims that if ic.a) > 1 

holds, there must be another active instance of a). 

7-12 LEMMA. Given a specification (GA, WA, CO, Ml J {p}Mr{q}}, define 

• p = p /\hr=<> /\hr=<> /\x = z, with {x} = Vi and {z} n Vi = 0 

• SWA = {f: COMP(CA,p,M{,f) /\ U(f) 1 f labels the rear of a wait in 
M{ or the rear of its initia! statement} 

• SCO = {f: COMP( CA,p, M{, f) /\ U(f) 1 f labels the front of a wait, 
a call or an op~ning bracket in M{} 

• SM!:: SMI(CA,p,M{) 

• SP = COMP( GA, p, M{, f), where f labels the rear of the intial statement. 

• Assume that GA is such that 
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- ifl labels the first (closing) bracket in some a} (j > 0) then f= GA(f)-> 

U(f) 

- GA is LC-independent 

(These two constraints are compatible.) 

Then l-ps(Th(Af)) (GA, 0, SGO, SM! 1 {p}M{{SP}) 

PROOF. Observe that f= SWA(f) ->SM! for any rear wait or rear initia! statement 

label, f. 

For any A Ç {f : p 1 f E Lab, p E L(I;)}, let A; = {f : p 1 f : p E A, f E 

FLB(a})}. Again, Lemma 7-7 allows the specification to be taken minimal. By 

Theorem 7-8, validity of the corresponding premisses of the module rule has to be 

shown. Only validity of the interference freedom specifications will be treated in 

detail. 

7-12(1) f= (GA.1:, SWA.1:, SG0.1:, SM! 1 {SMl}aL(ü#v): [S.1:]{SMJ}), k > 0: 
The following fact follows directly from the definition of SWA, SGO and SM!, 

and its proof is left to the reader: 

Suposethat(80'···'8m,l) f=* (GA.1:,SWA.1:,SG0.1:,SMJ 1 {SMl}aL(ü#v): 

[S.1:]{SMJ}), 80 f= SM! and 8; f= GA.1: for i = O .. n. Then there 
. . À1 , , Àn 
is a computat10n Co ---+ C1 · · · ----+ Cn E Comp(M{,p, GA), 

with 8; = s(Ci) for i = O"n and 3io, ii, ... , im such that \fO ~ j ~ 

m if; f(V; U {ic.aL}) =Ui; f(V; U {ic.aL}), ä; = a;;, ifa;; = -1 then 

Ö; = (}i;,a•;-i else Ö; = 8;;,a•;, and Ö'm(h1 'h1) Ic À1 '· · ·' Àn. 

From this, validity is easily established. 

7-12(2) f= (GAa,SWAa,SGOa,SMI 1 {p}So{SMJ /\SWAo(fo)}): 

Analogous to 1, since a similar fact holds. 

7-12(3) f= SM!/\ SWAo(fo)-> SP: Evident. 

7-12(4) for every f.wait.f' in M{: f= SGO(f)-> SWA(f'): Immediately from 

the definitions. 

7-12(5) SWA # (GA.1:,SWA.1:,SMI,{ü.1:,vk},a~(ü.1:#v.1:): [S.1:]) for k > 0: 
So, for every f: q E SWA, 1 must prove that 
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Let f E FLB(ai,). Then, I must show that 

~ 
'V Co------+* Cn E Comp(ai(ük#vk): [Sk], SM!/\ q', GA U SWAk(q')) (8) 

s(Cn) I= CO & Cn E TC::} s(Cn) I= q' . 

Fix a computation and let C; = (A 1 a; 1 LC;, u;), LC; = Id; : (S;, B;) and 
8; = s(C;) for i ~ n. 

If Cn fl. TC or Pn does not label the front of a wait, there is nothing to prove. 
So, assume otherwise. In either case, I must show that 8n I= q'. Obviously, it 

suffices to prove this on sequences for which a; # -1 for i ~ n. There are two 

cases; namely, p0 # 0 and po = 0. In the first case, the computation restarts at a 
block-statement. The latter case corresponds with a computation starting in the 
procedure 's initia! configuration. 

Case 1: Po # 0) Then 80 I= SWA(p0 ) /\ q', with q' := SW A(f)[y/ük', vk']. 

Let va(< mi, ii >) = h and ua( < mi,, zi, >) = h', where mi, and "ïi' are the 
fresh variables substituted for mi, and ii,. Note that h # h'. By interpreting the 
assertions, I obtain (as explained below) that 

1. 60 1= SWA(po) ::} (h, Po) is (M{,p, GA, va, u, >.)-lr, u(h1 'h1) Ic >. and 

u U va I= U(po), 

2. 60 I= q' ::} (h',f) is (M{,p, CA,v,u,>.')-lr, u(h1 'h1) Ic>.' and uU v I= 
U(f), 

where u = ua tVi and v = O{uo(Y)/ük1,Vk1}. 

These implications depend on the fact that (Lk1ULk)nVi = 0. This determines 
the splitting of the variable valuations (in 60 ) into v0 , u and v, u, as this must 

be the case in any configuration of a~ and a~,. The only moot point is why I can 

choose h in (1) and h' in (2): Since u U v0 I= U(p0 ) there can be no other active 

instance of a~ with the same values for m~ and i~. This means that there is a 

computation in which the LC leading to (v0 , p0 ) is identified by (1, k, h). If k = k' 

then 80 (ic.aU > 1 so that U(p0 ) implies the existence of another active instance. 

As h # h', the same argument gives, both in the case that k = k' and in the case 
that k # k', the reachability of ( v, f) by an LC with identification ( 1, k', h'). 

As GA is LC-independent, the LML applies, so that (h,p0 ,h',f) is (M{,p, GA, 

v0 , v, u, >.)-Ir. Note that >. = >.' because they are both locally coded by the same 

integer. 

Hence, there is a computation, 

- ). - I 
Co ------+Cm E Comp(M1, p, GA), (9) 
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with 8; = s(C;) for i ~mand such that 3 r,s Öm,r = (v,l), Ïdm,r = (l,k',h'), 
Öm,a = Oo, Ïdm,a = (/, k, h), Ö"m = u and u(h1 'h1) Ic ,\, Also, I can assume that 

äm = -1: by definition of SWA(po) and of q1 the last record in ,\ is a local one 

and the global state must be attainable at a waiting point. 

- ). * -Next, extend (9) with Cm --> Cm+n as follows: 

• LCm+i,j = LCm,j for j 'f. s, 

• LCm+i,a = LC;, 

• Um+i = u; tVi and 

• äm+i = S 

This extension is well-defined because I can assume that Idm = (/, k, h). Clearly, 

O"m+n U zlm+n,r F SWA(l) holds. This means that ut Vi{v} F SWA(l), hence 

u F q' and, finally, 80 F q'. 

Case 2: Po = 0) 
is not needed. 

k 

The argument is analogous to Case 1, except that the LML 

7-12(6) LJ SWAi # (CAo,SWAo,SCOo,faise,0,So): 
i=l 

This is completely analogous to case 1 above. The second case, p0 = 0, does not 

apply because the pre condition is false, reflecting the fact that on no computation 

sequence of M1 a procedure instance can be active before the initial statement has 

reached a waiting point. D 

7.4 Completeness for program specifications 

Here, too, auxiliary variables are needed; this time in order to apply the global 

merging lemma. 

7-13 DEFINITION. Let P be a CM(I;)-program [M1 Il··· Il Mn]· Then 

• Pis a CMe(I;)-program [M1 11 ···Il Mn] such that P can be re-obtained by 

removing every bracket or label Erom P 

• P' is the CMe(I;)-program, [M{ Il ···Il M~], obtained Erom P by modifying 

every module M1 as in Definition 7-9. 

7-14 DEFINITION (global coding, ge). Let i, m E w and let ,\ 1 '· · ·' Àn be a 

transition label sequence. m globally codes (ge) À1 '· · · 'Àm ! 9 i iffm =<< À; 1 > 
, ... , < À;k >> where À; 1 '· • ·' À;k = À1 '· · ·' Àm !9 i 
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7-15 DEFINITION. Let P be a CM('E)-program [M1 Il · · · Il Mn], p E L(~), 

f E FLB(Mk) and A Ç {f: p 1 f E Lab, p E L(E)}. 

• COMPk(V, f) represents 

{ (a,(v,l),u) À } 3Co -* Cn E Comp(P',p) such that a~ # -1, 

()k k = (v,f), u~ rv = u rv and u(hk 'hk) Ic À! k n,an 

7-16 LEMMA. Given a CM(E)-program, P = [M1 Il··· Il Mn], and j5 E L(E), let 
{ x;} = V; for i = l..n and let z1 , ... , Zn be pairwise disjoin t sequences of variables 

n n 
such that LJ z n ( U (V; U L;) U FV(p)) = 0 and lz;I = lxd for i = l...n. 

i=l i=l 

Define for i = l..n 
n 

• p; = p[z;/x;, j = l..n, j # i] /\ x; = z; /\ h; =<> /\h; =<>and p = /\ p; 
i=l 

• SCA; = {f: COMP;(V/ U {z;},f) /\ U(f) 1 f labels a closing bracket in Mi} 

• SGI represents 

{ (a,6,u) 
À . } 3Co - Cm E Comp(P',p) w1th Ön = s(Cn) such that Cn 

is acceptable, u(h;) ge À and u;,.(hi) = u(h;) for i = 1 ... n 

Then, every specification in the set of cooperation specifications, 

Coop( { (SCA;, 0, SCO;, SM!; 1 {p;}Mf{SP;}) 1 i = l..n}, SGJ), 

is valid. 

Here, SCO;, SM!; and SP; for i = l..n are defined as in Lemma 7-15 (w.r.t. 
SCA; and p;). The indices i denote the modules to which they belong. Note that 

SCA is LC-independent because COMPk is. 

This proof is somewhat less detailed than that for module specifications, be
cause the constructions of the computations are similar. It can be short because 

much of the work has been clone in the proof of the GML. 

PROOF. Take any matching call procedure pair 

R..(S1 ;l.callM; .ak(ë#x); S2; l.) (in M1) and 

ak(ü#v): [S~;f'.};S;l'.(;S~] (in M;) 

Since the assumptions, commitment and monitor invariant are trivial in the coop

eration specifications, they will not be mentioned explicitly below. 
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7-16(1) 1= {SCOi(R) /\SM Ij /\ SGI}S1; ic.a{ := ic.a{ + 1; SH·]{SCA;(R')[·] /\ 
SGI}: 

Substitution lemma 5-7(1) yields equivalence with 

I= {SCOï(R) /\SM!;/\ SGI}S1; ic.a{ := ic.a{ + 1; u, v := ë, x; SHSCA;(R') /\ SGI} 
(10) 

Denote the statement sequence in (10) by T. Choose any configuration state, 

8 such that 8 I= SCO;(R) /\SM!; /\ SGI and let the configuration state, 8, be 

determined by the condition that (8' · · ·' 8, T) E [T]. If there is no such 8, (10) 

holds trivially. So assume otherwise. To show: 8 I= SCA;(R') /\ SGI. W.l.o.g., 

assume that Dom(8) = \li' UV/ U L; and that 8 f Vk = <1'1c for k = i,j and that 

8 f L; =v. 

By Lemma 4-7, 8 I= SCO;(f)/\SGI implies that for some h, (h, R) is (P',p, v, <J';, 
>.)-gr and <J';(h; 'hi) Ic >. l i, whence <1'i(h;) ge >. l i. Similarly, 8 I= SMij /\ SGI 
implies that for some h, (h, l) is (P', p, v, <1'j, J..)-gr and <J';(h; 'h;) Ic).. lj, whence 

<1'( h;) ge J.. U, where ( v, l) is some arbitrary local state in the final configuration 

of the computation implied by SM!; (not·e that at least one such state exists). 

The GML gives that (h, R, h, l) is (P', p, v, v, 0-,5..)-gr with û f (V;' u V/){v} = 8 

and û(h;'h;) Ic Alj. Hence, there is a computation Co~* Cm E Comp(P',p) 

such that at,,= -1, (Ji i = (v,R), (]'!. rvk = <1'/c for k = i,j and <J';(h; A hJ·) Ic>.. u m,am 

This computation can be extended ·can be extended by performing the S1 -

transitions, then the call-transition and, finally, the S~ -transitions. The net effect 

is that of executing T. Let Cn be the resulting configuration. Then 8 fVt = (]'~ fVt 
for k = i, j and 8 f LJ'· 1c = vi ; . Also, (]'~ I= U(R') holds because M; cannot be 

' n,an 
engaged in another call to Mj. Hence, b I= SCA;(R') /\ SGI. 

7-16(2) I= {'v'x SCO;(i)/\SCO;(l')[·]/\SGI}S~[·]; ic.a{ := ic.a{-1; S2{SCA;(l)/\ 
SGI}: 

Substitution Lemma 5-7(2) and the fact that I= 'v'x SCO;(i) /\ SCO;(l')[·] /\ 
SGI-+ u = ë yields equivalence with I= {'v'x SCO,(i) /\ SCOi(l') /\ SGI}S~; x := 
v; ic{ :=ic{ - 1; S2{SCA;(l) /\ SGI}. The rest of the proof is analogous to 1. D 

7-17 THEOREM (Completeness). Let P = [M1 11 ···Il Mn] be aCM(E)-program 
and p, q E L(E). Then 

N 1= (0, 0, 0, true 1 {p}P{q}} => l-ps(Th(N')) (0, 0, 0, true 1 {p}P{q}} 

n 
PROOF. Use the notation of Lemma's 7-12 and 7-16. Let SP :: A SP;. From 

i=l 
Lemma 7-12 obtain proofs of the specifications (SCA;, 0, SCO;, SM!; 1 {p;}Mf 
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{SP i}} for i = l..n. Lemma 7-16 gives validity of the corresponding cooper

ation specifications (w.r.t. SGI). The program rule can be applied and yields 

f- {0, 0, 0, true 1 {p /\ SGI}P'{SP /\ SGI}}. Next, note that I= p /\ SGI ,...... 
n 

p /\ A (x; = z; /\ h; =<> /\Ïi; =<> ). The global merging lemma yields that 
i=l 

6 I= SP /\ SGI implies the existence of (60 ' · · ·' 6n, T) E [P](p) such that 
n n 

(J' r u V; = u (J'~ r V;' which implies the existence of ( 60 A ••• A 6n, T) E [P](p) 
i=l i=l 

with the same relation between <Tand the u~. Conclusion: I= SP/\ SGI-+ q. Ap-
ply the consequence and the auxiliary variable rule (FV(q) n {h; 1i=l..n}=0): 

n 
f- {0,0,0,true 1 {pi\ f\(x; = z; /\h; =<> /\h; =<>)}P{q}}. Finally use the 

i=l 

substitution rule with the substitution [x;,<>,<> /z;,h;,h;, i = l..n] D 

8 Conclusions 

The foregoing proof is a long one indeed. The programming language is, however, 

quite powerful, embodying both Ada-type task interactions as well as shared vari

able concurrency. Previously published proofs in this area have dealt with simple 

shared variable concurrency (cf. [Apt81]) and with CSP-type concurrency (cf. 
[Apt83]) separately. This paper has to deal with both and also with their interac

tion. Moreover, a conscious at tempt was made to obtain a notion of specification 
and a proof system that comes close to being compositional. This contrasts with 

[Apt81, Apt83] which rather consider global verification algorithms (in the sense 
of the introduction). 

A second difference is in the formulation of the two merging lemmas of Section 
4. Here, they are statements about the computations of modules and programs 

whose truth is independent from whether or not computations of procedures and 

modules are representable within the assertion language. Such a separation of 

concern is absent in earlier proofs and gives some conceptual clarity. 
The proof system ultimately deals with partial correctness properties of CM (:E)

programs. In fact, the axiomatisation is powerfull enough to support the proof 

of arbitrary safety properties, as may be gleaned from the completeness proofs. 

However, to extend the notion of validity to program specification with non-trival 

commitments is not so easy. The problem originates in the use of the global 

invariant, GI, and its bracketed sections. The GI only holds in acceptable pro

gram configurations (in which no module is within a bracketed section), so that 

acceptability would have to be included in the validity definition. This added 

complication did not seem worth the trouble. 
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The proof system is not complete for module specifications. This points to a 
difference between the current proof system and a truly compositional one. The lo

cal merging lemma shows the need to distinguish procedure instances other than 

through the local and global states-which, indeed, may not show a difference. 

Here, this has been clone by extending the local states of procedures. It might 

have been clone differently. For instance, by introducing logical variables, id~, 
that are initiated in each instance to the third component of the identifier of the 

corresponding LC. In either way, the existence of multiple instances can be postu
lated in the interference freedom specifications. However, whatever one does, such 

assumptions must be discharged by associating such instances with outstanding 

calls in other modules, for which one needs the communication histories. In the 

traditional compositional proof systems (see [Zwi89] for the state-of-the-art) these 

histories are directly accessible in the specification language, so that the connection 

between the coexistence of procedure instances and the communication histories 

can be expressed as axioms. This paper's proof system must introduce auxiliary 
variables first, before anything can be expressed about communication histories 
(or rather, about their encodings). The restricted form of module completeness is 

a direct consequence of this. 
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A Appendix: the substitution lemma 

Here the substitution lemma 5-7 is proved. 

A-1 DEFINITION. Let R be a binary relation on states, R Ç St xSt; u, x, v E Var 

and e E Tm(I:) \ Var. Then 

• R~ is defined by u{a/v} R r{ä/v} {::} u{a/x}R~r{ä/x} 

• R~ is defined by u{u(e)/u} R T {::} uR~r. 

If z E Var and t E Tm(I:), let z := t stand for the relation {(u,u{u(t)/y}) 1 

u E St}. 
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A-2 LEMMA. Use the same notation as in Definition A-1 

If (a) u R T => u(x) = r(x) and (b) u R T => u{,B/x} R T then 

1. u R~ T {::} u ( u := e o R) T ( o is the usual composition of relations) 

2. u R~ T {::} u (v := x o Ro x := v) r{r(x)/v} 

PROOF. (1) is trivial, so concentrate on (2). 

Fora state v, if v = ïi{,B/ z}, z ";/=. y then ïi{,B /y} = v{ v(z )/y}{ïi(z )/( z)} Hence, 
if u = ü{o:/x} and T = f{ii/x}, then u R~ T is equivalent with 

u{u(x)/v}{ü(x)/x} R r{r(x)/v}{f(x)/x}. 

By (a), ü(x) = f(x) and so by (b), u R~ r {::} u{u(x)/v} R r{r(x)/v}{u(x)/x}. 
The result follows since u{u(x)/v}x := v{f} implies f = r{r(x)/v}. D 

For the rest of the section, let S denote CMe(E)-statements not containing any 
call or wait-staments. In other words, consider statements for which state-changes 
- involving a variable x, say - can only be effected through assignments x := e. 

For statements, S, the usual partial correctness semantics ((S}}, is given by 

Facts: 

• ((x := e}} = x := e (i.e., as a relation) 

• ((S[x/v]}} = ((S}}: provided x f/_ FV(S) 

• ((S[e/u]}} = ((S}}: provided FV(e) n FV(S) = 0 and u does not appear as 
the left-hand-side of any asssignment in S. 

These facts are sufliciently obvious so as not to warrant a proof. Note that 

the condition in the second fact implies assumptions (a) and (b) of Lemma A-2. 

Partial correctness "triples" in this paper's formalism are notated as (0, 0, 0, true 1 

{p}S{q}}. In the rest of this section the (trivial) assumptions and commitments 
will be ignored and 1 shall write {p}S{q}. 

A-3 LEMMA. Let u, v, x E Var, e E Tm(E) and p, q E L(E) be such that x f/_ 

FV(S), FV(e) n FV(S) = 0 and u does not appear as the left-hand-side of an 
assignmen t in S. 

•AI= {p}S[x/v]{q} {:}À I= {p}x := v;S;x := v{q}, provided v f/_ FV(q) 
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• AI= {p}S[e/u]{q} {:}AI= {p}u := e; S{q}. 

PROOF. Directly from the definitions and Lemma A-2. D 

The next step is the extention to multiple substitutions. 

A-4 LEMMA ([deB80]). Let e, t E Tm(E), r E Tm(E) U L(E), x, y E Var and 

suppose x ";/:. y and x tf. FV(t). Then r[e/x][t/y] = r[t/y][e[t/y]/x]. 

A-5 CoRROLARY. With the same notations and conditions as in Lemma 5.3.4, 
if additionally y tf. FV(e), then r[e/x][t/y] = r[t/y][e/x]. 

So under these conditions, simultaneous substitution acquires meaning. Ob
viously, these substitution-results hold for statements, too (provided the usual 
assumptions about non-variable substitutions hold). In the following (and in fact 
in the rest of the paper) simultaneous assignments, u1, ... , Un := e1, ... , en or 

ü := ë (with Ui ";/:. Uj if i-:/= j), will be used, with obvious meaning. 
Now, Lemma 5-7 can be proven. 

A-6 LEMMA (The substitution lemma). Let S, S' be CMe(E)-statements not 
containing call or wait-statements. Let ü, ii, x Ç Var, ë Ç Tm(E) and p, q E L(E) 

be such that lül = lël, lvl = lxl, the variables in ü do not appear as left-hand-side of 
any assignments in S and the variables in the lists ü, ii and x are pairwise disjoint. 
Additionally, assume that the following conditions hold: ü n ii = 0, FV( ë) n x = 0, 
{ ü, v}nFV(q) = 0 and (FV(S')U{ ü, ii} )n(FV(ë)Ux) = 0. Then ([·) := [ë, x/ü, v]): 

1. AI= {p}S; S'[·]{q[·]} ~ AI= {p}S; ü, v := ë, x; S'{q} 

2. AI= {p[·]}S'[·);S{q} ~ AI= {pt\ ü = ë}S';x := v;S{q}, provided 
xn FV(p) = 0. 

PROOF. Define WP(S,p) = {u 1 (u,r) E ((S}} ~ r I= p} and SP(S,p) = {r 1 

(u, r) E ((S)} & u I= p}. Extend the signature E tof;= EU {sp(S,p), wp(S,p) 1 

S a CMe-statement,p E L(E)} and let Ä be the extension of A in which the 
new predicate symbols get their intended meaning: sp(S,p)Ä = SP(S,p) and 

wp(S,p)Ä = WP(S,p). 

(1) By Lemma 5.3.3 (and corollary 5.3.5): Ä I= {sp(S,p)}ü, ii := x, ë; S'; x := 
ii{q[·]}. Denote sp(S,p) by p. From [deB80) obtain that A I= wp(x := e,p) f-+ 

p[e/x] and henc equivalence with Ä I= {p}ü,ii := ë,x;S'{q[ë/ü]}. 
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Since the variables in ü are never assigned to and FV(S')U( { ü, v}nFV(ë)) = 0, 
1 have Ä I= {true}ü,v := ë,x;S'{ü = ë}. This implies equivalence of the left
hand side of (A) with Ä I= {.P}ü, v := ë, x; S'{q} and hence with AI= {p}S; ü, v := 

ë, x;S'{q}. 

(2) Since 1 can assume that v n wp(S, q) = 0, Lemma 5.3.3 yields equivalence with 
AI= {p[·]}ü,v := ë,x;S',x := v{wp(S,q)}. Denote wp(S,q) by ij. Again, [deB80] 

learns that AI= sp(x := e,p) <-+ 3y(p[y/x] /\ x = e[y/x]), y 'f. FV(x := e,p). 
As FV(p[·]) n {ü, v} = 0, the left-hand side of (B) is equivalent with Ä I= 

{p /\ ü = ë}S'{ij[v/x]}. Next observe that (FV(p,ë,S',ij[v/x]) u ü) n x = 0. 
This implies equivalence with Ä I= {p /\ ü = ë}S'; x := v{ ij} and hence with 

AI= {p /\ ü = ë}S'; x := v; S{q}. D 
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Transition Logic 
How to reason about temporal 

properties in a compositional way * 

Rob Gerth 
University of Utrechtt 

Abstract 

The pa.per a.ddresses the problem of obta.ining forma.l proof systems tha.t 
support rea.soning a.bout tempora.l properties of pa.ra.llel programs in a. wa.y 
that is compoaitional or aynta:z: directed--the distinctive feature of, e.g., 
Hoare style proof systems. 

Now, tempora.l properties of programs express properties about execution 
tra.ces of these programs. In the presence of concurrency, compositionality 
is obtained by concentra.ting exclusively on the execution tra.ces a.ssocia.ted 
with the atomie a.ctions of programs-the so-ca.lled tranaitiona of those pro
grams. To reason about such transitions in a. compositiona.l way, Tranaition 
Logic is proposed, expressing properties of the form "every tra.nsitions of a. 
program, say a, that starts in a state sa.tisfying a.n a.ssertion, p, must end in 
a. sta.te va.lidating q": [p]a[q]. Essentia.l is tha.t these assertions ca.n express 
properties of control loca.tions of programs, too. 

For this logic, a. compositiona.l proof system is obta.ined which his proved 
to be sound and complete. An interesting feature of the proof system is the 
a.xioma.tiza.tion of the ftow-of-control of programs. 

The releva.nce of the logic is supported by the fa.et tha.t the tempora.l 
beha.vior of a. program is ultimately prova.ble in terms of properties of its 
tra.nsitions, as is shown by the work of Z. Manna. a.nd A. Pnueli [16]. 

1 Introduction 

163 

The motivation for this research originates in the principle that the development 
of a program and the verification that it meets its specification should proceed 

simultaneously and should guide each other. 

*These investigations were supported by the Foundation for Computer Science Research in the 
Netherlands (SION) with financial aid from the Netherlands Organization for the Advancement 
of Pure Research. 

fDepartmcnt of Computer Science, University of Utrecht, P.O. Box 80.012, 3508 TA Utrecht, 
The Netherlands. 
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This paradigm has found forceful proponents in, e.g., E.W. Dijkstra (6) and 
D. Gries [8). Whether it is a practical one is debatable. However, the principle is 

of obvious methodological value and it makes sense to study its consequences for 

verification techniques. 

What are those consequences? Firstly, as the veri:fication effort should guide 

program development, it should reflect the way in which programs are composed 

from its (sub-) programs. I.e., the method should be syntax directed. Secondly, 

high-level languages allow (sub-) programs to be viewed as black boxes: only the 

behavior is relevant, not the way this behavior is achieved. Hence, veri:fication 

should be based on speci:fications of programs only. Consequently, the following 

principle is implied: 

The specification of a program should be verifiable in terms of the spec

ifications of its (syntactic) subprograms. 

It is not diffi.cult to discern Frege's notion of semantic compositionality in this 
statement ([11)). 

The principle neatly demarcates various approaches to program verification: 

1. For input-output or partial correctness properties of sequentia! programs, 
one may contrast Floyd's non-compositional inductive assertion method [7), 
with Hoare's compositional Hoare logic [10). 

2. For similar properties of concurrent programs, one can oppose Owicki's non
compositional notion of interference freedom of proofs [20), against Lam
port's compositional Concurrent Hoare Logic [12). 

3. For genera! tempora! properties of concurrent programs, there is the work 

of Manna and Pnueli [16). They reduce such properties to properties of 

so-called transitions--traces associated with atomie actions. To verify such 

transition properties, Floyd's inductive assertion method is extended. This 
contrasts with the current paper, which proposes Transition Logic, support

ing compositional reasoning about such properties. 

The work of Z. Manna and A. Pnueli shows that the tempora! behavior of pro

grams is provable in terms of transition properties. The motivation of the current 

paper to concentrate on transition properties goes deeper, as they are essential to 

obtaining compositionality. In the presence of concurrency, execution of a program 

is, in genera!, influenced by the (concurrent) actions of its environment; i.e., by 

the actions of the program(s) executing in parallel. Only for atomie, indivisibly 
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executing, programs does it make sense to consider them in isolation from the 
environment. 

This is obvious for the interleaving model of concurrency-adopted in this 

paper- in which atomie statements are executed one at a time. It is defensible 

for other models of concurrency, too, such as A. Salwicki's maximal parallelism 

[22] or the partial order semantics of W. Reisig [21]; both grounded in Petri-net 

theory: if moves are in conflict, their execution is mutually exclusive. If they are 

conflict free, this intuitively means that execution of one move does not infl.uence 

the execution of the others. In that case, one can view such moves as being 

executed in a strict hut unspecified order; no change in the computed values will 

ensue. 

The execution trace of a program within an environment is construed as be

ing formed from the transitions of the program and and the environment. The 

ordering of the transitions in the trace refl.ects the fl.ow-of-control during execu

tion. Consequently, in Transition Logic a program is viewed as offering a set of 
transitions which it can perform, subject to constraints, imposed by the syntactic 
structure of the program, on the order in which the transitions can be taken; i.e., 

as the set of transitions contained by the fl.ow-of-control of the program. 

Program specifications in Transition Logic take the form (p]a[q]: any transition 

of the program a that starts in a state satisfying the formula p, must end in a 
state satisfying q. To specify the fl.ow-of-control, locations within programs will 

be labelled and these labels may appear in the formulae of the logic. Such labels 

allow specifying the behavior of individual transitions. 

The next section introduces Transition Logic in more detail and defines the syn

tax and semantics of the logic w.r.t. a simple programming language-essentially 
while programs with parallel composition and variable sharing. Section 3 presents 

a formal system for this logic. Because validity depends on control locations, too, 

the proof system contains an axiomatization of the flow-of-con trol in the programs 
discussed. The connection with temporal logic is described in section 4. Section 

5 addresses the issues of soundness and completeness. To render the rêle of the 

control-fl.ow axiomatization explicit, first the basic properties on which complete
ness is based are formulated. Then completeness of the logic is proved w.r.t. these 

properties. Finally, section 6 contains a conclusion and discusses some directions 

for further research. 

This paper is clearly infl.uenced by Lamport's work on invariance properties of 

concurrent programs, [12]. Lamport was the first to propose axiomatizing the fl.ow

of-control, in the context of program verification. His Concurrent Hoare Logic was 
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formalized by P. and R. Cousot in [5]. That paper contains a careful and abstract, 

language independent, analysis of the assumptions upon which completeness of the 
logic is based, that is ofrelevance to this paper, too. In [2], K. Apt and C. Delporte 
use similar ideas to prove certain eventuality properties if sequentia! programs. 

The idea that control-flow forms an important aspect of concurrency is well 

known. That the forma! study of flow-of-control is the fundamental principle 
behind compositional reasoning about properties of concurrent programs, seems 
to be less often realized. 

2 Transition Logic 

Concurrency poses problems for compositional reasoning. This is already apparent 

on the semantic level: consider programs a = x := 2 and /3 = x := 1 ; x := 

x + 1. For simplicity's sake, assume that the states of both programs consist of 
the single variable x, and let any execution start in the state satisfying x = 0, 

i.e., in state 0. Denote the execution traces of a and /3 by (0, 2) and by (0, 1, 2), 
respectively. Now, consider the parallel execution of a and /3: a Il {3. In any 

reasonable semantics, the moves of a and f3 will be interleaved. Hence, for a Il /3 
the trace set {(O, 2, 1, 2), (0, 1, 2, 3), (0, 1, 2, 2)} is obtained. lf the semantics of a 
program is defi.ned as the set of its traces, then the principle of compositionality 

entails the the traces of a Il f3 should be obtainable from the traces of a and {3. 

But how is one to construct, e.g., the trace (0, 1, 2, 3) from the traces (0, 2) and 
(0, 1, 2)? Such traces simply provide too little information, as state-changes caused 

by actions of the environment (/3) of program a are ignored. 

A similar observation can be made on the level of program specifications: the 

assertion x ~ 2 is an invariant property of the trace(s) of both a and /3. This is 

expressed in a tempora! logic like notation by: a:: D(x ~ 2) and {3: D(x ~ 2). But 

although both a and f3 satisfy the same specifi.cation, a Il /3: D(x ~ 2) is not valid 

whereas a Il a:: D(x ~ 2) is. Again, too little information is provided to support 

com posi tionali t y. 

The semantics of an atomie program can be defined as the set of its traces, be
cause no concurrent action can change the program's behavior. This suggests that 

the semantics of a non-atomie program may be cauched in terms of the sequences 
of atomie programs that it can execute. More precisely: the semantics of a pro

gram will be a set consisting of sequences of traces; each such trace corresponds to 

the execution of an atomie action within the program. The ordering of the traces 

in a sequence, reflects the control flow in the program. As there is no informa-
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tion abov.t the actiona of the environment that may interleave, no relation will be 

a11v.med between the 11alv.e1 of the program variablea aa recorded in the end-state 

of a trace and their 11alv.es aa recorded in the begin-atate of the nezt trace in any 

trace seqv.ence. 

As an example, the trace sequences of the programs o: and /3 above, are (a, 2) 

and (b, l)(c, c + 1), where a, b and c denote arbitrary values. The set of trace 

sequences of o: Il f3 is obtained, simply, by interleaving the traces in the sequences 

ofits components: {(a, 2)(b, l)(c,c+ 1), (b, l)(a, 2){c,c+ 1), (b, l){c,c+ l)(a, 2)}. 

Once it is decided that o: Il f3 executes in an empty environment, the execution 

traces can be reconstructed: as no actions will interleave, in the second sequence 

necessarily a = 1 and c = 2. The corresponding trace is obtained by ignoring 

duplicate states; hence, (b, 1, 2, 3). These ideas on compositional semantics for 

concurrency are not original; see, e.g., [1,4] and for early references relating these 

ideas to the notion of resumptions, [3,18]. 

Transition Logic concentrates on properties of trace sequences. This means 
that for any program, the logic must 'be able to specify the behavior of its atomie 

programs and the (syntactic) constraints on the :flow-of-control that the program 

imposes. For the latter, every statement in a program must be labelled and these 

labels can be used as propositions in the (state-) formulae of the logic. The program 

state is extended to provide truth-values for the program labels. Predictably, 
if a label, i, is true in a state this means that in this state control within the 

program resides at the location labelled i. A vital observation is that, whereas the 

environment can alter the values of the variables of a program, it cannot change 

the values of the labels in the program; i.e., it cannot modify the location at which 

control resides in the program. It is this fact that makes it possible to axiomatize 

the flow-of-control, necessary to obtain a complete proof system. 

During execution of an atomie program, no actions interleave. Hence, two 

atomie programs are for all purposes equivalent, whenever they have the same 
input-output behavior1. This is reflected in the basic formulae ofTransition Logic, 
[p]o:[q], in which atomie programs are viewed as transitions, transforming input

states into output-states: any transition in o: transforms a state satisfying p into 
a state satisfying q (remember that p and q may contain label-propositions ). 

One last point needs to be considered. If one wants to prove, say, [p]o:; f3[q] it 

would seem sufficient too show that [p]o:[q] and [p]f3[q]: the transitions of o: ;/3 are 

just the transitions of o: plus the ones of {3. For that matter, the same observation 

applies to a proof of [p]o: Il /3[q]. Now a problem arises, because p and q will, in 

1 Having no output (-state) counts as behavior, too. Of course, if one wants to distinguish 
bet ween, e.g" deadlock and divergence, a special divergence (or failure) state is needed. 
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general, refer to labels in a and in {3. However, in the transition sequences of a, 

nothing can be assumed about the truth-values of {3's labels (and vice versa), as 

this entirely depends on the contezt in which a and {3 occur. Ina context a ;{3, no 

label of {3 can be true when control remains within a; this is not so in a context 

a Il {3. These connections between control locations of a and {3 are qui te important. 

They form the reason that, e.g., the formula [truel((x := 1; x := 2).l)[l-+ x = 2] 
is a valid one, whereas a change of sequentia! into parallel composition in this 

program, invalidates it. Hence, Transition Logic allows formulae to appear in 

context: ({3 1 [p]a[q]), where {3 is a context in which a occurs. Such contexts enforce 

conditions on the label-valuations of states occurring (in this case) in the transition 

sequences of a. Such states must have label-valuations which are consistent with 

the syntactic structure of the context. I.e., a formula (a; {3 1 in(a) -+ --,in(f3)) will 

be valid, whereas the formula (a Il {3 1 in(a) -+ •Ïn(,B)) will not be valid (; in(a) 
expresses that con trol resides within a ). 

lntroducing contexts solves the problem, hut it is not claimed to be the only 
feasible solution. Another solution might be to disallow formulae [p]a[q], in which 

p or q contain labels that do not appear in a. There is a trade-off here between 
simple proof rules and simple semantics. This paper opts for the simpler proof 

rules. 

Syntax 

Start with some lst order similarity type t, which defines the predicate, function 

and constant symbols that appear in the programs and formulae, and a second 

similarity type 1, which defines a countable set of 0-ary predicate letters (i.e., 

propositions) lo, li, ... , disjoint from t, and functioning as labels. 

Definition 2.0. The set of programs over tand 1, PROG(tl), is inductively defined 
as the smallest set X such that 

1. (l.x := e.l') EX and (l.b?.l') EX for all distinct labels .e and l', variables x, 
terms e and formulae b (atomie, if one wishes) over t, 

2. a, .B EX ~ (l.a o {3.l') EX, where 

(a) o is of the form u, ;, *or Il, 
(b) no label in a ({3) may appear in {3 (a), and 

( c) .e and l' are distinct labels not appearing in a or (3. 
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PROG(tl) is the set ofregular programs with merge over assignments and tests. 
The program o:*f3 is equivalent to o:;(,B;o:)*, and is introduced for technical reasons 

as explained in the next section. Note that o:* = (true?*o:). 

Definition 2.1. Transition Logic, TL(tl), is defined as the smallest set X such 

that 

1. (,8 1 p) EX for programs ,8 and formulae p over tl, 

2. (,8 1 (p]o:[q]) E X for programs ,8 and subprograms o: of ,8 and formulae p,q 

over tl. 

There is no constraint on the labels that appear in p and q. Some notation: 

1. LAB(o:), LAB(p) - the set oflabels appearing in program o:, respectively, 
in formula p, 

2. F(s) - the lst order formulae overs, 

3. (,8 1 o:) - o: is a subprogram of ,8, 

4. (,8 1 i Il o:) - i occurs in a subprogram of ,8 that can be executed in 
parallel to o:. Formally: there are programs ä and 'Y and labels i and l such 

that (ä 1 o:), i E LAB('Y) and either (,8 1 (i."'f Il ä.l)) or (,8 1 (l.ä 11 'Y·l)), and 

5. if o: = (i.,8.i') then •o: = i, o:• = i' and~= V{l l l E LAB(o:)} A-ii'. 

Semantics 

A model for TL(tl) is a tuple, (M, S), where M is some t-strucutre (i.e., a model 

for F(t)) and S is the class of states over M; each state providing a valuation of 
the variables and of the label-propositions. Such models define 

1. a partial function Trs: PROG(t1)2 
1--+ 'P((S x S)*), where the range of Trs is 

the powerset of finite sequences of state-pairs, and 

2. a satisfaction relation I= Ç (M, S) x TL( tl). 

With any pair of programs, (,8, o:), such that (,8 1 o:), Trs(,8, o:) associates the set 
of transition sequences obtained by executing o: within the context of ,8. First an 
auxiliary function Tr: PROG(tl) 1--+ 'P ((S x S)*) is defined, that associates transition 
sequences with programs in the empty environment. 

The definition of Tr is standard, hut for the label-valuations. The strategy in 
the inductive definition below will be to take states (for the induction base) and 
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transition sequences (for the induction step) in which all labels whose truth-value 
will be affected, are set initially to false. Labels whose value must change in a 

state, will be set explicitly. 

There is one tricky point. If i is some label that does not appear in a program 
o:, nothing can be assumed about its truth-value during execution of o:. Whether 
a transition of o: will change its value or not, entirely depends on the context of 
o: and i, of which nothing is known. Compare, e.g., the contexts o:; (i.{3.l') and 
o: Il (l.f3.l'). This has the curious effect that any transition in a program must be 
allowed to change arbitrarily the truth-values of any label not appearing in the 
program. 

In the definition below, state-variants are indicated as usual by cr{-f-}. This 

notation is (1) extended to denote variants of transitions: {·/i·} and {-/2'}
denoting variants of the first and second component of a state pair-and {-/1,2·}

denoting a variant of both components; and (2) elementwise extended to denote 
variants of sequences. Satisfaction of F(tl)-formulae, M, er I= p, is assumed to be 
understood. To define the semantics of (l.a * f3.l'), the syntax is (temporarily) 
extended to allow for any integer n ~ O, programs (l.a(n)f3e.l'). Abusing notation, 

we have (l.a*f3.l') = U{(l.a<n)/3.l') 1 n ~ o}. 

Definition 2.3. 
following clauses 

For any o: E PROG(tl), inductively define Tr(o:) by the 

1. o: = (l.b?.i'): Tr(o:) = { (cri{tt/l}, cr2{tt/l'}) 1 Ui ES; 

cri(l) = cri(l') = ff (i = 1, 2); cr1 tVar = cr2 tVar; M, cri I= b } 

2. o: = (l.x := e.l'): Tr(o:) = { (cri{tt/l}, cr2{tt/l'}) J Ui ES; 
cri(l) = cri(l') = ff (i = 1, 2); cri {cri(e)/x} tVar = cr2 tVar} 

For any o: E PROG(tl), Ti E Tr(o:i) for i = 1, 2 and labels l, l', such that 

o: = (l.ai o 0:2.l') and for i = 1, 2 lenri =ki, L, = LAB(o:,), Ti[ki] =(cri, crD, 

Ti[l] = (ö-i, ö-D and Vl. E Limod 2+i r,(l) = Ti(l) = Ti(l') = ff2: 

4 o = ;: r1[1]{tt/ilYri[2: ki - Wr1[k1]{ö-2(l)f2l E L2Y 
r2[l]{cri(l)/il E L1Yr2[2: k2 - 1rr2[k2]{ttf2l'} E Tr(o:) 

5 o = (0): ri[l]{ttfilYri[2: ki - Wri[k1]{tt/2l'} E Tr(o:) 

2 The value of l, land l' in any state of Ti is false. 



6 o = (n+ 1): 

T[l: k- WT[k]{ff,ü2(l)f2i',l E L2YT2[1]{u'(l)/il E L1YT2[2: k2 -1r 

T2[k2]{tt, ü1(l)f2i, l E L1YT1[l]{tt, u~(l)fii, l E L2Y 
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7"1[2: ki - 1r7"1[k1]{tt/i'} E Tr(a) 
for any TE Tr((i.a1(n)a2.i')) with lenr = k, r[k] = (u,u') 

7 o = *: Tr((i.a1(n)a2.i')) Ç Tr(o:) for all n ~ 0 

8 o =Il: r[l]{ttfiiYr[2: k - 1rr[k]{ttf2i'} E Tr(o:) 

for any r E merge(r1, Li, 7'2, L2), k = lenr and for i = 1, 2 7'imod2+i 

Timod2+1{ä'i{.ë}/i,2l E Li}, where 
merge(r, r, T 1

, r') = lmerge(r, r, T 1
, r') U lmerge(r', r', 7"1 r) and 

lmerge( 7"1 r,1"1
, r') = { T 1

} if lenT = Ü and otherwise 

1 ( r / r')-{ [l]A-17'Emerge(r[2:],r,r'{ü'(f)/i,2fEr},I''),} 
merge r, , T , - T T [ ] (- _ ,) 

rl=u,u 

From this definition, it follows that for any program, a, the possible valuations 

of the labels appearing in a, only depend on the structure of a and (hence) do 

not change if a is embedded in some context ä:; provided a remains reachable in 

ëi:. More precisely, the following encapsulation property holds: 

For any programs, a and ëi:, and any label i E LAB(a) such that (ä: 1 a) 

and such that there is a 7' E Tr(ä:) with some üin7' with ä(•a) = tt: 

( 3r E Tr(o:) 3uinr u(i) = w) <==> ( 37' E Tr(ä:) 3ä"in7' ä(i) = w ), 

where w denotes either tt or ff. 

It is this property that makes the control-flow-axiomatization in Section 3 possible. 

Next, to define Trs, the restrictions, imposed by a context (say, of a), on 

the values of the labels which do not occur in a, have to be enforced. This 

requires some additional machinery. A context f3 of a program o: restricts the 

label valuations of o:'s transition sequences, so as to make them consistent with 

executing o: in that context (/3). Hence, it would seem that a trace TE Trs(/3, o:) is 

obtained by "projecting" a trace 7' E Tr(/3) on the transitions in o:. Such a trace, 

however, need not exist; consider, e.g., a context f3 ::: false?; o:. The fact that o: 

cannot be reached semantically, is of no concern for the consistency of o:'s label

valuations, which should depend on the syntactic structure of the context only. 

In fact, the straightforward axiomatization of the consistency of label-valuations 

in Section 3 (LCa) is rendered incomplete by taking semantic reachability into 

account. This suggests, defining for each program o:, its companion, o:c, obtained 
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by replacing each test (l.b?.i') in a by (l.true?.l') (;in fact, it suffices to replace it 
by a test that can be passed from at least one state). In ac, any execution path 

that is syntactically possible (in a) is semantically possible. 
Now auxiliary predicate, {3-sg Ç S (called {3-state good) and {3-tg Ç 52 

(called {3-transition good) can be de:fined, to express that a state or a transition 
has valuation(s) that are consistent with /3's syntax: 

Definition 2.4. For any /3 E PROG(tl), u E S, L = LAB(/3) 

1./3-sg(u) <==> 3rETr(/3c)3i~l(T[i1=(ü,ü') => ürL=urLv 

ü'rL=urL) 

2. /3-tg(u, u') <==::> 37" E Tr(f3C) 3i ~ 1 (T[i1 = (ü, ü') => û rL = u rL/\ 

ü'rL=urL) 

Note the disjunction in (1) and the conjunction in (2). 

Definition 2.5. For any a,{3 E PROG(tl) such that ({3 1 a) and 'TE (S x S)*: 

'TE Trs(/3, a) <==> 'TE Tr(a) /\ Vi (T[i) = (u, u') => /3-tg(u, u')) 

Finally, validity and satisfaction in a model can be de:fined: 

Definition 2.6. Let p, q E F(tl), <P E TL( tl), a,{3 E PROG(tl) and ({31 a). Then 

1. t= <P <==::> for every model (M, S} of TL(tl) M, u I= <P 

2. (M, S} F= (f3 1 p} <==> Vu E S {3-sg(u) => M, u F= p 

3. (M, S} t= ({3 1 [p)a[q]} <==::> VT E Tr(/3, a) Vi ~ o ( T[i] = ( u, u') => 
M, u F= p => M, u' F= q) 

3 The Proof System, PS(M) 

As notation for proof rules, ({3 1 A1, ... , A.,, => C) is used, with the usual interpre-

tation: to infer ({3 1 C} prove (/3 1 A1}, ... , (/3 1 A.,,). 
The system consists of three parts. The :first part concerns the composition 

of program (-proofs) and consists of the 4 Çomposition rules, the ,Test and the 
Assignment rules: 
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T. ({3 1 (p Ab Aa•-+ q) => [p]a[q]), provided a = (i.b?.i') and LAB(p):;: 0 

As. ({31 (a• A 3y(p[y/x] A x = e[y/x])-+ q) => [p]a[q]}, provided a = (i.x := e.l'), 

LAB(p) = 0 and y ~ Fvar(p, e) U {x} 

Next, follow some auxiliary tules and axioms. The Invariance, ~trengthen and the 

two ]l!xtension rules; the Oracle tule and the .fropositional ,!autology axiom: 

lnv. (f3 1 p => [true]a[p]) 

S. (f3 1 [p A q]a[r], •a-+ q, [q]a[q Va•] => (p]a[r]), provided q E F(I) 

E1• prove (f3 1 p} to infer ({3' 1 p} provided ({3' 1 {3} and p E F(I) 

E2• prove ({3 1 (p]a[q]) to infer ({3' 1 [p]a[q]} provided ({3' 1 {3} 

O. ({3 1 p} for any p E F(tl) such that M I= p 

Pt. All instances of propositional tautologies. 

Finally, the control-fiow axioms: _Elow and 1abel .Qonsistency. The formulae LC{a) 
are defined a.fter these. 

Fi,2· ({3 1 [~l]a[~l]}, provided ({3 l l Il a) and a is atomie 

LCa. (a 1 LC(a)} fot any a E PROG(tl) 

The infinite hut recursive set of label consistency axioms, LCa, axioma.tizes the 
consistency oflabel valuations. The F(l)-formula.e LC(a) are recursively defin~ as 
follows (v denotes the exclusive or): 

1. a:: (l.b?.i') or a:: (1..x := e.i'): LC{a) = l V l' 

2. If a = (l.a1 o a2.l') then LC{a) = LC{a1) A LC(a2) A c, where cis ddined by 
the following clauses 

(a) o = U: l +-+ (•a1 V •a2) A i' +-+(ai v a2) A --.((C:1 Vai) A (&2 Va~)) 

(b) o = ;: l +-+ •a1 A ai+-+ •a2 A a; +-+ l' A --.(ä1 A(ä2 va;)) 

(c) o::*: l.+-+•a1 A ai+-+(•a2vi') A ai-+l A --.(ä1Aä2) 

(d) o =Il: i +-+ (•a1 A •a2) A l' +-+(ai A a2) A (ä1 Vai +-+ ä2 Va2) 
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LC(a) expresses that a valuation of the labels of ais consistent with a's syntactic 
structure. Such a recursive definition is possible, because this consistency does not 

depend on a's environment; i.e., because the the encapsulation property holds. 

This would not have been true, had the usual Kleene-* been used instead of the 

binary *= Le((i.a*.i')) necessarily will allow the inference a• -+ 'a (or 'a-+ a') 
in order to model looping. As 'a, a' E LAB(a), this means that now, a context of 

a can induce new relations between a's labels. 

Some useful derived rules and axioms are: 

1. (f3 I p-+ p', [p']a[q'], q'-+ q ~ [p]a[q]} 

eA,V• ((3 1 [p]a[q], [p']a[q'] ~ [p ~ p']a[q ~ q']} 

Fa. ((3 1 [true]a[a']}, provided ais atomie 

F4. ((3 1 [true]a[~ Va'] 

Axiom Fa easily follows from T and As. Proofs for the other axiom and the proof 
rules are constructed using structural induction w.r.t. a and, for F4 , applying the 

trivia! observation that f= (~ V-y') -+ (~Va') if (a 1 -y) (; cf. the definition of~ 
and a'). 

Example 

Consider Lamport's Concurrent Hoare Logic [12]. His sequentia! composition rule 
is a derived rule of PS(M). Lamport deals with safety properties and his specifica

tions, {p}a{q}, have the interpretation: "if execution is begun anywhere in a with 

the predicate p true, then executing a will leave p true while control is inside a, 

and will makeq true ifand when a terminates." Consequently, {p}a{q} translates 
into Transition Logic as: [p]a[~ -+ p A. a• -+ q] (in [12] the context is always left 

implicit). 

In this paper's notation, Lamport's sequentia! composition rule becomes: 

• • SC. (ó 1 [t]a[a-+ t A. a• -+ u], [v]f3[(3-+ v A. (3' -+ w], u A. • (3 -+ v ~ 
• • • • [a-+ t A. (3-+ v]'Y[a-+ t A. (3-+ v A. -y' -+ w]}, 

where 'Y = (i.a; {3.i') and (ó 1-r). 

To derive se, it will be convenient to generalize it to: 

Se'. (ó 1 [p]a[q], [r]f3[s] ~ [A]'Y[C]), 
• • where 'Y and ó are as in se, A::: a-+ p A (3-+ r and 

• • e = (ava•-+ q) A ((•'(3 A. (f3Vf3'))-+ s) 
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It is not difficult to see that Se' is sound. To derive Se' requires some more effort. 

We want to use the e; rule. So, first derive 1- (6 1 [A]a:[C]). In the derivation, 

the context is suppressed. 

[true]a:[~ va:•] 
• a:--+ true e 
• • A [a:]a:[a: va:•] [p]a:[q] e 

e e A 
[a: Ap]a:[(a: va:•) t\ q] 

• • LC(7)-+ (a:va:•--+ (•f3v•(f3vf3•))) 

_L_e(~'Y~)~~~--:,....-~~~~Pt 
• • (a:va:•)-+ (•f3v•(f3vf3•)) 

e 
-:-~~~~~~~~~~~~~-Pt 

(~va:•)" q --+ e 

~AA-+ ~Ap 
[~ AA]a:[C] 

• a: --+ ~ [true]a:[~ va:•] 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~--::--::-::"-=-~~~~~~~~~~~~~$ 

[A]a:[C] 

The proof of (6 1 [A]/3[C]) is completely analogous. Now, Se' is obtained by a final 

application of e;. . 
It remains to show that se is a derived rule, too. To prove this, apply se' with 

• • p = t, q = (a:--+ t t\ a:• --+ u), r = v and s = (/3--+ v t\f3• --+ w). Formula A has the 
• • required form, e not yet. Observe that f= e +-+ ( a: --+ t t\ a:• --+ u t\ ( •• /3 t\ /3) +-+ 

v t\ (-.•13t\13•) --+ w) and that f= LC(6) --+ (a:• +-+ •13t\13• +-+ 7• t\ 13• --+ ,•13). 
Hence, using 0, Pt and Le6, we obtain · 

To obtain the consequent of se, use the assumption (6 1 u A • /3 --+ v) to replace 

•13--+ u by •13--+ v. 

4 The Connection with Tempora! Logic 

Transition Logic cannot reason about and specify temporal properties in a di

rect way, like the logies of Lamport [13] and of Manna and Pnueli [16] can. 

This ability was sacrificed to obtain compositionality. However, this does not 

imply a loss in reasoning power. To wit: any temporal property, expressible in 

Manna and Pnueli's Temporal Program Logic (TPL), that is true of a program a: 

(a: E PROG(tl)), can be proved hence reasoned about in a suitable extension of 

Transition Logic. 

This claim follows from a straightforward translation of results from [15, 16, 17]: 
TPL reduces proofs of temporal properties to proofs of classical properties without 
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tempora! modalities. These classica! properties are readily translated into Tran
siiion Logic formulae. In (17], rules are introduced for certain classes of tempora! 

formulae, which are complete in the sense that to prove a formula from any of 
these classes, one application of the respective rule suffi.ces; the rest is classica! 

reasoning (which can be done in PS(tl)). The claim follows by extending PS(tl) 
with these rules and by observing that (for programs in PROG(tl)) any tempora! 
formula can be reduced to a formula in one of the above classes. 

Note that no justice and fairness constraints are imposed upon executions of 

PROG(tl)-programs. Hence, although TPL is capable of dealing with such con

straints, this aspect is ignored here. The rest of the section only states the facts 

and (hence) the reader should be familiar with [15,16,17]. 

In TPL (tempora!) formulae are interpreted over a fixed set of state-sequences; 

that is, over the execution traces of a fixed program. Consequently, there is no no

tion of composition of programs in TPL. Hence, with each program a: E PROG(tl), 
associate its set of traces, Et(a:), obtained from Tr(a:). As in TPL, if e is a trace 

of a: (e E Et(a:)), then by definition any non-empty suffiz of eis a trace of a:, too. 

Tempora! Logic, Tel(tl), is obtained by extending classica! lst order logic F(tl) 

with three tempora! modalities: O (next state), 0 (eventuality) and U(weak until 

or unless). The formulae of Tel(tl) are defined as usual by inductively applying 

these modalities, starting with F(tl)-formulae. It is a fact that any (linear) tem
pora! modality (on discrete sequences) can be expressed using Q, 0 and U. The 

interpretation of Tel(tl) (over Et(a:)) is inductively defined as follows: 

• (M, S) I= a:: </> i:ff Ve E Et(a:) M, e I= </> 

• M, e I= p i:ff M, e[l] I= p (for p E F(tl)) 

• M,e I= 04> i:ff lene ~ 1 and M,e[2 :] I= 4> 
• M, e I= 04> i:ff 3i ~ lene M, e(i :] I= 4> 
• M, e I= 4> U t/J i:ff Vi ~ lene M, e[i :] I= <P or 

3j ~ lene Vl ~ i < j M,e[i :] I= 4> & M,e[j :] I= 1" 

In (17], three rules are introduced for proving properties of the form p -+ Oq, 
p -+ Qq and p -+ q U r, where p, q and r are state-formulae; i.e., p, q, r E F(tl). 

Provided F(tl) meets certain requirements, these rules are shown to be complete 

in the above sense that any of these properties can be proved, using one single 

application of the respective rule as the only tempora! step. I.e., no tempora! 

modalities appear in the premises of these rules. In this paper's terminology, the 



rules are: 

[p /\ p]o:[q]' p --+ -.o:• 
• 0: --+ p, [p]o:[p] 

N.~~~-'-"'--=--=--"'-"-~ 
o:: p--+ Qq 

[q /\ p]o:[f /\ q], • 0: --+ p, [p]o:[p] 

U.p/\p--+CjVf, Cj/\p--+q, f/\p--+r 
o:: p--+ q U r 

[q(n)]o:[q V (ä A3m < n q(m)] 
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. -E. o:--+ p, [-Jo:[-] /\ - /\-. --+ ~ /\3n -(n) p p ' p p q q n and m are natural numbers 
o:: P --+ Oq ' 

In these rules, the TL-formula [p]o:[q] translates the TPL-expression "o: leads from 

p to q", with interpretation [17]: /or any atomie action r of o: and /or any states 

s and s', p(s) & s' E M[r]s => q(s'). Note that, as a consequence, PS(tl) allows 

formal reasoning about such TPL expressions; something that is missing in [16,17]. 

Rules E and N have been changed w.r.t. the original rules of [17]: in TPL, 

traces of programs are always infinite (if necessary, the terminal state of such a 

trace is repeated); not so for the trac~s in Et(o:). This accounts for the additional 

premiss p --+ -.o:• in N and for the appearance of~ in the first and last premiss of E. 

Moreover, the E-rule could be simplified because justice and faimess are ignored. 

The proofs in [15,17] indicate that, in order to obtain completeness of these 

rules, the following predicates and relation must be F(tl)-definable: 

1. "ris a finite prefix of some r E Et(o:)" 

2. "M, u f= p" (for p E F(tl)) 

3. "n is a standard natural number" and "n < m" 

Rule E uses a well-foundedness argument to show eventuality. This explains the 

third requirement. Also, the formula q(n) in rule E, will have in general to express 

something like "o: will establish q in at most n more execution steps". Hence, 

requirements (1) and (2). 

Now, what about the proof of general tempora! properties? Observe that no 
transition sequence in Tr(o:), hence no trace in Et(o:), has infinite length. This 

implies that "r E Et(o:)" is F(tl)-definable, too. Consequently, "M, r f= </;'' is 
definable for any </> E Tel(tl) and r E Et(o:), so that any tempora! formula can be 

reduced to one of the standard forms p--+ Qq, p--+ Oq or p--+ q U r. 

We agree that the use of such coding tricks is unsatisfactory hut observe that 
such tricks have to be used in TPL, too. 

As an example, let Pe be the signature of Peano-arithmetic, extended with 
a unary predicate (symbol) nat. Let M be a class of models in which nat is 
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interpreted as the defining predicate of the standard natural numbers (and in 

which the symbols in p receive their usual interpretation). Clearly, F(pel) satisfies 

the definability requirements (1), (2) and (3). Hence, assuming for the moment 

that PS(M) is complete (w.r.t. M), then 

M f= a: <P {::::::::> PS(M) u {N, U, E}3 1- <P a E PROG(pel), <P E Tel(pel) 

This can of course be generalized to any signature that allows an arithmetical 

model (cf. Harel's [9]). 

5 Soundness and Completeness 

PS(M) is an ordinary Hilbert-style proof system. Consequently, to establish sound

ness, it suffices to show that each individual proof rule is sound and that every 

axiom scheme is valid. 

In this section, references to models, M, are usually suppressed. Also, if lis a 

label then l E F(I) denotes, in expressions, uniformly either the formula l or -,f.. 

Lemma 5.0. E1, 0, Pt, F1,2 and LCa are valid. 

Proof. 

Rule E1: Remember that (M,S} f= ((3' 1 p} {::::::::> (Va ES (3'-sg(a) => 
M,a f= p). Now, observe that {31-sg Ç (3-sg. This is a consequence of the 

encapsulation property and the fact that for labels l tJ. LAB((3), (3-sg imposes no 

constraints on their value. 

Rules O,Pt: Trivial and uninteresting. 

Rules F1,2: By definition of (f3 l l Il a), there is a subprogram of(3, p = (l:y Il 
ó.i} such that ('Y 1 a) and l E LAB(ó) or vice versa. W.l.o.g., assume that ('Y 1 a). 

The encapsulation property implies that it suffices to prove that for any transition 

(a, a') caused by an action in -y, p-tg(a, a') => a(l) = a'(l). This follows directly 

from the definition of merge. 

Rules LCa: This is proved using structural induction. If a is atomie, LCa is 

easily seen to hold. The induction step amounts to a depressing analysis of how 

composite transition sequences are constructed and is left to the reader. 

Lemma 5.1. C0 , T, As, lnv, S and E2 are sound rules. 

3 Strictly speaking, an additional rule is needed, allowing the substitution of equivalent for
mulae in tempora! formulae, so as to be able to reduce to standard form. 
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Proof. 

Axiom As: Choose any (a, a') E Trs({3, o:) such that a f= p. To show: a' f= q. 

Assume that a' ~ o:' /\ 3y(···). As a' f= o:', this implies that a'{v/y} ~ 

(· · ·) for every v E IMI; in particular a'{ii/y} ~ (· · ·), where ii = a(x). Because 

a'{ii/y} f= x = e[y/x] (y <t Fvar(e) U {x}), also a 1{ii/y} ~ p[y/x]. Consequently, 
a'{ii/x} ~ p (y <t Fvar(p)). As LAB(p) = 0 this implies a ~ p; a contradiction. 

Hence, a' f= o:' /\ 3y (· · ·), so that a' f= q. 

Rules C0 , T, lnv, S, E2 : These rules are even more trivia! to prove sound 

and are left as exercises. 

Theorem 5.0. PS(M) J- <P => M f= <P for any <P E TL(tl). 

Proof. An easy induction w.r.t. the complexity of the proof. 

Completeness 

PS(M) is complete relative to the theory of M (cf. the Oracle axiom). Notably, no 

further restrictions on models M are needed, such as Cook's notion of expressive

ness. The completeness proof does rely on the definability of the strongest post 

condition (spe) for atomie programs. However, in TL this is definable in any (lst 

order) model. Of course, Section 4 indicated that in order to prove interesting 
properties, models do have to meet additional criteria. 

The following two properties are essential for obtaining completeness: 

(A) LC(.B) defines {3-sg: Va E S M, a f= LC(,B) -Ç:=> {3-sg(a) 

(B) Let o:, {3 E PROG(tl), o: atomie, ({3 1 o:) and /. E LAB(,B). 

• If (/3 l l Il o:) then the value of /. remains unaffected by executing o:: 

V( a, a') E T rs({3, o:) a( 1.) = a' ( 1.). 

• If -i({3 l /. Il o:) then the value oU in a state produced by o: is independent 
of the state in which o: was executed: for w either true or false, 

(3(a, a') E Trs(/3, o:)Va" (a, a") E Trs({3, o:) => a"(I.) = w) => 
V(ä", ä"') E Trs(/3, o:) ä"'(I.) = w 

The proo:fs of these properties are straightforward hut very lengthy analyzes of the 
construction of the label valuations in the definition of T r and will not be given in 

this paper. 
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The completeness proof splits into a number of cases. The easiest case is the 
subject of 

Theorem 5.1. M I= (13 1 p) => PS(M) 1- (13 1 p) for p E F(tl). 

Proof. Property (A) implies that M I= LC(fi)-+ p. Now, use 0, LC,a and simple 
propositional reasoning to obtain 1- (13 1 p). 

Completeness for transition formulae is based on the definability of spe. Hence: 

Lemma 5.2. Let a,fi E PROG(tl), a atomie, (fi 1 a) and p E F(tl). Then the spe 
of p w.r.t. (fi 1 a), sp(p, (fi 1 a)), is F(tl)-definable. 

Proof. As usual 

M, ä" 1= sp(p, (fi 1 a)) ~ 3(u, u') E Trs(fi, a) M, u I= p & u' = ä" • 

Define L = A { l /\ --.l 1 l E LAB(p)} and bring L into disjunctive normal form4 

L1 /\ · · · L". Each L, is a conjunction of atomie formulae of the form l or --.l and 
LAB(L,) = LAB(p). Obtain assertions Pi E F(t) by substituting in p, true or false 
for any l E LAB(p) depending on whether l or --.l appears in L,. By definition 

LAB(p,) = 0. Clearly, 1= (13 1 L, -+ (p +-+Pi)) and hence 1= (fi l p +-+ V{Pi /\ L, 1 i = 
1 ... n}). Now, for any p,, let Pi denote the formula Pi Ab in case a = (l.b?.l') and 
the formula 3y(p,[y/x] /\ x = e[y/x]) in case a = (l.x :=e.i.') (y <t. Fvar(p, e) U {x}). 

Let for any L,, [, denote the F(l)-formula A{i 11= (13 1 [L,]a[l])} /\ A{--.1. Il= 
(13 1 [L,]a[--.l]) }. Then it is a simple exercise to show that 

This representation will be used in the sequel. 

Lemma 5.9. PS(M) 1- (fi 1 [L]a[sp(L, (fi 1 a:) )]), where ais atomie and L E F(I). 

Proof. Let [ denote the spe. There are two cases. 

(1) I= (fi 1 •a-+ --.L): In the following derivation, the context is suppressed. 

(false]a[[] 

L A [ -+ fal~e I 
(L /\ --.L]a(L] a• -+ --.L 

(L]a([] 

(true]a[a•] 
a•-+ a• V L 

(true]a[a• v L] 1
5 

4 Strictly speaking, true is a d.n.f. of L, too. What is meant, here and in the sequel, is to apply 
the well known algorithm which (syntnctically) transforms a formula into normal form. 
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(2) ~ (f3 1 •a -+ •L): If I= (/3 1 [ -+ false), then a has no output-state. 
This is only possible if a ::: (i.false?.i'). But then, T can be used to obtain 

1- (/3 1 [L)a[false]). Hence, assume that ~ (/3 1 [ -+ false). This means that there 
exists at least one transition (u, u') E Trs(/3, a) such that u' I= L. Consequently, 
property (B) implies the following facts: 

1. if (/3 1 i Il a) then 1= (f3 1 [L)a[l]) :::} I= (f3 1 [l]a[l]), 

2. if •(/3 1 i Il a) then I= {/3 1 [L)a[lJ) :::} 1= {/3 1 a• -+ l) 

We intend to use the representation of [as in the proof of Lemma 5.2. So, bring 
L into disjunctive normal form L1 V • • • V Ln and let s denote either the formula 
b or 3y x = e[y /x) 5 depending on whether a is a test or an assignment. Then, 

using the notation of Lemma 5.2: [ +-+ s /\ a• /\ LC(/3) /\ (L1 V • • • V Ln)· Now, it 

is easy to obtain 1- (f3 1 [L)a[s /\ LC(/3)]). Facts (1) and (2) above, imply that the 
conjunction [1 can be restricted to the labels i such that {/3 1 i Il a). But for such 
labels, if I= (f3 1 [L)a[lJ) then this can actually be derived using F1 and F2 and 
the fact that I= (f3 1 L -+ l) (a consequence of property (B)). This implies that 

1- {/3 1 [L)a[L1 V • • • V Ln]) holds and, hence, that 1- {/3 1 [L)a[[]). 

Theorem 5.2. M I= (f3 1 [p]a[q]) :::} PS(M) I= {/3 1 [p]a[q]), where p, q E F(I) and 
ais atomie. 

Proof. Lemma 5.3 and Theorem 5.1 (and an application of 1). 

Definition . Let p E F(I), a,{3 E PROG(tl), a atomie and (/3 1 a). Then 
L 0 (p, {/3 1 a)) is the set of labels whose truth-values are not determined by p; i.e., 
it is the set 

{ i 1 ~ {/3 1 [p)a[i)), ~ {/3 1 [p)a[•i])} . 

The following Lemma states the basic property of such labels: 

Lemma 5.4. Let K E F(I), p, q E F(tl), a, /3 E PROG(tl), a atomie and (/3 1 a). 

Assume that M ~ {f3 i •a-+ •K), LAB(p) = 0 and LAB(q) Ç L0 (p, {/31 a)). 

Then M I= {/3 1 [K /\ p)a[q]) :::} M 1= {/3 1 [p)a[q]). 

Proof. Let L = L 0 (p, {/3 1 a) ). Suppose, ~ {/3 1 [p)a[q]). Then, there is a 
transition (u,u') E Trs(/3,a) such that u I= pand u' ~ q. By assumption, there is 

~Note, that the pre-assertion, L, states nothing about the values of the program variables. 
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a state ü such that ,8-sg(ü) and ü f= 'o: /\K. As LAB(p) = 0, ü f= 'o: /\ K /\ p can 
be assumed to hold, too. Now consider the states, ü', such that (ü, ü') E Trs(,8, o:). 
By de:finition of L, there is a ü' such that ä"1 f(L U Var) = <71 f(L U Var). Because 
LAB(q) Ç L, this means that ü 1 ~ q and, hence, that ~ (.8 J [K /\ p]o:[q]). 

Finally, completeness for genera! transition formulae, (.8 J (p]o:[q]) (p, q E F(tl)) 
can be shown. The intuition behind the proof is simple: consider all (consistent) 

control locations in o:. For each control location, .C, derive from p the constraints 
on the variable values at this control point. Next, derive from q the constraints 
on the variable values in any state that can be reached by a single transition when 

control resides at .C. Finally, show that these constraints are met if the transition 
is taken from a state satisfying p, too. Observe that this strategy corresponds to 
the way in which ané!:logous program properties are proved in the tempora! logic 
proof system of Manna and Pnueli [16]. 

Theorem 5.3. M f= (.8 J (p]o:(q]}::? PS(M) J- (,8 J (p]o:(q]}, for p, q E F(tl). 

Proof. Because of the C0 -rules, it suffices to show completeness for atomie o:. 

Let L = LC(,8) /\ 'o: /\ A{l V -il l l E LAB(p) \ LAB(,8)}. By de:finition we have 
1- (.8 J 'o:-+ L}. It suffices to show that J- (/3 J (p /\ L]o:[q]}, because: 

[true]o:['o:] 

'o: -+ L (p /\ L]o:[q] S 
[p]o:[q] 

Now, bring L into disjunctive normal form, L1 V • • • V L". Because of the Cv

rule, concentrate on J- (.8 J (p/\ Li]o:[q]}. By de:finition, LAB(p) Ç LAB(Li). Hence, 
as in the proof of Lemma 5.2, formulae Pi E F(t) can be (e:ffectively) found, that 
satisfy LAB(pi) = 0 and f= (.8 1 Li -+ (p 4-+ Pi)}. Consequently, it suffi.ces to derive 

(,8 J [Pi/\ Li]o:(q]}. 
As the next step, de:fine Mi= sp(Li, (,8 1 o:}). By Theorem 5.2 (and 1), J- (/3 J 

[Pi/\ L,]o:[M,]). Bring M, in to conjunctive normal form, Mi,1 /\ · · · /\ Mi,m.- Let M, 
be the conjunction of those Mi,j that are of the form l or -il (or true if no such 

Mi,j exist). Clearly, J- (.8 J [Pi/\ Li]o:[Mi]). Again, construct formulae qi E F(tl) 
that satisfy f= (.8 J M, -+ (q 4-+ qi)} and LAB(qi) n LAB(Mi) = 0. The following 
derivation justi:fies our concentrating on proving (I) J- (.8 J [Pi /\ Li]o:[q,]}: 

[P• /\ Li]o:[q,], [Pi/\ L,]o:[Mi] C 
[Pi /\ L,]o:[q, /\ M,] " 

[Pi /\ Li]o:(q] 
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If I= ((3 J •o:-+ --,L,) then (I) reduces to ((3 J [false]o:[q1]) which is easily proved 

using As or T. Next, assume that ~ ((3 J •o: -+ •L1). Moreover, suppose that 

{II) LAB{q1) Ç L0 (L,, ((3 Jo:)). Then, Lemma 5.4 applies: As I= ((3 J [p, /\ L1]o:[q,]), 
we obtain I= ((3 J [p,]o:[q,]) and, hence, I= {(3 J sp(p,, (f3 J o:)) -+ q,). Because 

LAB(p,) = 0, the representation of the spe in Lemma 5.2 simplifies to o:• /\ LC(f3) /\ 
p,, so that I= ((3 1 o:• /\Pi -+ q,) holds. This is the premiss of the As or T rule. So, 

finally, we obtain J- ((3 1 [p,]o:[q,]), hence (using 1) J- ((3 J [Pi/\ L,]o:[q,]). 
It remains to show that (II) actually holds; i.e., that K = LAB{q) \ LAB(M,) Ç 

L 0 (L,, {(3 1 o:) ): take any 1. E K. Because 1. <t. LAB{rii11), ~ ((3 J rii1, -+ 1.) and 

~ ((3 J rii1, -+ •i) hold and therefore ~ ((3 J M, -+ 1.) and ~ ((3 J M, -+ •f.). By 

definition of M1, this means that f. E L0 (Li, ((3 Jo:)). 

6 Discussion 

The paper introduces compositionality into proofs of tempora! properties of con

current programs. The key observation to view programs as sets of sequences of 

atomie actions, leads to the proposal of Transition Logic as supporting compo

sitional reasoning. Essential features of the deductive system for this logic-as 

exemplified in the completeness proof- are ( 1) the axiomatization of the flow-of

control and {2) the expressibility of the strongest post conditions of the atomie 

programs. 

Transition Logic is developed here for a rudimentary language; i.e., for reg

ular programs with merge over assignments and tests. It would be interesting 

to consider languages with more intricate syntactic structure and introduce, e.g., 

recursion, synchronization commands or a construct, {o:), to execute arbitrary 

programs, o:, as indivisible, atomie actions. The logic can be straightforwardly 

extended to deal with the latter two constructs; no basic difficulties are envisaged 

in treating recursion. 

Another possibility is introducing communication actions. Of course, there 

is an easy way to deal with such commands, as is illustrated by Lamport and 

Schneider [13] in the context of CSP. However, that solution ignores the interesting 

fact that for such languages (without variable sharing) there is a dear distinction 

between the internal behavior of a program and its external behavior, i.e., the 

sequences of communications it is willing to participate in. A distinction that 

should be reflected in Transition Logic, thus mak:ing a connection with [19] and 

[23] on partial correctness of networks of communicating processes. 

Transition Logic concentrates on (input-output) properties of atomie actions. 
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While this suffices for proving any temporal property, it is at the same time un
satisfactory because one would like to reason about temporal properties in a more 
direct way. The basic problem is to define the execution sequences of programs 

when interleaving occurs. In the current set-up, this is impossible to do in a 

compositional way. Hence, satisfaction of temporal formulae cannot be defined. 

A possible extension would be to first formulate a set of assumptions, specifying 
the way the environment of a program may alter the program state. Relative to 

such assumptions, execution sequences of programs can be defined and temporal 

properties can be reasoned about using temporal modalities. Such an extension of 

Transition Logic would be a first step in providing Lamport's modular specification 

method [14] with a compositional deductive system. 

Finally, an obvious question is, whether the logic can be extended to deal with 

just and fair executions of programs. A problem arises here: for a transition 

to be justly taken, it should eventually become continuously enabled. Hence, it 

should be certain that no move of the environment-of which nothing is known
can disable this transition from some point onwards. Similar reasoning applies 

to fairness, as a move need not be fairly taken if that move eventually becomes 

continuously disabled. It follows that justice and fairness, too, only make sense 

relative to assumptions about the behavior of the environment. 
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Samenvatting 

Dit proefschrift is een bundeling van een viertal artikels, allen op het terrein van de 
verificatie van concurrente, gedistribueerde systemen. De verificatie methodiek die 
aan deze artikels ten grondslag ligt is de zogenoemde "inductieve assertie methode" 
van R. W. Floyd, waarmee partiële correctheids specificaties of over (sequentiële) 
programma's bewezen kunnen worden. Zo'n uitspraak heeft de vorm {p}S{q} 
en zegt dat als het programma, S, begint te executeren met variabelen waarden 
(d.w.z., een state) die voldoet aan de beschrijving of assertie p, S uitsluitend zal 
termineren in states die voldoen aan q. Gewoonlijk noemt men p de pre assertie 
en q de post assertie van S. Merk op dat in het midden gelaten wordt of S 
daadwerkelijk termineert. 

Om {p}S{q} aan te tonen, schrijft deze methode voor om na elke elementaire 
actie, S1, van S, zeg na elke toekenningsopdracht, de state te karakteriseren door 
een zekere assertie q,. Vervolgens bewijs je voor elke q, (en voor p) dat acties, Sj die 
direct na S1 plaats kunnnen vinden (dit wordt door de vorm van S bepaald), states 
die aan q1 (p) voldoen, transformeren naar states die aan qj voldoen. Dit laatste 
komt dus neer op het aantonen van {qi}Sj{qj} voor de toekenningsopdrachten 
Sj, wat direct gedaan kan worden. 

Je kunt kritiek hebben op deze methode, omdat er geen verband is tussen de 
structuur van het programma en de vorm van het bewijs. Dit is de positie die C. A. 
R. Hoare inneemt. Hij staat een axiomatische aanpak voor waarin bijvoorbeeld een 
uitspraak over een programma S1 ; S2 moet kunnen worden aangetoond met behulp 
van uitspraken over S1 en S2; in het bijzonder moet er geen gebruik gemaakt 
worden van de interne structuur van S1 en S2 • 

Uitbreiding van de inductieve assertie method naar parallelle programma's 
vond in twee stappen plaats. Eerst ontwikkelde S. Owicki de notie van inter
ferentie vrijheid voor haar taal GPL , dat wil zeggen, voor parallelle programma's 
waarin elke component vrijelijk de variabelen van enig andere component mag 
gebruiken en veranderen. Daarna bestudeerden K. Apt, N. Francez en W. P. de 
Roever de taal "Communicating Sequentia! Processes (CSP)" , waarin componen
ten communiceren door het gesynchroniseerd sturen en ontvangen van waarden 
door middel van expliciete communicatie opdrachten. Dit leidde tot de idee van 
coöperatie . 

Interferentie vrijheid stoelt op de observatie dat je Floyds methode op elk 
van de programma componenten kan toepassen mits je daarna aantoont dat geen 
toekennings opdracht uit enig component interfereert, met de waarheid van as
serties die in een andere component gebruikt zijn door ze onwaar te maken. 

Coöperatie zegt dat je bij het toepassen van de inductieve assertie methode 
op de programma componenten, in eerste instantie de communicatie acties mag 
negeren mits je na afloop aantoont dat elk paar corresponderende zend en ont
vangst opdrachten coöperen door elkaars post asserties waar te maken. 

Dit geeft in kort bestek de achtergrond van de vier artikels in dit proefschrift. 
Het eerste artikel is A proof system /or concurrent Ada programs . Hierin gen-
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eraliseren we de coöperatie methode zodat het toepasbaar wordt voor de verificatie 
van Ada programmas. In CSP worden variabelen waarden verstuurd. Het Ada 
rendezvous -mechanisme is een combinatie van een standaard procedure aanroep 
met het gesynchroniseerd versturen en ontvangen van de procedure parameters. 
Per rendezvous vinden er twee van zulke communicaties plaats: aan het begin 
wanneer de actuele parameters worden verstuurd en aan het einde wanneer de 
resultaten worden terug gestuurd. We laten zien dat met een aangepaste notie 
van coöperatie, ook voor Ada programmas het verificatie proces te splitsen is in 
een eerste fase waarin het communicatie aspect genegeerd wordt en een tweede 
fase waarin wordt aangetoond dat zowel de (impliciete) acties die de communi
catie bij het begin van een rendezvous verzorgen als de acties die dat bij het einde 
doen coöperen. Daaarna generaliseren we de verificatie methode zodat we ook 
safety eigenschappen, de afwezigheid van deadlock, programma terminatie en het 
niet optreden van run-time fouten kunnen bewijzen. Safety generaliseert partiële 
correctheid doordat nu ook het programma gedrag tijdens executie kan worden 
vastgelegd. We passen de ontwikkelde technieken toe door de implementatie van 
de gedistribueerde implementatie van een "priority queue" correct te bewijzen. 

Het tweede artikel heet Proving monitors revisited en ontwikkelt een bewijs 
systeem voor safety eigenschappen van een monitor achtige taal. Monitors com
municeren via een mechanisme dat analoog is aan de Ada rendezvous. Intern 
lijken monitors echter op GPL programmas, dit in tegenstelling tot Ada taken en 
CSP processen die op gewone sequentiële programmas lijken. Dit betekent dan 
ook dat de bewijs methode gebruik maakt van zowel interferentie vrijheid voor de 
individuele monitors als van cooperatie voor de communicaties tussen monitors. 

De principes van interferentie vrijheid en coöperatie, zoals ze tot nu toe gebruikt 
zijn, zondigen tegen Hoares axiomatische aanpak, daar ze gebruik maken van de 
asserties die de state na elke primitieve actie beschrijven. In dit artikel laten we ook 
zien dat deze principes in een axiomatische aanpak hun plaats hebben. Om zo'n 
axiomatisch bewijs systeem te kunnen geven moeten we het begrip van programma 
specificatie uitbreiden. Partiële correctheids specificaties maken de aannames die 
in de component bewijzen gemaakt worden-dat een assertie waar blijft ook al 
voeren andere componenten opdrachten uit of dat een bepaalde waarde verstuurd 
wordt-niet expliciet. Wij definiëren een nieuwe notie van specificatie waarin 
uitspraken over het gedrag van een programma component expliciet afhangen van 
aannames over het gedrag van de andere componenten. 

Het derde artikel heet On the ezistence of sound and complete aziomatizations 
of the monitor oncept en geeft gedetailleerde bewijzen voor de "correctheid" en de 
"volledigheid" van het bewijs systeem uit het vorige artikel. Correctheid van een 
bewijs systeem betekent dat geen foute programma specificaties bewezen kunnen 
worden; volledigheid, dat elke ware programma specificatie inderdaad bewezen kan 
worden. 

Het vierde en laatste artikel is Transition logic . De interferentie vrijheid en de 
cooperatie methoden laten toe dat voor een correctheids bewijs het programma 
uitgebreid wordt met hulp variablelen. Hiermee kun je de voortgang in de verschil-
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lende programma componenten relateren. Dit is nodig voor de volledigheid van de 
methoden. Je kunt dit op een andere, abstractere, manier doen en de assertie taal 
uitbreiden met controle proposities. Deze idee werk ik in dit artikel uit. Dit resul
teerd in een bewijs systeem dat ook toepasbaar is voor het verifiëren van temporele 
eigenschappen van programmas. Een artikel van Z. Manna en A. Pnueli laat zien 
hoe een bewijs van een temporele eigenschap gereduceerd kan worden tot het be
wijzen van een aantal semantische condities. Dit blijken precies de eigenschappen 
te zijn die je met deze transitie logica kunt bewijzen. 

Het nulde hoofdstuk, tenslotte, leidt de vier artikels in en introduceert de 
inductieve assertie methode, interferentie vrijheid en coöperatie. 
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